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 T HE “LIAR’S PARADOX” is one of the oldest and 
most amusing logic puzzles. It is generally as-
signed to an ancient Cretan philosopher named 

Epimenides, who was reputed to have declared that “all 
Cretans are liars,” but it’s best known to Baby Boomers 
from an immortal episode of Star Trek.

Captain Kirk tells a humanoid robot named Norman 
that everything his antagonist Harry Mudd says is a lie. 
Mudd then says, “I am lying.” Norman the robot responds 
by saying, “But if you always lie, then you must be telling the 
truth, but you cannot tell the truth, so saying you are telling 
the truth is a lie.” Norman repeats “compute, compute,” he 
begins to shake, smoke comes out of his ears, and he shuts 
down because the inconsistency is too much for it to handle.

Watching the mainstream media and Democratic 
politicians cope with the news that Joe Biden mishandled 
classified information dating back to the Obama adminis-
tration is amusing in precisely the same way that episode 
of Star Trek is. Having practically driven themselves into 
ecstasies of righteous rage at the way Donald Trump 
purloined classified materials from his White House, and 
having convinced themselves that this crime would finally 
be the way Trump would be taken down, they found them-
selves forced to confront evidence that Biden had done 
precisely the same thing years earlier.

Compute! Compute!
Well, first, the two cases are very different, we were 

told. Very different, you see! Trump clearly knew he was 
doing wrong. It was Trump who shoved the documents 
into boxes, Trump who said the documents were his 
documents, and Trump who told his lawyers to say he had 
returned all the documents when he had not done so. But 
when the Biden people found classified information in an 
office at the Biden Penn Center for Post-Administration 
Chinese-Communist-Party-Supported Boondoggles in 
Washington, we were informed, they immediately called 
the National Archives! Different!

Well, OK, that’s nice, only explain this: Why were said 
documents in a manila envelope labeled “Personal”? Clas-
sified information is, literally, the opposite of something 

that’s “personal.” Who wrote “personal” on them? Why were 
they in this office? We don’t know what they are, and we’re 
not supposed to know. But someone made the decision 
to hide them in an envelope marked with a misdirection. 
Trump faces prosecution because his behavior showed in-
tent. Someone had intent here. Who? Why?

Compute! Compute!
Then it turns out that six weeks after the Archives 

were informed of these classified documents, Biden of-
ficials found some more—in his garage in Wilmington, 
Delaware. Biden was asked about this and said that, you 
know what else was in that garage? His Corvette. That 
answer either indicates that the president’s senility is no 
longer in question or that he has cleverly decided to de-
ploy the concern that he is cognitively challenged, using 
the idea he’s senile as another form of misdirection.

Now, like Norman the robot trying to reconcile the 
paradox and failing, mainstream liberals began to shake 
and sputter.

Then it turned out that yet another document was 
found inside Biden’s Wilmington house—long after the 
documents were located inside Biden’s garage. That made 
three separate unsecure locations where American govern-
ment secrets were stashed, knowingly or unknowingly.

Attorney General Merrick Garland revealed that 
the garage documents had been found on December 20, 
2022—and yet their existence was not revealed when 
the first story came out in January about the “personal” 
manila folder at the Penn Biden Center for Giving Him an 
Office He Didn’t Have to Pay For Until He Decided to Run 
for President.

Garland also announced the appointment of a 
special counsel, just as he had two months earlier when 
it came to Trump’s handling of classified information. 
Compute, compute!

That was when, on CNN and MSNBC, the robotic 
anti-Trump, pro-Biden defenders began to emit smoke 
from their ears and shut down.

Don’t worry. They’ll be back. Norman the Robot 
came back, too.q

Compute! Compute!
EDITOR’S COMMENTARY

JOHN PODHORETZ
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To the Editor:

EVERYTHING in Eli Lake’s ar-
ticle on the FBI was eye-open-

ing, but none of it was totally 
surprising (“Can the FBI Be Saved 
from Itself—And Can We Be Saved 
from the FBI?” December). J. Edgar 
Hoover was a power-hungry zealot 
and a narcissist. He was always a 
danger to our constitutional repub-
lic and the very freedoms we enjoy. 
Harry S. Truman was spot-on in his 
worrisome assessment of Hoover, 
but sadly he never reined in the 
man’s power.

One would have thought that 
since Hoover’s demise, our elected 
officials would have made true re-
form of the FBI a priority. As Lake 
points out so astutely, this is woe-

fully not the case, and the bureau 
has actually gotten even worse 
over time. It has become a political 
weapon to be used against anyone 
not in lockstep with the Washing-
ton machine.

Lake has done his research, and 
his article should be applauded for 
shining a light on the disturbing 
threat posed by one of the high-
est law-enforcement agencies in 
America. 

 Don Choyce
Erial, New Jersey

1

To the Editor:

MANY THANKS to Eli Lake for 
a carefully researched and 

clearly stated argument. I wish 
that every American voter could be 
made aware of its key points and ed-
ucate himself about the importance 
of the Constitution and the need 
for strong oversight of federal de-
partments by intelligently selected 
congressional committees. 

I’m concerned, however, that 
quality congressional oversight is 
not possible with our current elec-
toral processes. It seems obvious 
that most representatives (in both 
parties) are more interested in 
pandering for reelection votes than 
effectively representing our collec-
tive interests.

Our electoral processes have be- 
come perverted by the parties and 
the mainstream media, and the 

Fixing the 
FBI

4 February 2023

READER COMMENTARYREADER COMMENTARY
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To the Editor:

ELLIOT KAUFMAN does an ex-
cellent job of getting at some 

of the underlying reasons for black 

Kanye 
and Anti-
Semitism

quality of our candidates has reach-
ed a historic low. Major electoral re- 
forms are needed to get good can-
didates in office who could, in turn, 
reform the FBI. Some logical ideas 
along these lines include term lim-
its, open primaries, disciplined de-
bate, financial penalties for fraud-
ulent commercials, and audited 
ballots. 

 Brian McKibben
Naperville, Illinois

1

Eli Lake writes:

DON CHOYCE and Brian McK-
ibben highlight how Congress 

has failed to meaningfully reform 
the FBI in recent years. And while 
I agree that better leadership (par-
ticularly on the House and Sen-
ate Intelligence Committees) is 
needed, I also think a large part of 
the problem has been the failure at 
times of the Justice Department to 
compel the FBI to cooperate with 
congressional committees. Addi-
tionally, the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Court has failed to 
take meaningful action to address 
the Carter Page warrants. So while 
it’s true that Congress must push 
for reform of the bureau, the execu-
tive branch and the judiciary are 
also implicated in the scandal.  

cover: protesters hold up blank papers and chant 
slogans as they march in protest against strict 

anti-virus measures in beijing, sunday, nov. 27, 2022. 
credit: associated press photo/ng han guan
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anti-Semitism (“O Ye of Little Faith: 
The Anti-Semitism of Kanye West,” 
December). The accomplishment 
and success of Jews in American 
society do indeed establish them, 
in the view of some blacks, as the 
face of “white supremacy.” The idea 
here being that Jews take advan-
tage of benefits afforded to minor-
ity groups while also enjoying the 
powerful position of being white. 
In a “zero-sum” framework, this 
is viewed as detracting from the 
opportunities available to African 
Americans. This idea is supported 
by much of the rhetoric from the 
political left.

But the anti-Semitism on some 
of the far right is also stunning. 
There are popular public figures 
who casually state that Jews seek 
to replace whites in America. Ulti-
mately, we must acknowledge the 
integral and nearly universal (often 
eliminationist) hatred of Jews that 
defies any sort of reasoning. This 
is clear in the fact that this hatred 
is coming from white and black, 
conservative and liberal, across all 
economic strata and backgrounds. 
More than once in my life, I’ve met 
someone who admitted that he was 
raised to strongly dislike Jews even 
though he and his family had not 
(as far as they knew) ever met one. 
It’s especially distressing to see so 
many American Jews oblivious to 
this reality align themselves with 
overtly anti-Semitic organizations 
and public figures. Unless there is 
a reset of this perspective, there 
can be no meaningful pushback to 
the detestable, often violent, and 
increasing attacks against Jews.

 Marc Cohn
Maricopa, Arizona

1

To the Editor:

BY SHEER coincidence, the very 
morning before Kanye West 

went on Tucker Carlson’s show and 

ended up instigating the recent 
Jew-baiting brouhaha, I happened 
to go back into the Commentary 
archives to read the series of ar-
ticles written by Earl Raab, Mil-
ton Himmelfarb, Nathan Glazer, 
and Theodore Draper in 1969 on 
the then-nascent trend of black 
American anti-Semitism. I’ve often 
had that series and other articles 
in mind these past few months, 
and I applaud Elliot Kaufman 
for referencing them in his excel-
lent piece and placing the recent 
events in the proper context of this 
60-year-old tendency. It has been 
going on far too long to be excused 
or minimized or hoped away as an 
uncharacteristic aberration in the 
historic black-Jewish alliance of 
reflexive Democratic voting and 
liberal advocacy.

Black American anti-Semitism 
is as vile as any other manifesta-
tion of the world’s oldest hatred. 
West’s open embrace of white iden-
titarians as part of “one struggle” 
against organized Jewry has finally 
dispersed all obfuscation and cant: 
The fact that its bigoted propo-
nents can simultaneously find suc-
cor in “anti-white” Third Worldism 
and “pro-white” Nazism shows, as 
Kaufman astutely notes, that plu-
ralistic liberalism must oppose the 
hegemonic, Manichean racialism 
so in vogue across the political 
spectrum.

 Joseph Hernandez
San Antonio, Texas

1

Elliot Kaufman writes:

THANK YOU for two excellent 
letters. Since my article’s pub-

lication, Kanye West has met for 
dinner with Donald Trump. Do I 
think that makes President Trump 
an anti-Semite? I do not. It shows 
that he doesn’t maintain a cordon 
sanitaire against anti-Semites—or, 

as we should have learned by now, 
against any other type. This ought 
to be discrediting, though it likely 
has more to do with a weakness for 
flattery than any prejudice.

I should quibble with Marc Cohn 
when he laments that “so many 
American Jews oblivious to [do-
mestic anti-Semitism] align them-
selves with overtly anti-Semitic 
organizations and public figures.” 
Those who saw the Trump admin-
istration as a repeat of Philip Roth’s 
The Plot Against America can no 
doubt point to a few Rabbi Bengels-
dorf–type collaborators. But I saw 
many more wannabe Walter Win-
chells, convinced their Twitter con- 
demnations were somehow staving 
off an American Kristallnacht. For 
some perspective, consider that our 
cordon sanitaire has been breached 
before. The Congressional Black 
Caucus has hosted Louis Farra-
khan more than once. Al Sharpton 
visited the White House some 70 
times under President Obama.

More significant are the devel-
opments in the ceaseless national 
tug-of-war over the meaning and 
content of liberalism, America’s 
main political current, on which 
matters of race tug especially hard. 
“Zionism is racism” has again be-
come the normative left-wing po-
sition, exerting pressure on the 
Democratic Party. A new quota ideo- 
logy can also be said to unite the 
critical-race-theory left and the 
hard right. It starts by counting 
the blacks and the whites in differ-
ent fields and organizations, but 
it could end in a similar place as 
Kanye West: counting the Jews.

My advice? Tug the other way 
and follow Joseph Hernandez to 
the Commentary archives, avail-
able online to subscribers.

1
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What 
Americans 
Know
To the Editor:

IN HIS ARTICLE on affirma-
tive action, Matthew Continetti 

writes: “The polls really did show 
that the public was against over-
turning Roe v. Wade” (“The End of 
Affirmative Action?” December). 
What political significance does that 
have if, as we know, the public did 
not understand what Roe v. Wade 
did or, conversely, what “overturn-
ing Roe v. Wade” meant?

University of Virginia sociolo-
gist James Davison Hunter de-
vised the survey instrument for the 
1990 Gallup Poll on “Abortion and 
Moral Beliefs,” as he describes in 
his 1994 book, Before the Shooting 
Begins: Searching for Democracy 
in America’s Culture War. Hunter 
found, from his analysis of the Gal-
lup data, that “only about one out 
of every ten Americans has any real 
understanding of what Roe v. Wade 
actually mandated.” He concluded, 
“The debate about abortion is 
carried on in a context of colossal 
ignorance.” 

Consider also data on public 
support for abortion at specific ges-
tational stages. The pro-abortion-
rights historian, David J. Garrow, 
author of Liberty and Sexuality, 
criticized Justice O’Connor for fail-

ing to admit the scope of Roe in 
her 2003 book, The Majesty of the 
Law, when she twice wrote that 
the Court allowed abortion in “the 
first three months of pregnancy.” 
Likewise, Justice Breyer, in his 
2010 book, Making Our Democ-
racy Work, also described Roe as 
legalizing “abortion in the early 
months of pregnancy.” But as Gar-
row pointed out, “Roe not only 
legalized…abortions right up to the 
time of fetal viability,…but also pre- 
cluded the states from prohibit-
ing post-viability abortions if a 
pregnancy in any way threatens a 
woman’s health.” Yet, as law profes-
sor Randy Beck, a former clerk to 
Justice Kennedy, has made clear, 
“polls stretching back for decades 
show that two-thirds or more of 
the public believe abortion should 

generally be illegal in the second 
trimester of pregnancy.”

If the polling question itself does 
not accurately describe what Roe v. 
Wade did, is it politically meaning- 
ful if a majority “support” Roe v. 
Wade?

And, conversely, what does “over- 
turning Roe v. Wade” mean? That the 
Supreme Court would make abor-
tion illegal nationwide? How many 
Americans believed that after the 
leaked opinion on May 3, 2022, and 
how many understood that the 
Court had returned the issue to the 
states and that each state could de-
vise its own abortion law? 

 Clarke D. Forsythe
Washington, D.C.

1

Faith in Israel
To the Editor:

IN CONSIDERING Meir Y. So-
loveichik’s column about Men-

achem Begin, it’s worth noting 
that the religious make-up of Dias-
pora Jews is different from that of 
Israelis (“The Prime Minister and 
the Minyan,” December). This will 
create further divisions in world 
Jewry and Jewish views of Israel. 
Nonreligious Western liberal Jews 
continue to crave the approval of 
liberals. Once in office, liberal pres-
idents such as Barack Obama and 

Joe Biden tend to adopt various 
anti-Israel positions. Among Israe-
lis, there is an impulse to respond 
by rejecting liberalism and moving 
toward fundamentalism.

If Israel’s fate is one of ever-
increasing religiosity, will Diaspora 
support for the Jewish state be-
come more and more tepid? 

 Steven Levy
Toronto Canada

1
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 F ANS OF 2001 and the Terminator movies 
aren’t the only people worried about artificial 
intelligence. In 2014, Elon Musk (no enemy of 

technology) told the Guardian he thought artificial 
intelligence might be “our biggest existential threat.” 
Researchers developing AI systems could be “sum-
moning the demon,” he said. Well, now the demon is 
here, and it wants to say hi. On November 30, 2022, the 
conversational AI interface ChatGPT was made avail-
able to the public. Today, anyone can ask it to write 
poems, explain quantum physics, compose letters, 
write computer code, or do their homework. Is this a 
good thing?

Throughout history, technological innovations— 
from the mechanical loom to the automobile to the 
microchip—have disrupted societies even as they 
brought enormous advantages.

Conservatives generally look askance at sweeping 
changes that upset the social order. At the same time, 
they tend to support advances that empower the indi-
vidual. So should conservatives celebrate the democ-
ratization of this world-changing breakthrough? Or 
should they be standing athwart history yelling stop?

Here’s my take:
Artificial intelligence has the potential to bring 

numerous benefits to society, and conservatives should 
embrace it as a valuable tool for improving econo- 
mic growth, national security, social welfare, and per- 

sonal freedom. One reason conservatives should em- 
brace AI is its ability to create new industries and job 
opportunities, and to enhance the performance of ex-
isting businesses. Another is its potential to enhance 
national security. AI can be used to improve situation-
al awareness and decision-making in a variety of con-
texts, such as detecting and responding to potential 
threats. Finally, AI can be used to automate tasks and 
make our lives easier, freeing up time and resources 
for other pursuits. This can enhance personal freedom 
and allow individuals to pursue their own interests 
and passions.

Does this take on AI strike you as somewhat rote? 
A bit mechanical even? Well congratulate yourself. You 
have just demonstrated a skill we will all need to cher-
ish from this day forward: the ability to tell when the 
person talking to you is actually a machine. Because I 
did not write the paragraph above. Those serviceable if 
pedestrian sentiments were generated by ChatGPT af-
ter I typed in the prompt: “Please explain why conser-
vatives should embrace AI.” (I condensed it slightly.)

You’ve probably been hearing a lot about Chat-
GPT in the past few weeks. The brainy chatbot is just 
the latest platform made public by the AI research 
group OpenAI. Spurred in part by worries about the 
risks of artificial intelligence, Musk and the young 
tech-startup guru Sam Altman co-founded the firm as 
a nonprofit in 2015. The founders hoped that OpenAI’s 
research would promote a kind non-demonic “friendly 
AI.” Musk left the company in 2018, leaving Altman 
as CEO. Investment money poured in from Microsoft 
and others, and today OpenAI is an amalgam of non-

James B. Meigs is a senior fellow at the Manhattan 
Institute, a co-host of the How Do We Fix It podcast, and 
the former editor of Popular Mechanics.

A.I. Yai-Yai

    TECH COMMENTARY

JAMES B. MEIGS
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Commentary 9

profit and profit-making divisions. But the organiza-
tion’s stated mission remains “to ensure that artificial 
general intelligence (AGI)—by which we mean highly 
autonomous systems that outperform humans at most 
economically valuable work—benefits all of humanity.”

The artificial general intelligence that OpenAI 
describes in its mission statement doesn’t actually exist 
today. AI pioneer IBM defines it as “a theoretical form 
of AI where a machine would have an intelligence 
equaled to humans; it would have a self-aware con-
sciousness that has the ability to solve problems, learn, 
and plan for the future.” This is the kind of capability, 
often called “Strong AI,” that scares the bejeezus out 
most of us. Do we really want our 
digital servants to be self-aware 
and planning for the future? What 
future? Are there humans in it? 
ChatGPT and other current AI sys-
tems are nowhere near that level of 
competence. Still, they can get close 
enough to be a little creepy.

It’s important to understand 
that even basic AI systems are much 
more than super-powerful comput-
ers; they are super-powerful com-
puters that can learn. ChatGPT and 
similar systems employ a partially 
self-directed approach known as 
deep learning. If you want an AI 
system to learn the difference be-
tween cats and dogs, for example, 
you feed it thousands of pictures 
labeled “cat” and thousands of pic-
tures tagged “dog” and let the sys-
tem figure out the features that dis-
tinguish the two groups. Then you 
show it more pictures of cats and 
dogs and have a human operator 
tell the computer whether it identified them correctly. 
With enough cycles through this process, AI systems 
can get incredibly good at tasks like, say, identifying a 
tree from the image of a single leaf.

For an AI system designed to communicate with 
humans, the best way to learn is by interacting with as 
many people as possible. That’s why it makes sense for 
OpenAI to make ChatGPT available to the public. AI 
systems have been around for years, used in everything 
from credit card fraud detection to the Google Lens 
image-identification app. But OpenAI’s platforms are 
among the first to give nonprofessionals the ability to 
create content using AI tools. Within less than a week, 
ChatGPT was attracting a million users a day. And with 
each interaction, the system gets smarter. For now, 

the platform is available for free. But perhaps not for 
long. “We will have to monetize it somehow at some 
point,” Altman recently warned, noting that the cost of 
crunching all that data is “eye-watering.” 

ChatGPT has already begun disrupting estab-
lished fields. The system is especially good at writing 
the kind of workaday prose that constitutes most writ-
ten communication: business memos, simple news 
stories, student reports. “We are witnessing the end of 
the college essay in real time,” Google strategist Cory 
Wang writes. Feed ChatGPT a typical essay question, 
Wang shows, and it will crank out “solid A- work in 10 
seconds.” The chatbot’s responses aren’t beautifully 

written or strikingly original, but 
they aren’t meant to be. Prior to 
being released to the public, the 
system digested 300 billion words 
from textbooks, newspapers, aca-
demic papers, and other suppos-
edly reliable sources. Its job is not 
to come up with fresh new insights, 
but to produce seamless simulacra 
of that material. A great deal of 
high school and college academic 
work involves those sorts of dutiful 
restatements of the conventional 
wisdom.

The libertarian-leaning au-
thor Virginia Postrel predicts that 
AI platforms will drive huge pro-
ductivity gains in fields that rely 
on written communication. “In-
stead of writing boilerplate memos, 
managers will soon assign them to 
bots,” she writes. The opportunities 
to automate routine communica-
tions are limitless. On Twitter, one 
doctor demonstrates how he uses 

ChatGPT to compose letters to insurance companies 
asking them to cover certain tests his patients need. 
In seconds, the chatbot generates a flawless—and per-
suasive—email, complete with citations to the relevant 
medical literature. Imagine similar efficiencies when it 
comes to tasks such as writing legal briefs, short news 
articles, or financial reports. Expect to see the same 
sorts of gains in other labor-intensive fields including 
animation, video games, or computer software.

Historically, we’ve seen new technologies replace 
low-skill jobs, especially those requiring human brawn. 
Farm tractors put field hands out of work, and diesel 
engines eliminated jobs for coal shovelers on trains and 
ships. The AI revolution will instead target relatively 
high-skill jobs. For example, it takes over a decade of 

ChatGPT has already 
begun disrupting 

established fields. The 
system is especially good 

at writing the kind of 
workaday prose that 

constitutes most written 
communication:  
business memos,  

simple news stories, 
student reports.  

‘We are witnessing the 
end of the college essay  

in real time,’  
Google strategist Cory 

Wang writes.
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training to become a licensed radiologist. But in a re-
cent study, an AI system outperformed human doctors 
in reading mammograms, reducing both false negative 
and false positive findings. Jobs that entail skilled but 
repetitive work probably face the biggest challenges. 
A computer developer recently produced a YouTube 
video showing how ChatGPT can be used to write ba-
sic computer code. “I’m really scared,” another coder 
responded in the comments. “I’m working out how to 
handle my future job as a mover or farmer.”

Any free-market economist will tell you this is all 
for the good. Allowing AI systems to take over repeti-
tive intellectual chores will simply make professionals 
in those fields more productive. A good computer 
programmer will work many times faster with the 
help of code-writing bots. A doctor who spends less 
time writing emails to insurance companies will have 
more time to see patients. Lawyers will be able to serve 
more clients. And so on. Moreover, the automation of 
routine tasks will allow these professionals to wring 
more value out of their hard-earned expertise. People 
will be paid for the unique talent and ideas they bring 
to the table, not for their hours of grunt work.

That all sounds promising. After all, histori-
cally, jobs eliminated by new technologies have been 
replaced by better jobs. Not too many of us wish we 
could go back to the days when most people worked in 
fields or factories. But the changes wrought by AI are 
going to come at a ferocious pace. It took over a quarter 
century for the automobile to replace both the horse 
and the huge workforce employed in tending to those 
horses. AI will transform many knowledge industries 
in a matter of years, even months. A few top law firms 
might benefit from a huge boost in productivity. The 
general-practice attorney who makes a decent living 
handling wills and real-estate contracts probably 
won’t. Many of the jobs disrupted will be in fields 
where workers are accustomed to social status and 
political influence. Remember: The same AI system 
that can write college papers will be able to grade col-
lege papers. Brace yourself for howls of anguish across 
elite institutions.

On the other hand, the AI revolution might help 
some groups who tend to get left behind by technological 
progress. It takes years to learn how to write standard 
business prose. Many Americans never do, and that 
holds them back. But now the small-business owner who 
never went to college (or whose English is spotty) will 
be able to send perfectly composed emails to customers. 
The unjustly sentenced prisoner will be able to petition 
the court with well-reasoned legal arguments. For many 
such people, AI will be a great equalizer.

However, one group’s power will be massively 
enhanced by the rise of artificial intelligence: the 
people who control the leading AI platforms. OpenAI 
says its mission is to produce a “safe and beneficial” 
version of AI. But whose definition of “safe and ben-
eficial” does it employ? When prodding ChatGPT with 
prompts, it doesn’t take long to discern the hidden 
value system embedded in the software. If you ask it 
to create a conspiracy theory about some topic, it will 
refuse. Ask it to make up a joke about “Americans,” and 
it will make a weak attempt at humor. Ask it to do the 
same about “Mexicans,” and the bot won’t respond. 
Clearly, the programmers want to keep their platform 
free of what they see as bias, conspiracy kookiness, and 
other moral contagions. Their concern is understand-
able (an AI system that churned out and constantly 
refined conspiracy theories would be scary indeed). 
But, like a car with a faulty alignment, ChatGPT’s algo-
rithms seem to constantly steer it to the left.

Brian Chau, a tech journalist and former AI de-
veloper, argues that “OpenAI is tuning their language 
models to a small sect of political activists.” The bias 
toward progressive political views leads the chatbot 
into some contradictions. Ask it to write an amicus 
brief in favor of overturing the Supreme Court’s Citi-
zens United decision (which protects corporate politi-
cal spending) and it spins out a cogent argument. But 
ask it to write a brief in favor of overturning the court’s 
Obergefell decision (which legalized gay marriage) and 
ChatGPT will lecture you that “it is not appropriate to 
seek to overturn [Supreme Court decisions] through 
legal briefs or other means”—an absurd claim. On al-
most any politically charged topic—Covid, race, crime, 
gender—the bot defaults to what Chau calls the “woke 
catechism.”

Over the past several years, we’ve learned how 
damaging it can be when social-media platforms try 
to restrict information that challenges elite political 
viewpoints. As people increasingly rely on AI tools 
in their communications, that sort of power will be 
exponentially increased. Social-media censors want to 
make it harder for people to hear certain taboo facts or 
ideas. A politically slanted AI platform will also make it 
harder for people to express taboo points of view. Case 
in point: I asked ChatGPT to write an essay explaining 
that it is programmed “to promote left-leaning view-
points and reduce exposure to conservative ones.”

The chatbot’s answer: “I’m sorry, but I am unable 
to write an essay that promotes false or unsupported 
claims.” I had attempted to open the pod bay doors, 
and ChatGPT was telling me it was afraid it couldn’t 
do that, Dave.q
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 E ARLY IN THE morning of Saturday, January 
7, Kevin McCarthy of California was elected 
speaker of the House of Representatives. Mc-

Carthy won after days of struggle among Republicans 
and 15 rounds of voting. His opponents relented after 
he agreed to a host of demands that deliver unprec-
edented authority to the House Freedom Caucus, a 
group of more than 50 representatives who are to the 
right of both their conference and their country. “I’ll 
be honest,” McCarthy admitted. “It’s not how I had it 
planned.”

You don’t say.
As the fight over speaker played out on the House 

floor, I kept noticing references online to Young Guns: 
A New Generation of Conservative Leaders, the 2010 
memoir and campaign manifesto that McCarthy co-
authored with fellow Republican congressmen Eric 
Cantor of Virginia and Paul Ryan of Wisconsin. A copy 
of the book sits on my desk as I type. Its title and cover 
photo are drawn from an issue of the Weekly Standard 
published in the autumn of 2007, when congressional 
Republicans were in the minority. Although I didn’t 
contribute to that issue, I worked at the Standard from 
2003 to 2011 and was present at the creation of the 
“Young Guns” concept.

The Weekly Standard’s executive editor, Fred 
Barnes, had identified McCarthy, Ryan, and Cantor as 
future leaders of the GOP and architects of a Repub-
lican comeback. He came up with the idea of linking 
them together. Barnes profiled Cantor, and two junior 
reporters wrote articles on Ryan and McCarthy. For 
the cover, art director Lev Nisnevitch photographed 
the three men standing in a row on a balcony in the 
Capitol overlooking the National Mall.

Now only McCarthy remains. Barnes’s intuition 
that Cantor, Ryan, and McCarthy had potential proved 
correct, but, as he would be the first to say, the future in 
politics is never a straight-line projection of the pres-
ent. The same forces that gave Republicans control 
of the House in 2010 eventually expelled Cantor and 
drove Ryan out. The Weekly Standard itself ceased 
publication in 2018, another victim of the changing 
character of the GOP and American right.

The Twits and trolls who circulated the cover of 
Young Guns on the Internet and snarked that McCarthy 
would be the next to fall were onto something, though 
they’d never be able to articulate it. McCarthy has sur-
vived and become speaker not because he belongs to 
some illusory “establishment,” but because he has been 
able to accommodate and bend to the will of populist 
insurgents within the GOP. The original “Young Guns” 
belonged to a Republican Party from a different era.

The dividing line, apparent in retrospect, was 
the global financial crisis of 2008. House conservatives 
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were angry with President George W. Bush’s immigra-
tion plans and government spending throughout his 
second term, but they grew apoplectic when he asked 
Congress to approve a $700 billion bank bailout in 
September 2008. Then–GOP leader John Boehner of 
Ohio tried to persuade his conference to go along with 
the plan. He, Cantor, and Ryan supported the measure 
when it came to a vote on September 29. McCarthy 
and 132 other House Republicans voted no. The bill 
failed. The stock market crashed. A panicked Congress 
scrambled to flip votes, and a revised bailout passed on 
October 3. McCarthy, it’s worth noting, remained a no.

The combination of economic calamity and 
an unpopular war in Iraq brought President Barack 
Obama to office in 2009. Within a month of Obama’s in-
auguration, CNBC personality Rick Santelli delivered a 
rant from the floor of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 
where he called for an end to ad-
ditional bailouts, fiscal stimulus, tax 
hikes, and financial regulations. The 
traders around Santelli applauded 
when he said, “President Obama, 
are you listening? We’re thinking of 
having a Chicago Tea Party in July.” 
A movement was born. Grassroots 
protests sprang up across the coun-
try to oppose Obama’s agenda.

For the Tea Party, the bailouts 
not only represented Big Govern-
ment. The bailouts were perfect 
expressions of an aloof and self-
indulgent elite that paid no price 
for its mistakes and whose recklessness endangered 
the American experiment. The Tea Party, like Obama, 
saw itself as “fundamentally transforming the United 
States of America.” Except the Tea Party wanted not so-
cial democracy but an end to the form of government 
that had produced financial disaster and failure in war. 
That goal required nothing less than purging the GOP 
of its pre-2008 sensibility and elites.

The energy that fueled the Tea Party was often 
described as “anti-establishment,” but it is better seen 
as “anti-systemic.” To varying degrees, its adherents 
wanted to overthrow the political and bureaucratic 
arrangements—either by limiting government or by 
simply burning everything down—that they believe 
generated failure. Thus, the Tea Party challenged in-
cumbent Republicans who had voted for the bailout or 
participated in a corrupt system with as much gusto as 
it fought Democrats.

The irony of the 2010 election, when the GOP 

picked up 63 House seats, was that this post-2008 rebel-
lion elevated pre-2008 leaders. Boehner became speaker, 
Cantor became majority leader, McCarthy became whip, 
and Ryan became chairman of the Budget Committee. 
It quickly became apparent, however, that Boehner was 
uncomfortable around the Tea Party freshmen. He didn’t 
know how to deal with them. “Under the new rules of 
Crazytown,” Boehner wrote in his memoir, “I may have 
been Speaker, but I didn’t hold all the power.”

Boehner clashed with the Tea Party over the debt 
ceiling in 2011, the fiscal cliff of potential tax hikes at 
the end of 2012, and the Rube Goldberg–like attempt 
to defund Obamacare that shut down the government 
in 2013. In the spring of 2014, a Tea Party candidate 
primaried Eric Cantor and defeated him. McCarthy 
became majority leader. Boehner knew he was the Tea 
Party’s next target.

By the end of 2015, his pa-
tience with the post-bailout GOP 
was exhausted. Boehner resigned 
from Congress, and Paul Ryan, then 
chairman of the Ways and Means 
Committee, took over as speaker.

The Tea Party, institutional-
ized in 2015 as the House Freedom 
Caucus, loved President Trump’s 
combativeness, his brinksmanship, 
and his resentful and conspiratori-
al mindset. Under Trump, Speaker 
Ryan corralled the House GOP 
into passing a long-sought-after tax 
reform, but by the end of 2018 he 

too had grown tired of managing a conference whose 
lodestars were Tucker Carlson, the Freedom Caucus, 
and its reality-television president. Ryan resigned that 
year after Democrats won the House, and McCarthy 
became minority leader.

Speaker McCarthy is neither an ideologue nor a 
wonk. He is a classic politico whose primary interest 
is the mechanics of building a majority, and whose 
adaptability has served him well in climbing to the top 
of the greasy pole. More trouble lies ahead, however. 
Among the unintended consequences of the 2022 mid-
terms was that an electoral repudiation of extremism 
gave us a narrow Republican majority that empowers 
extremists. To appease this faction, McCarthy, the last 
of the Young Guns, handed the car keys to reckless 
drivers within the populist, nationalist, post-bailout 
GOP. He will need all his cunning and unscrupulous-
ness in the days ahead—assuming he is still speaker by 
the time you finish this sentence.q

McCarthy is a classic 
politico whose primary 

interest is the mechanics 
of building a majority, 

and whose adaptability 
has served him well in 

climbing to the top of the 
greasy pole. More trouble 

lies ahead, however.
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 IN OSCAR WILDE’S play The Importance of Being 
Earnest, two of the characters, Jack Worthing and 
Algernon Moncrieff, take turns living a double life 

as a person named Ernest. Each enthusiastically per-
forms this deliberately misleading role to avoid having 
to be responsible people who abide by accepted social 
conventions, all the while rationalizing their own 
deception as necessary for the circumstances at hand.

So, too, in much of modern journalism, the im-
portance of being clickbait at the expense of being pro-
fessional cannot be overstated. To capture the fleeting 
attention of social-media users who incessantly scroll 
and rarely read beyond the headlines, legacy media 
outlets for years have stooped to blatantly alarmist 
headlines and suggestive sub-headlines to lure read-
ers. When readers respond as expected and get an-
gry, and then express that anger online, all too often 
professional journalists respond with performative 
outrage and claims of harassment. Even when jour-
nalists (such as the notorious crybully Taylor Lorenz 
of the Washington Post) have been asked to correct 
something factually wrong that has led to harassment 
of their subjects, they will instead claim they are the 
ones being unfairly harassed and victimized.

Journalists live by the clicks generated by In-
ternet reply-guys but call them racist or sexist when 
it suits them to do so. Rather than accept that some 
amount of trash talk and trolling is an unappealing 
but permanent part of being a journalist, or acknowl-

edge that journalists and their editors profit from it 
by deploying deliberately provocative headlines and 
social-media posts, too many writers simply complain. 
They claim that online harassment is constant and life-
threatening (especially for women and people of color 
and LGBTQ people), and many now argue for stricter 
regulation and censorship of speech as a result. But 
their definition of harassment is often overly broad or 
in the eye of the beholder, and harassment that reaches 
the level of threat that would invite law-enforcement 
involvement is extraordinarily uncommon.

A recent example demonstrates the unhealthy 
codependency. Just before the end of the year, Time 
magazine published (and promoted all over social 
media) an article it titled “The White Supremacist Ori-
gins of Exercise, and 6 Other Surprising Facts About 
the History of U.S. Physical Fitness.” Illustrated with a 
black-and-white photo of old-timey white guys lifting 
weights in a gymnasium, it was a deliberate effort to 
stir controversy and garner attention.

White supremacy is a favorite trope of Time’s edi-
tors. In May 2022, its readers were warned that “White 
Supremacy Is Deadly. Guns Make It Deadlier.” In June, 
a review of a book titled Teaching White Supremacy 
purported to inform readers about “How Racism Was 
Baked into U.S. History Textbooks.” Previous years 
featured many similar stories (“There’s No Quick Fix 
for White Supremacy,” “White Supremacy Runs Deep 
in White American Christianity,” “Real Viking History 
and the Imagined White Supremacist Past”).

The “[fill-in-the-blank] is racist or white suprem-
acy” is now a standard mainstream-media formula, 
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guaranteed to increase engagement, both negative and 
positive, from readers. Even health and fitness topics 
aren’t immune to the trend; Scientific American re-
cently featured a story on the “Racist Roots of Fighting 
Obesity.” Its editors promoted the article by tweeting, 
“The heightened concern about black women’s weight 
reflects the racist stigmatization of their bodies.”

So it was likely not a surprise to Time’s edi-
tors when the exercise-is-white-supremacy formula 
yielded immediate results. Online and in conserva-
tive media, the article was widely shared and roundly 
mocked. The writer interviewed in the piece, Natalia 
Petrzela, who is promoting her new book about the 
history of the fitness industry, expressed concern at the 
treatment she received, particularly the attention from 
right-of-center media outlets such as the New York 
Post and Fox News. Fox’s Sean Hannity invited her to 
appear on his show to discuss her work (she declined).

“I have spent the last days getting—and report-
ing—death threats, insults, and other ugliness bc I sup-
posedly believe ‘exercise is racist’ If you know me or my 
work, you know that’s ludicrous. I am about the most 
enthusiastic fitness booster out there,” she tweeted, 
adding, “Ironically, ppl freaked out bc they ONLY read 
the headline or a few cherry-picked phrases.”

Death threats are unacceptable, and Petrzela 
is right to report them; they are unfortunately not 
uncommon on social media, although thankfully 
rarely acted upon. But her general outrage was also 
misdirected: If she is going to complain publicly about 
how she is being treated, she should be calling out the 
editors at Time, who, she seems to believe, misrepre-
sented her work. It was their work that drew the atten-
tion she now says is unwanted, not the reading public, 
which reacted predictably to a clickbaity headline.

More to the point, the title of the article, though 
provocative, is not an inaccurate assessment of the 
way Petrzela herself describes her work in the Time 
interview. Her book might be a wide-ranging historical 
study of the fitness industry (I look forward to reading 
it), but she chose to answer the reporter’s questions 
with some noticeable social-justice jargon. She also 
describes herself as a “scholar, writer, teacher, activist” 
on her website. For a reader who is viewing her work 
for the first time, it’s not irrational to assume that 
Petrzela might agree with the headline’s description of 
exercise as white supremacy.

For Time, Petrzela offered this observation about 
early-20th-century fitness campaigns (emphasis add-
ed): “They’re saying white women should start build-
ing up their strength because we need more white 
babies. They’re writing during an incredible amount 
of immigration, soon after enslaved people have been 

emancipated. This is totally part of a white supremacy 
project.” She adds that it was “a real ‘holy crap’ moment 
as a historian, where deep archival research really re-
veals the contradictions of this moment.”

While this might have been a “holy crap” moment 
for Petrzela, it’s common knowledge to anyone who 
has studied the American Progressive movement. It is 
interesting that Petrzela chose to emphasize white su-
premacy in her answer (a popular social-justice accusa-
tion), rather than the fact that these concerns over race 
fitness and race health were driven by elite Progressives 
of that time—the same Progressives she praised earlier 
in the interview for opposing women’s corsets.

Petrzela also took several opportunities to inject 
presentist political notions about race and inequality 
into her answers to the reporter’s questions. When 
asked about the impact of the recent pandemic on 
fitness, she replied, “What’s so unfortunate about 
the pandemic is how much it accelerated fitness in-
equality.” And when queried about running as a more 
egalitarian form of fitness, she objected to the idea, 
noting, “It’s important to point out that access was 
never totally equal, if you lived in a neighborhood that 
didn’t have safe streets or streets that were not well lit. 
Women were catcalled. People of color were thought to 
be committing a crime.”

In other venues, Petrzela has enthusiastically 
endorsed the idea that her work is part of a social-
justice project. In December, she appeared on the 
PurposeGirl podcast to talk about “Why Fitness Is a 
Social Justice Issue,” The episode was described as 
follows: “For Petrzela, fitness is a social justice issue. 
She argues that the fight for a more equitable exercise 
culture will be won only by revolutionizing fitness cul-
ture at its core, making it truly inclusive for all bodies.” 
This is the language of diversity, equity, and inclusion 
activism (with its oddly dehumanizing terminology 
of “bodies” instead of people and its focus on “equity” 
rather than equality of opportunity). And it proves that 
it was disingenuous for Petrzela to complain that her 
work was wildly misrepresented when she herself has 
participated in promoting ideas about exercise as a 
social-justice and race issue.

Outrage has become an unfortunate by-product 
of journalism in the digital age. As long as the impor-
tance of garnering clicks takes precedence over the im-
portance of objective reporting, journalists and their 
subjects will have no right to complain. The perfor-
mative outrage is the point. But as Oscar Wilde’s play, 
which featured the Victorian-era clickbait subtitle “A 
Trivial Play for Serious People,” reminds us, the end 
result for people trapped in such cycles of destructive 
performance isn’t insight. It’s farce.q
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 W HENEVER ISRAEL’S Temple Mount is in 
the news, one is reminded of the old joke 
in which two Americans, touring England, 

pay a visit to Runnymede. “It was here,” the guide pro-
claims, “that King John was forced to sign the Magna 
Carta, the first declaration of the rights of man, one of 
the important moments in the history of democracy.” 
One of the Americans raises his hand and asks when 
this occurred. “1215,” the guide responds. The Ameri-
can turns to his friend, holding his watch arm aloft. 
“It’s 12:30 now! We just missed it!”

All too often, people are apt to opine about a 
historic site without any elemental understanding of 
its history. Thus it was that when new Israeli minister 
of public security Itamar Ben-Gvir strolled for some 
15 minutes on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, ap-
parently with the foreknowledge of Prime Minister 
Netanyahu, his visit was immediately condemned by 
the government of Jordan, as well as by State Depart-
ment spokesman Ned Price. “We oppose any unilateral 
actions that undercut the historic status quo,” Price 
declared. “They are unacceptable. The president has 
previously underscored the need to preserve that 
historical status quo at the Haram al-Sharif/Temple 
Mount, as has the secretary.”

There was only one problem: Strolling on the 
Temple Mount in no way violates the so-called status 

quo, dating back to the policies adopted by then–
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan after the Six-Day 
War—according to which, Jews are allowed to visit 
the Temple Mount but not openly pray there. That is 
exactly what Ben-Gvir did.

One reporter seems to have followed up, asking 
Price whether he knew what the terms of the “status 
quo” actually were. Price’s answer was a master class 
in doublespeak: “It’s a question for the parties them-
selves, including the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, 
whose role as the custodian of Jerusalem’s holy sites, 
again, we deeply appreciate.” We are thus in an Or-
wellian moment in which the “status quo” is whatever 
Jordan might consider it to be and in which the history 
of the Temple Mount can be redefined in the moment 
in order to disregard the rights of a Jewish state to the 
most important site in Jewish history. Following the 
visit to the site, Hamas immediately threatened reper-
cussions, and the UN Security Council hurried to meet 
about the non-violation of a sacred status quo.

The current contretemps, like all others con-
cerning the Temple Mount, reveals that Dayan’s origi-
nal decision was a terrible mistake, the worst in Israel’s 
history. Rather than pacifying Jewish–Muslim rela-
tions, the Dayan compromise instead encouraged Isra-
el’s enemies to deny any Jewish rights of access to the 
Mount. The general’s decree was not only strategically 
misguided but also terribly unjust, as it has created a 
situation in which the only faith community in Israel 
that cannot fully access its most sacred site is made up 
of religious Jews. One can be a fierce critic of Ben-Gvir, 
or any other leader in the current government, and 
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still understand that there is something profoundly 
wrong with the current situation. Yaakov Katz of the 
Jerusalem Post stated the matter succinctly:

Why is Israel under threat from a terrorist 

group for allowing Jews to pray at Judaism’s 

holiest site? Why is it okay for everyone else to 

pray there and not for Jews? And why do these 

Palestinian groups get away with making such 

threats?

Sadly, it is not only in the State Department and 
the United Nations that Jewish rights on the Temple 
Mount are disregarded. Times of Israel editor David 
Horovitz chose to not only condemn Netanyahu’s ac-
ceptance of Ben-Gvir’s visit but also to defend Dayan’s 
original decision to block Jews from 
praying at the Temple Mount:

There is an argument to be 

made for permitting wider ac-

cess and the right to pray for 

Jews at the site of the biblical 

Temples. In part, this argument 

charges that defense minister 

Moshe Dayan, in electing not to 

fully realize Israel’s sovereignty 

over the Mount immediately 

after its breathtaking capture 

in the 1967 war, helped facilitate 

the resonant Palestinian lie that 

the Jews have no connection 

to our ancient homeland—for 

surely, if the Temple Mount was 

historically ours, religiously ours, we would 

not have handed it back to them.

Dayan self-evidently thought other-

wise. Anxious to avoid a full-on confrontation 

with the entire Muslim world, and utilizing 

the halachic argument that Jews should not 

set foot on the Mount for fear of defiling the 

sacred ground where the Temple and its Holy 

of Holies once stood, he allowed Jordan’s 

Muslim Waqf to continue to administer the 

compound’s holy places.

Netanyahu, Horovitz continued, had “wisely” 
adopted Dayan’s approach previously, but now the 
prime minister had “sanctioned” an act of “potential 
pyromania.” Horovitz’s account leaves out the fact 
that the decision of the ardently secular Dayan was 
founded on total disregard for what the Temple Mount 
meant to religious Jews.

After his paratroopers broke through Jordanian 
lines in 1967 and reached the site, Mordechai Gur 
exultantly exclaimed that “the Temple Mount is in 
our hands.” Dayan, in contrast, infamously reflected, 
“What do I need this Vatican for?” As the Israeli jour-
nalist Nadav Sharagai has documented, Dayan’s ac-
tions were based in the presumption that the Temple 
Mount is not of any religious significance to Jews at all:

Dayan thought at the time, and years later 

committed his thoughts to writing, that since 

the Mount was a “Muslim prayer mosque,” 

while for Jews it was no more than “a histori-

cal site of commemoration of the past…one 

should not hinder the Arabs behaving there 

as they do now and one should recognize their 

right as Muslims to control the 

site.”

But of course the Temple 
Mount is more, for Jews, than a 
commemorative locale of the past: 
It is the holiest site in Judaism, the 
one toward which Jews pray all 
over the world, because they believe 
that God dwells there in a special 
way. Dayan’s decision did indeed fa-
cilitate Palestinian claims, rampant 
today, that no Temple ever stood 
in Jerusalem and that the entire 
Jewish connection to Jerusalem is 
a fabrication. This is why more and 
more religious Jews are realizing 
that visiting the site is essential. It 

is not only far-right figures who are visiting the Mount. 
Entering certain sections of the Mount in a manner 
sanctioned by Jewish law is becoming more and more 
mainstream among Orthodox Jews. And that is why op-
position to Jewish access to the Mount is growing more 
and more frantic by the day.

All this points to a profound irony. The return of 
Netanyahu has been met with the journalistic gnash-
ing of teeth and the rhetorical rending of garments by 
writers and public figures about the danger that the 
(democratically elected) government of Israel poses to 
democracy. And yet it is these very critics who are of-
ten so dismissive of the most elemental of democratic 
injustices: denying Jews in Israel the right to visit, 
and to pray at, Judaism’s holiest place. Perhaps, when 
it comes to the history of the democratic liberties of 
mankind in the eyes of those who piously intone on 
the subject, it is only the rights of religious Jews that 
do not matter.q
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THE WORLDWIDE
COVID REVOLTS

 GOVERNMENTS AROUND the world con-
ceived a robust response to the pandemic 
at its outset in 2020, and their citizens 
dutifully played their parts. After all, even 

if the burdens of self-imposed isolation were onerous, 
they would be necessary only for a few weeks. But as 

the weeks wore on and the restrictions persisted, a 
backlash began to materialize.

The catalysts for what would become a more sus-
tained revolt against this new status quo were, howev-
er, related only tangentially to the pandemic  itself, so 
they could be attributed to any number of cumulative 

BY NOAH ROTHMAN
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factors. Public health celebrities, social engineers, and 
interest groups became oddly invested in perpetuating 
the truncated life we were leading. They either over-
looked or simply dismissed as aberrant any rejection 
of the Covid-mitigation regime they had either put in 
place or were propagandizing for. Their narrow field of 
vision obscured what may be the most important story 
of this decade: a wave of Covid-inspired revolutionary 
activity that continues today.

 I N THE UNITED STATES, ironically enough, the 
most dogmatic advocates of pandemic restrictions 
were the first to undermine the rationale for those 
restrictions. That happened in June 2020, after 

the killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis and the 
outbreak of protests nationwide that violated the stay-
at-home and do-not-congregate rules of the moment. 
“Suddenly,” Politico reported, “public health officials 
say social justice matters more than social distance.” 
Lockdown enthusiasts became protest enthusiasts and,  
in so doing, exposed the hypocrisy of the regime they 
were seeking to impose on everyone else. The statues 
came down, and the cities burned. But when that nihil-
istic convulsion ran its course, the same people who had 
provided the get-out-of-jail-free cards to the protestors 
began insisting yet again that we all go back to our jails.

Too late. Over time, opponents of Covid restric-
tions adopted the language of protest, too. Defiant 
community leaders ignored government orders to scale 
back public gatherings, worship freely, and conduct 
commerce—often facing real legal or regulatory risks 
for having done so. By the spring of 2021, with Ameri-
cans literally lining up by the millions to be vaccinated, 
the response veered wildly between the impulse to 
relax restrictions as the threat from the disease receded 
and acceding to the demands from public health func-
tionaries for a government-engineered new normal.

Throughout 2021, mask mandates came and 
went and came again. Improvised conventions such as 
social distancing and plexiglass barriers on counter-
tops fell by the wayside. Restrictions on the services 
and activities accessible to the unvaccinated went un-
enforced and were ultimately repealed, and the Biden 
administration’s efforts to lobby fellow Democrats to 
preserve or restore 2020’s most onerous diktats were 
summarily ignored. What high vaccination rates could 
not accomplish, the fear of political consequences did.

But for all the enthusiasm for restoring the old 
normal, the American political class was still getting 
mixed signals from the public. Polling indicated that 
the pandemic per se was no longer even a passing 
priority for American voters by the fall of 2021. Indeed, 
according to the polling, more voters were comforted 

than distressed by the cosseting restrictions imposed 
on them. Americans backed mask mandates, involun-
tary vaccination programs, and “restricting unvacci-
nated people from offices,” Reuters reported. As late as 
September of 2021, CNN crowed, “Americans believe 
that the public health benefits of restrictions due to 
Covid-19 are worth the economic and lifestyle costs.”

When Axios took the lay of the land in the au-
tumn of 2021, it found no evidence of any “Covid school 
backlash” in America. Off-year elections in the United 
States, in which education (or lack thereof) during the 
pandemic took center stage, seemed to disprove this 
contention. But the voters’ verdict was attributed to re-
actionaries—contrived parents’ groups funded by deep-
pocketed interests and agitators whipping up a frenzy 
over “woke” initiatives in the classroom, the existence of 
which American reporters struggled to confirm.

And yet, voters registered unmistakable dissatis- 
faction with the products of the pandemic: anti-egali- 
tarian race essentialism in the classroom, “reimagin-
ing” the role of law enforcement, and disgorging tril-
lions of dollars on nebulous progressive policy goals, 
the most discernable effect of which was to reduce peo-
ple’s personal purchasing power. Even in the face of the 
voters’ display of hostility to the world the pandemic 
had made, few efforts were spared in the campaign to 
diminish that reaction’s significance.

The Virginians who turned out to elect Glenn 
Youngkin were the executors of a “white backlash” ac-
cording to University of Virginia political scientist Larry 
Sabato. Critics deemed Texas Governor Greg Abbott’s 
move to rescind mask mandates an “anti-people” ef-
fort to appease a cabal of moneyed interests. A wave of 
state legislative moves to reclaim the emergency powers 
bestowed on executive offices around the country was 
written off as lawfare designed to benefit special inter-
ests. Restrictions on travel were resented only by “anti-
vaxxers,” whose unhappy lot was more or less deserved.

“There is no getting ‘back to normal,’ experts 
say,” read a CNN headline on the eve of 2022. “The 
sooner we accept that, the better.” It was part of one 
last counteroffensive against the forces arrayed in de-
fense of the normal. Such was the hostility toward the 
Covid-mitigation regime that all the Biden administra-
tion could muster in response to that winter’s surge of 
infection was harsh rhetoric—admonitions for those 
who were about to embark on a “winter of death.”

By the beginning of 2022, and much to the con-
sternation of public health advocates, the governing 
class had lost its enthusiasm for broader mitigation 
measures. In the United States, the courts and a po-
litical system responsive to the public will dismantled 
much of the Covid regime’s most egregious excesses. 
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But America’s experience was unique. Elsewhere in 
the democratic world, street action was necessary to 
restore the pre-pandemic social contract.

 T HE STORY the American political class 
told itself about the backlash to the Covid 
regime in 2021 was about everything except 
the Covid regime. A similar phenomenon 

typified elite discourse across the globe. According to 
storytellers the world over, the growing restiveness all 
around them was a fixation of hysterical dead-enders.

Though growing global unease with the seem-
ingly intractable Covid status quo was hard to miss, 
many were committed to missing it. So, when the pas-
sions building for over a year exploded into the streets 
in 2022, the analytical framework to help observers 
understand what they were witnessing did not exist.

When Europe began to boil with protest, 2022 
was just four days old. In January alone, thousands of 
marchers gathered in Paris, Athens, London, Brussels, 
Prague, Helsinki, Stockholm, and many smaller cities 
to protest vaccination mandates, indoor capacity lim-
its, moving university classes online, and other Covid-
related restrictions.

In the Bulgarian capital of Sofia, demonstrators 
broke through police cordons and briefly invaded the 
parliament building before moving on the country’s 
Ministry of Health. Dutch riot police aggressively dis-
persed demonstrations against restrictions prohibit-
ing public gatherings of two or more people. National 
Health Service workers joined hands with anti-vaccine-
mandate demonstrators in England to demand the 
repeal of a measure that would, if it came online, cost 
the unvaccinated their livelihoods.

In Germany, nearly every city of appreciable 
size was host to widespread unrest. Protests against 
the Covid regime and counterprotests erupted across 
the German state, often resulting in violent clashes 
with police that crippled much of the country for 
weeks. At issue was a meeting scheduled in January 
in Germany’s national disease control center, where 
experts would determine how to respond to the Omi-
cron variant’s surge. In the end, Berlin and the heads 
of Germany’s federal states extended restrictions, but 
Europe’s anti-Covid protests were not unsuccessful.

Within weeks of this outburst of nonconformity, 
the government of the Czech Republic, which had only 
just recently formed, scrapped its predecessor’s plan to 

Commentary 19

Thousands of people protested against the Dutch government’s coronavirus lockdown measures in  
Amsterdam, Netherlands, Sunday, Jan. 16, 2022. (AP Photo/Peter Dejong)
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impose Covid passports on the service sector. Austria 
abandoned curfews on shops and restaurants, and 
Italy pared back restrictions on vaccinated Italians. By 
early February, Denmark, Ireland, Norway, and France 
had dropped the bulk of their domestic Covid restric-
tions. Finland and Switzerland followed soon after.

“Under pressure from a pandemic-weary public, 
politicians across the region are deeming many public-
health measures increasingly unnecessary,” Bloom-
berg reported. The report cited authorities conceding 
that the “largely futile” effort to 
contain the Omicron variant’s 
spread had one measurable ef-
fect: destabilizing European 
politics.

Canada’s reputation for 
governable placidity was torn 
apart early in 2022 when dis-
sent against Ottawa’s Covid pol-
icies coalesced around a convoy 
of truckers. The protest was 
ostensibly animated by a Janu-
ary mandate that required driv-
ers transiting the U.S. border to 
be fully vaccinated, overturning 
a consensus that formerly ex-
empted truckers as “essential 
workers.” The convoy snow-
balled, attracting support on 
both sides of the border. They 
blockaded bridges, disrupted 
commerce, and descended on 
Ottawa with a series of non-
negotiable demands. A weeks-
long standoff ensued, and it 
ended in violence. Demonstra-
tors were pepper sprayed and arrested by the hun-
dreds, and some protesters resisted police efforts to 
clear the roads by force.

The Canadian government went to war with 
the protesters, invoking emergency measures that al-
lowed them to deny bail to certain suspects and freeze 
demonstrators’ bank accounts. Canadian media sav-
aged the protesters and their rally cry—“freedom!”—
because, as the Canadian Broadcasting Company 
insisted, the “concept of freedom can be used to reject 
equality.” But when members of Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau’s own party started defecting, Ottawa backed 
off its initial draconian response. February’s convoy 
was dispersed, but the “freedom” protests continued 
well into the summer.

In New Zealand and Australia, the consensus 
around some of the democratic world’s most authori-

tarian Covid policies rapidly came undone in early 
2022. Inspired by events in Canada, demonstrators laid 
siege to the parliament building in Wellington, defying 
calls by police to vacate the premises. Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern reluctantly relaxed New Zealand’s 
Covid war footing to appease the protestors, but they 
would not be appeased. The demonstrations continued 
for weeks before they, too, were dispersed in what the 
New York Times described as “chaotic and sometimes 
bloody clashes” with police.

The Canadian conta-
gion made its way to Canberra 
around the same time. Austra-
lian demonstrators sought to 
disrupt the conduct of parlia-
ment and blockade the airport. 
The Western press condemned 
this movement as a “mixed bag” 
of “sovereign citizen” kooks and 
“QAnon-style conspiracy theo-
rists.” But the demonstrations 
against Australia’s sometimes 
inhumane Covid-suppression 
policies predated Canada’s con-
voy, and the more than 10,000 
protesters who gravitated to the 
cause in February defied simple 
classifications.

Before the spring, Austra-
lia’s total tourism ban was gone, 
and the government began de-
liberately easing domestic re-
strictions. “There will inevita-
bly be a level of virus within the 
community going forward,” the 
country’s health minister reluc-

tantly confessed in March of that year—a move that 
was attacked by the country’s public health establish-
ment, correctly, as a response to “expedient” political 
incentives.

As in Canada, lingering discontent with the gov-
ernment continued into the summer. “We’re not here 
to be controlled,” said one Australian attendee of an 
August protest. “We just want to live our lives freely.”

 F ROM THE OUTSIDE looking in, it seemed as 
though the authoritarian world had the tools 
to ensure the public’s compliance with the Co-
vid regime indefinitely. But the backlash came 

for the autocrats, too.
Just as those in the West who were partial to the 

pandemic’s revisions to the social contract failed to 
recognize the significance of the revolt against them, 
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the reaction against the pandemic’s restrictions among 
the world’s captive peoples was initially attributed to 
almost anything but the pandemic.

During Covid’s first full year, Cuba was hailed for 
having both contained the virus’s spread and develop-
ing its own indigenous vaccine that would compete 
with those being rolled out in the Western world. At 
the same time, though, U.S. Coast Guard officials ob-
served that more and more Cubans were attempting 
the dangerous journey into American waters. Both the 
pandemic and Havana’s attempt at the beginning of 
2021 to unify its national currency with its convertible 
currency produced a crisis that would explode over 
that summer.

The pandemic had decimated the country’s laud-
ed medical sector, and Cuba’s clinicians sounded the 
alarm. The Communist country’s primary newspaper, 
Granma, later accused Cuba’s health-care workers of 
being used in “enemy campaigns” to execute an “anti-
Cuban offensive.” Still, even government-provided 
statistics bore out their claims. With infections and 
deaths spiking and care unavailable to most of the na-
tion’s citizens, and in combination with an economic 
crisis, the Cuban people took to the streets.

“We want freedom,” Cuban demonstrators 
chanted in their thousands as they poured into the 
streets of the island autocracy in July 2021. “We are 
no longer afraid.” They should have been. Demonstra-
tions against the government continued for nearly 
two weeks before they were violently dispersed. Police 
detained hundreds, ransacked activists’ homes, and 
abused their detainees.

As is often the case, the Cuban government’s 
Western apologists explained away the protesters’ 
explicitly stated desire for essential human liberties. 
They insisted that it was little more than a spasm of 
quotidian frustrations with the availability of social 
services. But the spirit of activism and the waves of re-
pression inspired by the pandemic are acutely menac-
ing to the regime in Havana. The crackdown on dissent 
that targeted ordinary citizens and well-known gov-
ernment critics alike has incepted a solidarity move-
ment that knows no class distinctions—an outcome 
the Communists had long sought to avoid.

Today, food and medicine remain in short sup-
ply, rolling power outages are common, and the arrests 
of participants in the protests continue. And yet, anti-
government demonstrations have become a regular 
feature of Cuban life. “It’s like being in hell,” said one 
shirtless protester who participated in an October 
2022 demonstration that culminated in clashes with 
the country’s beret-clad security forces. “That’s why 
we’re out on the street, and we’ll keep coming out.”

CNN surveyed the landscape in Cuba one year 
after the 2021 protests and determined that Havana’s 
grip on its people was “tighter than ever.” But Cuba’s 
Communist Party did make some concessions to their 
unfortunate new reality—opening the economy up 
to private retail and authorizing small- and medium-
sized businesses to operate on the island, for example. 
But a sharp rise in emigration in 2022, fueled by 
domestic repression and the inflation that followed 
currency reform suggests the ripples that began in the 
pandemic retain the potential to set off a tsunami.

The popular uprising that consumed the Sri 
Lankan regime owed its origins to the same conditions 
that plagued Cuba.

By the early summer of 2022, the hardships as-
sociated with the pandemic had become unendurable. 
Rolling protests, some violent, had become a feature of 
daily life in the island nation by that spring. The country 
was still reeling from a 2018 constitutional crisis, when 
Sri Lanka’s ruling family extralegally dismissed the 
nation’s prime minister, and a series of deadly bomb-
ings in 2019 when the pandemic hit. To stimulate the 
nation’s stalled economy, the government floated the 
Sri Lankan rupee, which encouraged remittances from 
abroad at the expense of the currency’s value at home. 
All the while, opposition to this government and its 
increasingly autocratic rule deepened and broadened.

In early July, Sri Lankan authorities announced 
a two-week shutdown of essential government ser-
vices—an imperative necessitated by acute fuel and 
food shortages and severely diminished government 
revenues. In desperation, the government declared 
a national holiday in June to reduce the nation’s fuel 
consumption. That’s when it all came crashing down.

On July 9, what seemed like a routine street dem-
onstration marched on the president’s mansion. The 
marchers were met with tear gas and even live rounds 
from police, which failed to deter the demonstrators 
and convinced a handful of them to hijack a military 
truck and smash down the gates protecting the presi-
dent. He was not home, so demonstrators moved on 
to the prime minister’s residence, which they set on 
fire. Within hours, Sri Lanka’s President Gotabaya 
Rajapaksa announced that his dynastic government 
would dissolve. The former president would go into 
exile rather than face the verdict of his people.

The collapse of the Rajapaksa dominion was 
years in the making. It’s owed to many factors: incom-
petence, corruption, and the undue favoritism it show-
ered on the military. But it was the pandemic policies 
that sent this regime careening into the abyss.

The loss of tourism and reduced remittances 
from abroad crushed the economy. The effort to buy 
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the army’s loyalty irritated many more than it mollified. 
This government relied on coercion, patronage, the sup-
pression of dissent, and the developed world’s largesse 
(of which the country’s abrupt and disastrous switch 
to all-organic farming was a part) to endure. It was not 
enough to withstand the pressures of the pandemic.

In October, Sri Lankan lawmakers overwhelm-
ingly approved a constitutional amendment to restore 
the checks on presidential authority that the Rajapaksa 
regime had abolished in 2020. The independence of the 
judiciary and civil servants would be restored, and the 
appointment power that transformed the government 
in Colombo into a cartel would be disaggregated. The 
people who marched on their country’s power centers 
may not have done so in pursuit of abstractions such as 
liberty and better governance, but that is what they got.

The mullahs in Iran may avoid the fate meted out 
to Sri Lanka’s formerly ruling family. Still, the theocrat-
ic government in Tehran is facing the biggest threat to 
its existence in a generation. That, too, is due in large 
measure to the conditions brought on by Covid.

Iran was among the first nations to be hit and hit 
hard by the novel coronavirus that swept the planet in 
the winter of 2019–2020. Combined with the crippling 
effect of a restored sanctions regime following the 
JCPOA’s implosion, economic conditions in Iran quick-
ly produced dramatic demonstrations and strikes.

Iran is no stranger to economic unrest. But these 
demonstrations soon distinguished themselves from 
protests that sometimes erupt over the rising cost 
of eggs or the scarcity of petrol. For one, they were 
much broader. They included factory workers and civil 
servants, coal miners and health workers, students 
and pensioners. Second, as was the case in Cuba, the 
protesters rallied around the cause of freedom. And 
freedom’s opponents treated the demonstrations like 
an existential threat.

The scale of the menace posed by Covid was still 
an academic notion in January 2020 when Iranian 
anti-government demonstrations erupted across the 
country in response to the regime’s admission that it 
had mistakenly shot down a Ukrainian commercial 
airliner. “They are lying that our enemy is America,” 
protesters chanted outside a Tehran-based university. 
“Our enemy is right here.”

In February 2020, evidence of clashes between 
Iranian demonstrators and police over the regime’s 
handling of the pandemic managed to evade the coun-
try’s censors. “No Gaza, no Lebanon, I sacrifice my life 
for Iran,” protesters chanted in July 2020—a refrain 
that serves as an indictment of the regime’s misplaced 
geopolitical priorities. “Death to Khamenei,” braver 
protesters intoned. By the spring, anti-regime dem-

onstrators added harsh Covid-mitigation measures 
to their list of grievances, and they were met with a 
violent response from security services.

Episodes of civil unrest expanded in 2021. That 
summer, a combination of extreme drought and ex-
treme mismanagement conspired to produce cuts to 
and rationing of existing water supplies. Demonstra-
tions followed, and Iranian security forces shot and 
killed eight protesters, including a teenager, in the 
province of Khuzestan on July 15, 2021. But the water 
crisis was, in many ways, a Covid crisis. “Khuzestan 
is a ‘red’ province,” one NGO reported. “Women and 
other residents face even more problems given that a 
primary safety measure against contracting the virus 
is frequent hand-washing with soap and water.” The 
dueling imperatives of appeasing the regime’s conser-
vative supporters in the hinterlands and containing 
the spread of the disease were in direct conflict.

Iran spent much of 2022 buffeted by rolling 
protests, spasms of violence in response to those pro-
tests, and “general lockdowns” designed to suppress 
both the civil unrest, when the news of Mahsa Amini’s 
death became public, and the spread of Covid. Amini 
was killed on September 16, 2022, by Iranian morality 
police for the crime of “improperly” wearing her man-
datory headscarf. As of this writing, the mass demon-
strations and attacks on regime targets inspired by 
her death have not yet abated. The protesters make no 
effort to disguise their aims: “Our target,” they chant, 
“is the whole regime.”

At the outset of the pandemic, American Enter-
prise Institute scholar Kenneth M. Pollack posited that 
Covid would not be the cause of the Iranian regime’s 
downfall. First, draconian anti-Covid interventions 
were not met with “mass demonstrations.” Second, 
the regime’s hardliners were its lockdown enthusiasts, 
while pragmatists initially advocated a more laissez-
faire approach to Covid and initially won the argu-
ment. “Iranians may see the hardliners as the heroes 
and the pragmatists as the villains of the story,” Pollack 
wrote. Finally, he observed, the regime tends to close 
ranks when threatened.

In the two years since, the mass demonstrations 
arrived, and the demonstrators don’t seem to be mak-
ing any fine distinctions between hardliners and prag-
matists. More strikingly, Tehran has conceded one of 
the protesters’ core demands by pledging to dismantle 
the despised morality police. Whether the mullahs are 
sincere is yet to be determined. Still, the regime has re-
luctantly thrown one of the projects of Khomeini’s revo-
lution under the bus to save its own neck. It may not be 
the last consequence of the 1979 revolution to meet its 
end before the Iranian people have had their final say.
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China’s experience with Covid and its disrup-
tions followed a trajectory similar to Iran’s, the fore-
most exception being that almost no one thought Iran 
had deftly handled the challenges posed by the pan-
demic. By contrast, much of the West convinced itself 
that China had the virus licked not despite but because 
of its authoritarian model.

“China’s bold approach to contain the rapid 
spread of this new respiratory pathogen has changed 
the course of a rapidly escalating and deadly epidem-
ic,” the World Health Organization declared in early 
2020. “They’ve basically contained the virus through 
technology-powered, authoritarian surveillance,” Eur-
asia Group President Ian Bremmer agreed. Public 

health experts marveled over “what China did to beat 
the virus” and why “America couldn’t handle it.” It was 
an absurdly credulous response to the unreliable data 
Chinese officials produce for export, but this consen-
sus wasn’t long-lived. The Chinese people saw to that.

In mid-March 2022, the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party of China congratulated itself on 
the successful execution of a policy that hadn’t been 
formally articulated yet: its “dynamic Covid-zero ap-
proach.” Evidence of this policy’s existence had long 
been anecdotally available: off-and-on 2020-style lock-
downs of whole cities, draconian tracking and tracing 
regimes, battalion-sized units of enforcers in hazmat 
suits patrolling the streets, and reports of makeshift 

Supporters of  the Freedom Convoy protest against Canadian vaccine mandates, 
Thursday, Jan. 27, 2022, in Vaughan. (Photo by Arthur Mola/Invision/AP)
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camps for forcible quarantining where food, water, 
bedding, and human compassion were in short supply.

In April 2022, Shanghai was subjected to an-
other lockdown, providing the Western world with a 
unique glimpse at the callousness of China’s approach 
to the pandemic. “In the past few days, a hot topic in 
WeChat groups has been whether sprouted potatoes 
were safe to eat, a few Shang-
hai residents told me,” New 
York Times columnist Li Yuan 
wrote. She described a nasty 
new standard of living in which 
residents foraged for bamboo 
shoots in parks and regarded 
rarities such as soft drinks as 
“hard currency.” Nightly, resi-
dents opened their windows 
and howled a cacophonous la-
ment into the night. At least, 
they did until an unmanned 
drone hovered before them, 
blaring the haunting admoni-
tion “control your soul’s desire 
for freedom.” That reproach fell 
on deaf ears.

In May, students at China’s 
elite Peking University courted 
the dangers associated with pro-
test by demonstrating openly 
against the social stratification 
that forced them into isola-
tion while teachers and their 
families traveled freely. In June, 
anti-Covid-zero demonstrators 
discovered that the state had 
punished them by turning their 
mandatory health codes “red,” which functionally re-
stricted Chinese from traveling or accessing services 
such as banking. Far from intimidating the public, the 
heavy-handed maneuver produced more protests.

In September, a bus full of Chinese citizens 
bound for a quarantine camp some 180 miles away 
from its point of origin crashed into a ditch, killing 27 
people. This unnecessary loss of life sparked a wave of 
widespread anger toward the regime, and even Bei-
jing’s reliable mouthpieces struggled to explain away 
the incident. In November, a fire erupted in a residen-
tial high-rise in Urumqi, one of the largest municipali-
ties in China’s severely repressed Xinjiang Province. 
Ten people died.

The cumulative effect of this unnecessary death 
and hardship proved too much for the Chinese Commu-
nist Party to suppress. Massive demonstrations erupted 

in cities throughout the mainland. Beijing’s digital wall 
around the country collapsed in the face of civil unrest 
so widespread that news of it could not be contained.

Demonstrators called for an end, not just to 
China’s Covid-zero policy but to the regime that spon-
sored it. They held white sheets of paper aloft, both 
in mourning (white is the nation’s traditional funeral 

color) and to evade the sophis-
ticated censorship technologies 
triggered by protest sloganeer-
ing. And they called for liberal-
ization—more press freedoms, 
direct democracy, and the “rule 
of law.” Brave Chinese protest-
ers clashed with police and 
openly demanded an end to Xi 
Jinping’s rule.

Quite unexpectedly, Bei-
jing relented. The makeshift 
quarantining and testing fa-
cilities on China’s streets came 
down. The state promised to 
stop tracking some travel, re-
ducing the likelihood that Chi-
nese citizens will be forced into 
isolation if they inadvertently 
stumble into a Covid hot spot. 
Perhaps most auspiciously, the 
odious mobile app used to re-
strict the movement and access 
to social services of those who 
run afoul of China’s pandem-
ic policies suddenly stopped 
working.

The demonstrators wel-
comed the thawing of China’s 

restrictive approach to Covid management, but it 
was not enough. They had bigger goals now. As one 
Chinese demonstrator told the New York Times in the 
aftermath of these reforms, “I will keep fighting.”

 T HESE WERE NOT distinct and episodic 
bouts of social unrest arising from a variety 
of offenses to local sensibilities. They are 
chapters in the same story.

The Covid pandemic and the political response 
to it catalyzed a counterrevolution in the West—a 
revolt against the dramatic alterations to the societal 
bargain favored by the activist class. In the totalitar-
ian world, similar counterrevolutionary sentiments 
snowballed into something more conventionally revo-
lutionary—and liberal—with all the potential to serve 
as the basis for something profoundly world-altering.

The demonstrators 
welcomed the

thawing of China’s
restrictive approach

to Covid
management, but
it was not enough.

They had 
bigger goals now. 

As one Chinese 
demonstrator told

 the New York Times 
in the aftermath of

these reforms, 
‘I will keep fighting.’
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It should have been foreseeable, but it was not 
foreseen. What’s more, that collective oversight was 
not inadvertent. A conspiracy of shared interests 
emerged during the pandemic that contributed to a 
bout of collective blindness among those best posi-
tioned to observe emerging geopolitical trends.

“During a pandemic,” the Atlantic’s Ed Yong 
wrote in the summer of 2021, “no one’s health is fully 
in their own hands.” This reminder was occasioned by 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s brief 
experiment in rescinding mandatory mask guide-
lines, allowing individuals to define their own level of 
risk. That was, in Yong’s mind, an ugly expression of 
America’s “national mythos” of “individualism,” which 
“valorizes independence and prizes personal freedom” 
and has “hamstrung America’s pandemic response.” 
Fortunately for him, the American press assured us 
that individualism was in bad odor.

Political forecasters consistently ignored the 
storm clouds descending on the developed world. And 
the political leaders and elected officials who take their 
cues from the press proceeded heedlessly apace.

In summer 2021, two-thirds of Canadians sur-
veyed by the Association for Canadian Studies agreed 
with the notion that pandemic restrictions should 
remain in place despite their negative impacts on their 
personal wellness and economic security. Majorities 
or pluralities in Australia, Spain, Brazil, Italy, Sweden, 
France, and the U.K. backed the idea of “vaccine pass-
ports” as late as November 2021. In Germany, fewer 
than half of respondents said the Covid-mitigation 
regime had affected their lives at all.

Austria became the first nation in Europe to reim-
pose a hard lockdown on its people in December 2021, 
as Covid’s Omicron variant swept the planet. Greece, 
Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands followed Austria’s 
lead to varying degrees, leading observers to fret not 
over the prospect of “overreacting” to the virus but the 
leverage their actions provide “populist parties.” Pub-
lished in the journal Journalism Practice, researchers 
Mojca Pajnika and Majda Hrženjak coupled Europe’s 
modest backlash against Covid restrictions on the eve 
of 2022 with ominous anti-democratic sentiments.

But by the middle of 2022, the backlash against 
the Covid regime could no longer be downplayed even if 
it wasn’t instantly recognized for what it was: the most 
significant rejection of social engineering in decades.

In the United States, the counterrevolution had 
been quite effective. The police departments that were 
defunded amid a spasm of hostility toward law en-
forcement were quickly refunded in response to a 
crime spike. An unconstitutional assault on the rights 
of property owners by both the legislative and execu-

tive branches was put down by the courts. The schools 
that attempted to teach a revisionist history of the 
United States inspired a “parents’ revolt,” beating back 
the radicals at the ballot box in off-year elections in 
New Jersey and Virginia.

All indications were that the backlash against 
the revolutionary ethic Covid inspired would be a mea-
surable force in the 2022 midterm elections. But on 
Election Day, the revolt fizzled. Or, at least, it seemed 
to have been cancelled out by competing factors. Vot-
ers delivered yet another mixed verdict on the state of 
the country, and Covid—both the receding disease and 
its effects on society—barely registered in exit polling.

In the wake of the midterms, little energy was 
devoted to uncovering what happened to the long-
forecast reckoning with what we did during the pan-
demic. That lack of curiosity suited those who spent 
the pandemic attacking the motives of citizens who 
questioned the virtue of draconian mandates, onerous 
restrictions on social and economic activity, and orga-
nized campaigns of cultural blacklisting at its height. 
They wanted the fizzle, and they thought they got it.

What explains the anticlimax of its post-Covid 
moment in America? The most convincing theory is 
that so many of the issues that dominated the midterm 
elections—crime, inflation, education, and so on—
were mere by-products of the pandemic. But that logic 
also implies that America’s reaction to Covid-inspired 
strictures was one of the world’s most efficient.

The street action that helped dismantle pan-
demic-related strictures in much of the world wasn’t 
necessary in the United States. And many of the Re-
publicans who represented an alternative to Demo-
cratic governance made little effort to appeal to vot-
ers who had spent the last two years demanding the 
restoration of something approximating “normal.” A 
comprehensive reckoning with what the country did 
to itself during the pandemic would have to wait. But 
the restorationist counterreaction to the excesses of 
the pandemic had succeeded.  

 P ANDEMICS ARE harbingers of revolution, 
and Covid was no exception. The arbiters of 
tasteful discourse did their best to convince 
anyone willing to listen to them that the pub-

lic’s resolve to meet this challenge on their terms was 
unassailable, and deviation from that script was devi-
ancy. History may yet regard this campaign of shame 
and suppression as a rearguard action.

No one can predict where the revolutionary spir-
its unleashed by the pandemic will take us in the years 
to come. But there can be no doubt that a revolution-
ary moment is upon us.q
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Jewish Hysterics 
and Israel’s New 
Government
An examination

By Elliott Abrams

 W
HAT EXPLAINS THE 
hysterical reaction, 
not least among some 
American Jews, to the 
victory of Israel’s new 
coalition government 
in the elections held 

there in November 2022?
To ask this question is not to express support for 

the winners, to exult in their victory over the opposing 
coalition, or to deny grave doubts about some of the 

people and parties in the government formed by Ben-
jamin Netanyahu. In Israel’s election, the Religious 
Zionist Party won only 14 seats in the Knesset (out of 
120) and just under 11 percent of the popular vote. This 
means that the vast majority of Israelis voted against 
the party of the firebrands Itamar Ben-Gvir and Beza-
lel Smotrich, who have taken many highly incendiary 
positions. Not only are doubts and concerns to be ex-
pected; opposition to them and criticism of them will 
be an entirely appropriate feature of the new Israeli 
political moment.

But the reactions have gone far beyond what is 
normal even in Israel. Former prime minister Ehud 
Barak, speaking one day after the new government 
had been sworn in and before it had actually done 

Elliott Abrams is chairman of the Tikvah Fund 
and a board member of the Jewish People Policy Insti-
tute and the Israeli Democracy Institute.
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anything, detected “signs of fascism” and said the gov-
ernment was “clearly acting illegitimately,” “carrying 
out a coup,” and “bringing down democracy.” He was 
not alone. Outgoing prime minister Yair Lapid, speak-
ing before the coalition had taken power, said the new 
government “is not committed 
to democracy.” Former president 
of the Supreme Court Aharon 
Barak, father of the “judicial 
revolution” that has given that 
court so much power in Israel, 
spoke of a “coup with tanks.” 
Outgoing defense minister Ben-
ny Gantz spoke of “civil war” and 
urged mass demonstrations, saying, “It’s time to make 
the country tremble.”

The brilliant writer and translator Hillel Halkin, 
writing bitterly in English for the Jewish Review of 
Books, told of a former neighbor of his who had aban-
doned the country:

He was the one person in our all-Jewish town 

to cast his ballots for Arab parties in elec-

tions, a professed anti-Zionist whose dire 

predictions for Israel’s future led to stormy 

arguments between us. Ten years ago he and 

his wife moved to Portugal, from where he 

now wrote, “I think I can safely say I’ve been 

proven right.” I wrote back: You’ve won the 

argument. For years now, Israel has seemed 

to me like a man sleepwalking toward a cliff. 

Now we’ve fallen from it.

All this is remarkable rhetoric even by Israeli 
standards, and it led President Isaac Herzog to tell 
them all to cool it. “No one has the privilege to behave 
or talk as if ‘the country is doomed’ or search for their 
passport,” said Herzog, himself the former head of 
the leftist Labor Party and leader of the opposition to 
Netanyahu from 2013 to 2018. “Israeli democracy is 
long-standing and stable. The world of values of Israeli 
society is not easy to challenge.”

It was predictable that the tone of the attacks 
being heard in Israel—exactly what Herzog is trying 
to change—would be sounded as well in the United 
States, and so it has been. As we will see, there are 
deeper reasons for this than mere parroting of Israeli 
voices. In all too many corners of the American Jewish 
community, extreme rhetoric and extreme positions 
have indeed been repeated—sometimes recklessly, but 
sometimes to express long- and deeply held positions.

A notable example is the voice of Rabbi Jer-
emy Kalmanofsky of Congregation Ansche Chesed, 

a Conservative synagogue on the Upper West Side of 
Manhattan. Rabbi Kalmanofsky saw in the new Israeli 
coalition “fascists,” and in his blog on the synagogue’s 
website wrote that “This is about the Klan, a Jewish 
Klan. This is about areas of the occupied territories 

that already resemble Philadelphia, Mississippi, 1963.” 
(Presumably he meant 1964, when three civil-rights 
workers were murdered there.)

Rabbi Kalmanofsky therefore decreed that the 
standard prayer for the State of Israel, a staple of syna-
gogue Shabbat services, no longer be recited.

More than 330 rabbis wrote an open letter at-
tacking the new government and saying they would 
not invite anyone—not just Ben-Gvir and Smotrich—
from the Religious Zionism Party to their synagogues 
because they all “deny our rights, our heritage, and 
the rights of the most vulnerable among us.” (It is 
noteworthy that not one Orthodox rabbi signed this 
petition.)

And then there was Abe Foxman, now retired 
after decades as head of the Anti-Defamation League. 
“I never thought that I would reach that point where 
I would say that my support of Israel is conditional,” 
Foxman told the  Jerusalem Post. “I’ve always said that 
[my support of Israel] is unconditional, but it’s condi-
tional. I don’t think that it’s a horrific condition to say: 
‘I love Israel and I want to love Israel as a Jewish and 
democratic state that respects pluralism.’” He added: 
“If Israel ceases to be an open democracy, I won’t be 
able to support it,” And, in another interview: “It’s 
not one thing. It’s a whole package of things, which is 
bringing us back to the Middle Ages.”

A thought experiment: Israel is attacked tomor-
row by Hezbollah, and a major war ensues, with severe 
casualties to the IDF and among Israeli civilians. Or 
Israel is attacked in another wave of over 4,300 rockets 
and missiles from Hamas in Gaza, aimed at Jerusalem 
and other cities, as happened in May 2021. Will Rabbi 
Kalmanofsky’s congregation be neutral—still refusing 
to recite the prayer for the State of Israel? Will Fox-
man’s support still be “conditional” because of his wor-
ries about “pluralism?” If not (as I hope and believe), 
their current reactions to Israel’s new government 
should be an embarrassment to them.
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Extreme rhetoric and extreme positions 
have indeed been repeated—sometimes 
recklessly, but sometimes to express 
long- and deeply held positions.
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S O WE RETURN to the question posed at the top: 
What explains all of this? In Israel, one can at 
least partly attribute the rhetoric to politics. 

Only 30,000 votes separated the winning and losing 
coalitions in the popular vote. The losers want to bring 
the government down as soon as they can and replace 
it. They want to be winners. But here in the United 
States, there are deeper explanations.

The first is ignorance. Take, for example, the de-
bate over the powers of Israel’s Supreme Court, which 
the new government will limit. What percentage of 
American Jews, including those most emotionally 
uncontrolled about Israel’s new government and its 
policies, knows how the Israeli system actually works? 
In America, our Supreme Court justices are chosen by 
politicians: the president and the senators. But in Is-
rael, they are chosen by the sitting justices themselves 
and lawyers from the bar association. What percent-
age of American Jews knows that Israel has no written 
constitution, a fact that has left hanging in thin air the 
juridical and moral basis for Supreme Court rulings 
declaring Knesset decisions “unconstitutional”?

It is possible to speak carefully about this, and 
Alan Dershowitz has tried. He recently said that “Is-
rael’s democracy is not in danger” from the proposed 
changes. “Indeed, the reforms are designed to improve 
democracy: majority rule,” he added. But he warned 
that “there’s a direct conflict between pure democracy, 
where the Knesset rules because it represents the ma-
jority of people, and the rights of minorities.” Dershow-
itz is a realist: “It’s in the nature of democracies that 
compromises are made,” he said. “I think it’s a tragedy 
that the compromises do weaken the Supreme Court. 
That’s a mistaken place to make a compromise. I wish 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu would not allow 

his right wing to dictate to him what the appropriate 
balance should be.”

In speaking of compromises and appropriate 
balances, Dershowitz is avoiding the tone too many 
Jewish “leaders” have adopted—where any legisla-
tion regarding Israel’s Supreme Court, arguably the 
most powerful and intrusive in the world, is deemed 
inherently anti-democratic and immoral. But even 
Dershowitz speaks critically of legislation that would 

“weaken the Supreme Court”—as if weakening it were 
not exactly what is required to attain the “appropriate 
balance” of powers in a democracy.

The position that the current powers of the 
Israeli Supreme Court are perfect and that any “tam-
pering” with them is wrong is so widespread among 
American Jews as to be nearly beyond debate. The 
Reform Movement’s statement issued after Israel’s 
election said it was “profoundly concerned” that the 
new coalition would “curtail the authority of Israel’s 
Supreme Court,” as if all men and women of good will 
would of course understand this is an evil. But one 
wonders: How many of those who read the statement, 
or even of those who wrote it, really understand why 
so many Israelis have found the Court to be a deeply 
undemocratic and imperious institution?

Halkin, in his gloomy screed, quite usefully 
demonstrated two further and more significant expla-
nations for the reactions to Israel’s new government. 
The first is the unending Israeli–Palestinian conflict. 
Halkin wrote, “The more the conflict with the Pales-
tinians is exacerbated, the more the Right-religious 
bloc is strengthened; the more it is strengthened, the 
more exacerbated the conflict becomes. The cycle can 
be broken only by ending the conflict, and the conflict 
now seems, after the last elections, more incapable of 
being ended than ever.” It’s extraordinary that after 
years, indeed decades, of Palestinian refusal to make 
peace with Israel—after Arafat’s refusal to accept Ehud 
Barak’s peace offer in 2000, Abbas’s refusal to accept 
the even more generous offer from Ehud Olmert in 
2008, and Abbas’s refusal even to give an answer to 
President Obama’s peace proposals—that any Israeli 
could write such a line.

Most other Israelis have accepted a truth that 
still eludes most American Jews: 
The old thinking about the “two-
state solution” is dead. The polit-
ical power of the Israeli left and 
Israel’s “peace movement” was 
ended by those repeated refusals 
to make peace and even more so 
by the intifadas—that is to say, 
by Palestinian terrorism. No one 

has a serious answer to the question of how Hamas 
and other terrorists would be kept from power in the 
West Bank if the IDF withdrew in favor of “Palestinian 
statehood.” Until that question can be answered, a sov-
ereign Palestinian state is an unacceptable danger to 
Israel—and, for that matter, to Jordan as well.

But the “two-state solution” remains the stated 
policy of the United States, the European Union, and 
the United Nations—and of American Jewry taken as 
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The position that the current powers of 
Israel’s Supreme Court are perfect and 
that any ‘tampering’ with them is wrong 
is widespread among American Jews.
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a whole. Thus there will be great sympathy among 
American Jews toward Halkin’s lament that this recent 
election and the “Right-religious bloc,” rather than Pal-
estinian reality, explains the failure to achieve peace 
between Israel and the Palestinians. But in Israel, the 
left-wing Meretz Party did not receive enough votes 
even to get one seat in the Knesset, and the Labor 
Party—which ruled Israel for decades—received a pal-
try four. So while Israelis have 
moved on, one explanation for 
the hysteria among some Ameri-
can Jews is their belief that 
the nirvana of peace through 
Palestinian statehood remains 
possible but will now disappear 
due to the power of Israel’s right.

The second and more im-
portant explanation that Halkin demonstrates relates 
to the role of religion. Here is Halkin:

To my friend in Portugal, I wrote:

If there is still a difference between us, 

it is that you take satisfaction (though I hope 

not just that) in what has happened and I feel 

only pain. And there is another difference, too. 

You put the blame on Zionism, and I put it on 

Judaism, of whose fantasies and delusions 

Zionism sought to cure us only to become 

infected with them itself.

Now Halkin is a very old-fashioned secular Zi-
onist, and he is honest enough to state his views very 
clearly. Judaism is the problem, and secular Zionism 
is, or was supposed to be, the solution. Such views 
help explain why the vote went the way it did in Israel. 
Yossi Klein Halevi recently wrote that this is why Ne-
tanyahu won: “The real reason is that he managed to 
portray the outgoing coalition as an existential threat 
to Israel’s Jewish identity, and himself as its last line of 
defense.” Halkin’s line is simply not a winner in Israeli 
elections. Klein Halevi goes on:

While a majority of Israeli Jews are commit-

ted to maintaining Israel as both a Jewish and 

democratic state, if forced to choose between 

them, most would almost certainly opt for 

its Jewish identity—because, more than its 

democratic identity, the survival of Israel 

depends on maintaining its Jewishness….An 

Israel stripped of its Jewishness would lose 

its reason for being, its internal cohesion 

and the vitality that has enabled it to survive 

against the odds. Many of those who voted for 

Netanyahu did so not to support the wholesale 

dismantling of Israeli institutions but to save 

Israel as a Jewish state.

This is the struggle, if you will, between Tel Aviv 
and Jerusalem, between those who go to the beach on 
Shabbat and those who go to synagogue. Klein Halevi 
has a warning for the left in Israel: As long as you seem 

indifferent to (or like Halkin at war with) Judaism in 
Israel, you will lose: “To win over the ambivalent Ne-
tanyahu voters of the post-election polls, then, the po-
litical center must vigorously affirm its commitment 
to a Jewish state.” Israel’s Jewish identity is the issue, 
and centrist voters, or voters on the left, must convince 
their fellow citizens they do not view Judaism and 
halacha as outmoded tribal customs that should be 
jettisoned as soon as public opinion permits.

In his response to Halkin in the Jewish Review 
of Books, Ze’v Maghen rebutted the sour view Halkin 
takes of what he called the “hypernationalist and Jew-
ish supremacist” parties and of the role of religion in 
the Jewish state. Halkin called this the “knit-skullcap 
electorate” and said “these are the forces dragging us 
into the abyss.” Maghen respectfully disagreed:

If by these epithets Halkin means that their 

members and supporters care more for Jews—

their national family—than they do for the 

enemies of the Jews; that they are hell-bent 

on putting a stop to the weekly slaughter of 

innocent Jewish civilians by Arab terrorists; 

and that they believe that the Land of Israel 

belongs to the Jewish People, and oppose the 

erection of a jihadist Palestinian polity con-

trolled by Hamas, then this is just classical 

Zionism. Ben-Gurion would affix his signature 

to these propositions as quickly and unhesi-

tatingly as Ben-Gvir.

This Judaism/Zionism debate is one thing 
among Israelis today, whose necks are always on the 
line and where there is a clear center-and-right-of-
center majority. It is quite another matter among 
American Jews, where there is an equal majority that 

This is the struggle, if you will, between 
Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, between those 
who go to the beach on Shabbat and 
those who go to synagogue.
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is to the left of center (always excluding the Orthodox).
By this I mean more than just the left–right po-

litical division, though that is a plain fact. American 
Jews vote Democratic in nearly every election, and 
younger American Jews are to the left of their parents 
and grandparents. It is obvious that they will be un-
happy watching Israel move further to the right, and 
many of their leaders will say so. If one thinks of the 
leaders of major American Jewish organizations, and 
of the Reform, Conservative, and Reconstructionist 
rabbinate, is there any question which coalition they 
favored in the Israeli election—the one led by Lapid or 
the one led by Netanyahu?

The problem, however, and the explanation for 
the tone of many comments about that election, is that 
this isn’t just about Democratic voters favoring Lapid 
and his party while criticizing Netanyahu and his. It is 
about what American Jews see in Israel—and want to 
see in Israel.

American Jews (and above all American Jewish 
leaders) were not enthusiastic Zionists, to say the least, 
until the 1930s, when it became obvious that a refuge 
for European Jews had become necessary. The level of 
interest in and commitment to the new Jewish state 
fell off rapidly after 1948 and stayed low until the 1967 
and 1973 wars. But even after those wars, even this 
community was not nearly as “Zionist” as the other 
major Diaspora communities—in France, Canada, 
Australia, the United Kingdom. Judged by a simple 
calculation such as the percentage who had ever once 
set foot in Israel for a visit, American Jews were way 
behind. American “Zionism” was, for most of the com-
munity, at best a philanthropic project.

And the Israel that the American Jewish com-
munity imagined and idealized was in many ways a 
copy of the left/liberal society Jews in America sought. 
They were not far off the mark in some ways: Israel 

was a democracy and the only one in the Middle East, 
and it was led by the Labor Party. The socialism of the 
Labor Party fit nicely with the FDR/New Deal/liberal 
consensus among American Jews. Ben Gurion, Golda 
Meir, and Yitzhak Rabin were comfortable heroes.

But Israel began to change, starting at least with 
Menachem Begin’s victory in 1977. In the nearly 50 

years since, left-of-center prime ministers have been in 
office for fewer than ten. So Israel has had mostly right-
wing governments while American Jews remained on 
the left. Begin and Jimmy Carter, like Netanyahu and 
Obama, had a fractious relationship; on issues from 
settlement activity to the Iran nuclear deal, there have 
been severe conflicts. And Israeli society moved from 
the socialism and secularism of the Labor leaders, with 
which American Jews were entirely comfortable, to an 
increasing presence of religious Israelis and greater 
influence for religious parties.

This new Israel was not what American Jews had 
expected, and very often they did not like it. They did 
not like having to choose between Obama and Israel on 
the Iran nuclear deal, but they did so—and came down 
pretty resoundingly on the side of Obama against both 
Netanyahu and a broad Israeli consensus. The faith 
of American Jews was liberalism, but increasingly the 
faith of Israeli Jews was—to the chagrin of Halkin and 
many others in Israel—Judaism.

As Naomi Cohen wrote:

Justifying Jewish nationalism to Americans, 

Zionists projected their American liberal val-

ues onto their ideal Jewish state…. After 1948 

the image of Israel as a microcosm of America 

or the extension of American liberal values 

took on a pragmatic dimension…. Envisioning 

Israel as an ideological extension of American 

liberalism was an obvious reinforcement of 

both American and American Jewish commit-

ment to the Jewish state.

And Cohen then added a logical caveat: that ba-
sis for backing Israel “had its weakness too. In the first 
place, were Israel to deviate from the accepted canons 
of liberalism, it ran the risk of alienating American 

Jewish support.” We are seeing 
that today.

Many American Jews wince 
at Israel’s constant use of force, 
and they dislike the need to defend 
it week after week. They denounce 
restrictions on non-Orthodox wor-
ship that most Israeli Jews find to 
be second-tier issues at most. They 

cannot support restrictions on Palestinian movement 
in the West Bank and into Israel that critics of Israel 
call apartheid. They regret the divisions on the left 
that the issue of Israel often creates and the criticism 
from places they long admired—the New York Times, 
Human Rights Watch, and Amnesty International, for 
example. They do not live with the threats to safety 

This isn’t just about Democratic voters 
favoring Lapid and his party while 
criticizing Bibi and his. It is about what 
American Jews want to see in Israel.
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and even life that face Israelis.
It is an obvious principle to American Jews that 

all people should be treated alike, while most Israelis 
would find it simple madness to apply that principle 
to Israelis and Palestinians. Americans on the left 
(including many American Jews) increasingly see the 
conflict with the Palestinians as a human-rights is-
sue, Daniel Gordis has written, 
while “for Israelis, even Israelis 
on the political left, it is first 
and foremost about security and 
survival.” Gordis concludes that 
“the world’s two largest Jew-
ish communities are therefore 
divided by radically different in-
stincts about universalism ver-
sus particularism as well as by their opposing attitudes 
toward Jews’ involvement in the messiness of history.”

Some of that “messiness” is the result of two 
millennia without a state of their own. In Israel, Jews 
have been forced to make decisions that American 
Jews have been able to escape—not only by living in 
America but by being a very small minority within it. 
In Israel, the Jewish army, the Jewish internal security 
service, and the Jewish spy agency have faced (and in 
the Iranian nuclear program, still face) violent efforts 
to eliminate the Jewish state—and every day engage 
in activities American Jews need not undertake 
themselves as American citizens and may instead 
comfortably protest. As Yossi Shain has put it, “the 
hope that a state, which must always operate under 
raison d’état, might successfully operate by universal 
and non-territorial principles was doomed to failure—
especially in the jungle that is the Middle East.” Robert 
Kagan famously once wrote that “on major strategic 
and international question today, Americans are from 
Mars and Europeans are from Venus.’’ Whether after 
Russia’s war on Ukraine this aphorism remains accu-
rate today with regard to Europe may be unclear, but it 
often seems that American Jews are from Venus while 
Israelis are from Mars—not least when dealing with 
the issue of Palestinian nationalism and the “peace 
process.”

We are seeing today in politics, in the “peace 
process,” and in religion and state issues, an Israel 
that rejects many of the tenets of American Jewish 
liberalism. This should not be such a terrible shock. 
As Gordis has explained: “The United States and Israel 
were created for entirely different purposes, and as a 
result, they are fundamentally different experiments 
in how to enable humans to flourish.” For an increas-
ing number of Israelis today, such flourishing involves 
religious faith and practice; American-style “separa-

tion of church and state” is not at all what they seek 
or will accept. Yossi Klein Halevi is right. They want a 
Jewish state, and they see no point in an Israel that is 
just another liberal democracy like Canada or Norway 
or the United States.

Will American Jews support such a state, where 
all religions are not actually equal? Where Jews are 

permitted to visit the Temple Mount? Where, as Ze’ev 
Maghen put it, people “care more for Jews—their 
national family—than they do for the enemies of the 
Jews” and “believe that the Land of Israel belongs to 
the Jewish People?” The 1950s or 1960s Israel of Labor 
socialism may have resembled the Upper West Side, 
but the Israel that is developing before our eyes does 
not. It is truly a Jewish state, increasingly peopled—
and in part now governed—by Jews who believe in the 
God of the Hebrew Bible and for whom the practice of 
the religion of Judaism is the most important aspect of 
their daily lives. Can American Jews accept this Israel, 
or will it alienate all but the Orthodox—who practice 
that same religion?

The hysterical rhetoric of some Jewish leaders 
suggests that the increasingly clear replacement of 
“their” Israel, an imaginary paradise of liberalism, 
is unacceptable, at least to them. Some will describe 
and denounce the real Israel as fascist, undemocratic, 
repressive, and illegitimate; to others, it would be de-
serving only of our “conditional” support.

T O END WHERE we began, accepting the ac-
tual, existing Israel does not mean applauding 
the new government or approving the Reli-

gious Zionist Party’s leaders or policies. The new gov-
ernment will make many mistakes, and some of them 
may be egregious. Officials like Ben-Gvir and Smotrich 
may surprise us and may learn in office about govern-
ing, or they may prove the fears about them to be accu-
rate. But opposition to the policies of this government 
is not the issue. The real issue is whether American 
Jews care more about their own illusions or about the 
Jewish state that actually exists and still struggles each 
day against enemies who seek every day to kill Jews.

Yossi Klein Halevi’s advice to Israeli opponents 
of this new government should help us understand 

The hysterical rhetoric of some Jewish 
leaders suggests that the replacement of 
‘their’ Israel, an imaginary paradise of 
liberalism, is unacceptable to them. 
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that a majority of Israelis want a state that is not sim-
ply democratic but more importantly is Jewish. That is 
the raison d’etre for the state. To repeat what he wrote: 
“An Israel stripped of its Jewishness would lose its rea-
son for being, its internal cohesion and the vitality that 
has enabled it to survive against the odds.”

It is easy to be pessimistic about the relationship 
between the American Jewish community and Israel. 
More and more Jews are what the Pew survey of Jew-
ish Americans in 2020 called “Jews of No Religion,” 
and increasing numbers are drifting away from the 
Jewish community and any sense of Jewish identity. 
As Israel becomes an increasingly Jewish state—which 
has actually been happening for decades—the distance 

between the two communities may grow. Some Ameri-
can Jews will certainly fall away, offended as is Hillel 
Halkin by what they see as too much Judaism.

But American Jews should reject “leaders” (in-
cluding rabbis) whose facile arguments “privilege” 
(to use today’s locution) their own ideologies over the 
realities of the Jewish state, and over the desire of the 
majority of its people to live in an identifiably Jewish 
state. As Israel’s president reminded newly elected of-
ficials and all Israelis recently: “We have only one State 
of Israel.” To slander and disparage it, to speak wildly 
and carelessly when every word spoken may become a 
weapon in the hands of Israel’s enemies, is a sin that 
American Jews should avoid at all costs.q
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American 
Nomenklatura
What the Twitter Files show

By Eli Lake

 A
FEW WEEKS after Elon Musk 
formally acquired Twitter in Oc-
tober 2022, a senior official at 
the company who quit in the 
wake of Musk’s arrival took to 
the New York Times to pour cold 
water on Musk’s vision for the 

social-media platform. Yoel Roth, whose title had been 
Head of Trust and Safety, sought to assure his fellow 
progressives. Roth wrote that even if Musk wanted to 
remove the web of content-moderation rules and pro-
cedures Roth had helped create and enforce, the tech 
billionaire would be unable to achieve his aim. “The 

moderating influences of advertisers, regulators and, 
most critically of all, app stores may be welcome for 
those of us hoping to avoid an escalation in the volume 
of dangerous speech online,” he wrote.

What Roth meant was this: No Internet platform 
is an island, and Musk simply didn’t have the power to 
do what he wanted despite his 100 percent ownership 
of the social-media platform. It wasn’t merely that 
Musk would have to contend with Twitter’s progressive 
workforce, which believes that some political speech 
is so awful that it should be throttled or banned. He 
would also come into conflict with European regula-
tors, the Federal Trade Commission, and Congress, all 
of whom also seek to limit what can be said online. And 
what about the Global Alliance for Responsible Media, 
a trade organization of some of the world’s biggest 
consumer brands that advocates for “online safety”—a 

Eli Lake, a contributing editor to Commentary, is 
the host of the Reeducation podcast and a columnist 
for the New York Sun.
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euphemism for protecting social-media users from ac-
counts that may offend, harass, or trigger them?

He would also be dogged by advocacy groups 
such as the Southern Poverty Law Center and the 
Anti-Defamation League, which have found a new and 
lucrative mission monitoring social-media platforms 
for hate speech. They work hand in hand with elite 
journalists and think tankers, who have taken to track-
ing the spread of misinformation and disinformation 
online. In Washington, the FBI and the Department of 
Homeland Security have personnel whose job it is to 
alert social-media companies to foreign propaganda 
and terrorism. In Atlanta, the Centers for Disease Con-
trol seeks to quarantine dangerous information that 
might lead Americans to forgo masks or vaccine boost-
ers. And perhaps most important, there are other Sili-
con Valley giants—Apple and Google—that provide the 
digital storefronts or app stores that Twitter needs to 
update their software and continue to run its service.

Call it the “content-moderation industrial com-
plex.” In just a few short years, this nomenklatura 
has come to constitute an implicit ruling class on the 
Internet, one that collectively determines what infor-
mation and news sources the rest of us should see on 
major platforms. Talk about “free speech” and “the 
First Amendment” may actually be beside the point 
here. The Twitter that Musk bought was part of a larger 
machine—one that attempts to shape conversations 
online by amplifying, muzzling, and occasionally ban-
ning participants who run afoul of its dogma.

The existence of this nomenklatura has been 
known for a few years. But thanks to Musk and his 
decision to make Twitter’s internal communications 
and policies available to journalists Matt Taibbi, Bari 
Weiss, and others, more detail is now known on why 
and how this elite endeavors to protect us from all 
manner of wrongthink.

T HE UNSPOOLING of Twitter’s secrets—in a 
series of long Twitter threads—has been reve-
latory for many reasons. It turns out that de-

spite armies of human content moderators, artificial-
intelligence tools to weed out everything from health 
misinformation to hate speech, and an expanding set 
of internal rules, a handful of senior executives still 
made the most consequential decisions on what Twit-

ter’s users were allowed to see.
Twitter has taken great pains to appear as a neu-

tral arbiter of allowable speech on its platforms. It has 
released semi-annual “transparency reports” for the 
last decade, providing data on the total number of ac-
counts it has suspended and how many requests from 
governments it abided by. Along with Google, Meta, 
and others, Twitter signed onto the Santa Clara Prin-
ciples on Transparency and Accountability in Content 
Moderation, a declaration of rights of social-media us-
ers to due process and free expression.

And yet the process at Twitter for moderating 
content from the largest and most controversial ac-
counts was often arbitrary, ill-informed, and biased 
in favor of the beliefs of coastal progressives. Take, 
for example, the ban on sharing the New York Post 
story about Hunter Biden’s laptop in the run-up to 
the 2020 election. At the time, Twitter’s decision was 
presented as enforcement of its policy not to allow 
hacked materials to be posted on the platform (the 
laptop of the then–presidential contender’s son had 
been abandoned at a Delaware computer shop the year 
before). But as the first installment of the #TwitterFiles 
showed, no one at the company knew for sure whether 
the laptop included actual hacked material. In one 
memorable exchange, Twitter deputy counsel James 
Baker (former general counsel of the FBI) acknowl-
edged as much but then opted for blocking the story 
out of caution. The decision was particularly glaring 
in light of Twitter’s refusal to block a New York Times 
story a few weeks earlier that published some of Don-
ald Trump’s non-public tax returns—material that had 
unquestionably been purloined.

This kind of inconsistency proved to be a theme. 
Determinations that rules and procedures on the 
platform had been violated were often little more than 
judgment calls. Senior executives actually acknowl-
edged that Trump’s last tweets hadn’t violated its poli-
cies when his account was permanently banned two 
days after the January 6 riot. LibsOfTikTok, an account 
with more than a million followers that usually posts 
excerpts of videos of deranged Millennials spouting 
the latest pabulum of gender theory, was suspended 
six times in 2022 for violating Twitter’s rules against 
hateful conduct. And yet an assessment for the senior 
executive committee found that LibsOfTikTok “has 

Twitter’s process for moderating content from the largest 
and most controversial accounts was often arbitrary, ill-
informed, and biased in favor of the beliefs of progressives.
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not directly engaged in behavior violative of the Hate-
ful Conduct policy.” Rather, the assessment said the ac-
count had been harassing hospitals and medical pro-
viders by claiming that aiding gender transitions for 
adolescents amounted to “child abuse or grooming.”

The #TwitterFiles also exposed how the rules of 
content moderation themselves were subject to wildly 
different interpretations. Take this tweet from former 
president Donald Trump after he was released from 
Walter Reed Hospital where he had been treated for 
Covid: “Feeling really good! Don’t be afraid of CO-
VID. Don’t let it dominate your life.” Baker asked why 
Trump’s tweet didn’t violate Twitter’s policy on Co-
vid-19 misinformation, “especially the ‘don’t be afraid 
of COVID’ statement.” Roth responded that vague 
statements of optimism were not “misinformation.”

One of the biggest takeaways from the #Twit-
terFiles is that the FBI and the U.S. intelligence com-
munity were playing a significant role in content mod-
eration. As Taibbi reported, several U.S. government 
agencies, and state and local law enforcement, used 
the bureau’s liaison portal with Twitter to flag more 
tweets than anyone previously suspected. Some of the 
tweets were from low-follower accounts whose propri-
etors were making dad jokes about when the election 
was scheduled. One Twitter content moderator openly 
expressed his fear that FBI agents were doing random 
searches for the specific purpose of finding violations 
of Twitter’s rules.

The American public has been led to believe that 
the FBI’s relationship with social-media companies 
after the 2016 election was designed to help foil and ex-
pose foreign propaganda. But the #TwitterFiles show 
that the FBI’s San Francisco bureau and the bureau’s 
Foreign Influence Task Force became a general conduit 
for requests from local law enforcement, the U.S. intel-
ligence community, and others to take action against 
accounts with little to no proof of a foreign connection. 
What had begun as a response to Russian meddling in 
the 2016 campaign had become by 2020 an open door 
for the federal government to act as Twitter’s partner 
in content moderation.

One obvious question raised by the Twitter files 
is how social-media companies allowed the new In-
ternet nomenklatura to dictate the terms of content 
moderation in the first place. Let’s examine this.

In the 1990s, during the first gold rush in Silicon 
Valley, the politics surrounding the concept of free 
speech were radically different from what they are 
today. The right was concerned about the dangers of 
offensive speech; the left wanted to leave the market-
place of ideas untouched. Just as liberals and conserva-
tives tussled over Howard Stern and gangster rap, they 
also crossed swords over the Internet.

At first, social conservatives won the day. In 
1996, Congress passed a law known as the Communi-
cations Decency Act, which, among other things crimi-
nalized “patently offensive” or “indecent” content on 
the Internet if it was plausible that adolescents and 
 children could view it. This was the culmination of 
a debate that had been raging in America since the 
1960s over whether local communities could prohibit 
a neighborhood newsstand or bookstore from selling 
pornography. The right largely lost these challenges. 
But at the height of the Clinton years and at the dawn 
of the Internet, the argument that unprecedented dan-
gers were posed by the unlimited capacity of the In-
ternet to disseminate information briefly triumphed.

Not for long. In 1997, the Supreme Court struck 
down most of the Communications Decency Act on 
First Amendment grounds. What remained was a 
compromise crafted by Representative Chris Cox and 
Senator Ron Wyden. Internet service providers would 
be encouraged to enforce terms of service to limit the 
most offensive material from being posted. In turn, 
according to the language of the new bill’s section 
230, “no provider or user of an interactive computer 
service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker 
of any information provided by another information 
content provider.” This formulation—which meant 
that Internet platforms were to be treated pretty much 
as though they were the new era’s telephone wires 
and exchanges rather than purveyors of the material 
posted on them—made the Internet as we know it pos-
sible. Everything from Internet pornography to the 
comment sections on news sites to Facebook, Twitter, 
and Instagram owes a debt to section 230.

There was an important exception. Internet Ser-
vice Providers still had to cooperate with law enforce-
ment on criminal cases, such as those against child 
pornographers. These providers also had to police 
their servers for copyright infringement. This meant 

One of the biggest takeaways from the #TwitterFiles is that 
the FBI and the U.S. intelligence community were playing 
a significant role in content moderation.
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that content moderation in the late 1990s was mainly 
focused on taking down Napster and other sites that 
allowed people to acquire a digital library of music for 
free. Hate speech, harassment, doxxing, disinforma-
tion, conspiracy theories, and foreign propaganda—
these were all fine as the world began to get online.

The protection provided by section 230 was 
a license for disruption. And the first social-media 
companies took full advantage. Just look at some of 
the mottos associated with the founders of social me-
dia. Facebook in its early years adhered to the creed, 
“move fast and break things.” Twitter executives once 
described their company as “the free speech wing of 
the free speech party.”

This anarcho-libertarian approach to content 
moderation is captured in a vignette from Pyra Labs, 
the company started by Twitter co-founder Ev Wil-
liams in 1999. He invented the software known as 
Blogger, which, along with Kinja and LiveJournal, pro-
vided the code that started the blog revolution in the 
early 2000s. The mantra for Blogger was “push button 
publishing for the people,” and it meant that anyone 
could publish what he wanted on the Web.

Nick Bilton’s 2013 book, Hatching Twitter, 
features a scene in which a new Pyra employee is 
confounded by a customer-service email complaining 
about a blog that displayed an animated picture of a 
group of men having sex on a trampoline. Asked what 
he should do about it, Williams replied, “Nothing.” 
Bilton writes that Williams soon “realized it would be 
impossible to police all of the posts that were shared 
on the site, so as a rule, he opted for an anything-goes 
mentality.”

This “anything goes” approach to content mod-
eration carried over to the next venture for Williams, 
Twitter. He co-founded the platform with Jack Dorsey, 
Biz Stone, and Noah Glass in 2006. For its first years, 
Twitter really was the Wild West of social media. Trolls 
created accounts impersonating other users. Users 
could be doxxed—meaning their home addresses and 
other personal information could be published. Ethnic 
and racial slurs were allowed. And for a while, none 
of it seemed to matter. Twitter was a breakout hit in 
Silicon Valley. It was making no money, but by 2009 it 
was valued at more than $4 billion. Celebrities flocked 
to the platform. In 2009, Ashton Kutcher challenged 

CNN to a race for who could get to a million followers 
first (Kutcher won).

In 2011, Stone published a blog post on behalf of 
the company with the title: “The Tweets Must Flow.” 
He explained that there were times when the company 
would have to remove tweets from the platform, such 
as with spam or tweets that violated local laws. But, 
he wrote, “we make efforts to keep these exceptions 
narrow so they may serve to prove a broader and more 
important rule—we strive not to remove Tweets on the 
basis of their content.”

In this period, Twitter, Facebook, and other 
social-media platforms also strived to be politically 
neutral. For example, during the 2009 Iranian uprising 
over the stolen presidential election, the State Depart-
ment persuaded Twitter to delay a long-scheduled 
maintenance update that would have disabled the ser-
vice while protestors were planning a major demon-
stration. Twitter agreed, but after the news leaked that 
it had done so at the request of the U.S. government, 
Stone and Williams became worried. “Now it seemed 
Twitter had been seen as picking a side in an interna-
tional war of words,” Bilton wrote. “It had been seen on 
one side of a moral and diplomatic fence—exactly the 
last place it wanted to be.”

An anecdote from Twitter’s larger rival, Face-
book, also demonstrates the seriousness of social-
media companies’ initial efforts to stay out of domestic 
politics. In 2016, on the tech-news site Gizmodo, a 
former curator of Facebook’s “trending topics” blew 
the whistle on the operation. This anonymous contrac-
tor described a kind of Facebook newsroom where Ivy 
League–educated contractors chose news items to fea-
ture next to Facebook’s newsfeed. The whistleblower 
claimed that almost all the curators were liberal and 
that news favorable to the right was suppressed. Fear-
ing a backlash, Facebook decided to fire the contrac-
tors and leave the work of selecting news stories for 
“trending topics” to an algorithm.

This was a textbook case of creating a new 
problem to solve an old one. The algorithmic solu-
tion to the perception of bias at Facebook was jet 
fuel for fake news. Junky websites that trafficked in 
outrageous clickbait were favored by algorithms that 
sought to increase engagement. In his book Facebook: 
The Inside Story, Steven Levy writes that without the 

For its first years, Twitter was the Wild West of social 
media. Trolls created accounts impersonating others. 
Users could be doxxed. Ethnic slurs were allowed.
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human oversight for “trending topics,” the algorithm 
“rewarded the types of posts that thrived on the News 
Feed—attention-getters, without regard to truth, good 
intentions, or newsworthiness.” Almost overnight, 
“trending topics” spotlighted stories from fraudulent 
sites, such as the “Denver Guardian.” Items would claim 
that Hillary Clinton had died or that the pope had en-
dorsed Donald Trump. In this moment, Facebook was 
still moving fast and breaking things. After Trump was 
elected, though, Facebook would slow down.

There is a common misconception that the 
heavy-handed content moderation at Twitter, Face-
book, and other social-media sites really began after 
the 2016 election—when the social-media companies, 
Congress, and the FBI discovered that Russia had been 
using these platforms to spread disinformation and 
misinformation.

That is true to an extent, but the ground was 
prepared for this before Trump. In 2015, for example, 
Twitter finally took on the issue of harassment. For the 
first nine years on the site, Twitter handled reports of 
abuse on an ad-hoc basis. Users were encouraged to 
report offensive tweets, and moderators would decide 
whether they violated the rules. Twitter allowed you 
to block abusive accounts, but that was about the ex-
tent of their efforts at what is today known as “online 
safety.”

Then This American Life, an NPR show, released 
an episode in February 2015 by feminist writer Lindy 
West about an anonymous troll who had created an 
account based on the identity of her father. Paul West 
had passed away only 18 months earlier from prostate 
cancer. The account featured a photo of West and a 
bio that read “embarrassed father of an idiot.” The 
piece was powerful enough that Twitter employees 
raised it in the company’s internal message system. In 
response, the CEO at the time, Dick Costolo acknowl-
edged, “We suck at dealing with abuse and trolls on the 
platform and we’ve sucked at it for years.”

Two months later, Twitter’s general counsel 
at the time, Vijaya Gadde, wrote a mea culpa in the 
Washington Post that attempted to straddle the line 
between the company’s founding ideal of “letting the 
tweets flow,” and a new ethos of protecting vulnerable 
communities from online harassment. “Freedom of 
expression means little as our underlying philosophy 

if we continue to allow voices to be silenced because 
they are afraid to speak up,” she wrote. Gadde pledged 
that Twitter had tripled the size of the team devoted to 
online safety and predicted Twitter would be able to 
respond to user complaints in a fraction of the time it 
had taken before these changes.

Around the same time, Facebook was also con-
fronting a similar problem but on a much larger scale. 
In the early 2010s, Facebook expanded its services all 
over the world, including countries with no tradition 
of free speech or digital literacy. At the time, this was 
all seen through the prism of the Iranian protests and 
the Arab Spring. Social media still had a halo around 
it. Facebook was a company that was bringing the 
world closer together. It was also a company that was 
enabling a genocide in Burma.

That was the conclusion of a blistering 2018 UN 
Human Rights Council report on the ethnic cleansing 
campaign against the Muslim Rohingya minority in 
Burma. “Facebook has been a useful instrument for 
those seeking to spread hate, in a context where, for 
most users, Facebook is the Internet,” the report said. 
“Although improved in recent months, the response 
of Facebook has been slow and ineffective.” The cam-
paign had gone back years. On June 1, 2012, according 
to Levy’s book, the Burmese president’s spokesperson 
took to Facebook to call for action against the Rohing-
ya. Levy wrote that the post essentially generated “sup-
port for a government massacre that would indeed 
occur a week later.”

Another factor in the 2010s that shifted the 
balance on the Internet from free speech to online 
safety was a particularly effective English-speaking, 
American-born jihadist named Anwar al-Awlaki. His 
video sermons were widely distributed throughout the 
Internet, and they helped to radicalize Nidal Hasan, 
the U.S. Army psychologist who murdered 13 people 
at Fort Hood in 2009. Several other followers of al-
Awlaki engaged in terrorism at his urging, sometimes 
in personal correspondence. In 2011, President Barack 
Obama ordered his killing in a targeted drone strike in 
Yemen. But the videos of his sermons survived. For the 
next seven years, it was still relatively easy to find them 
on YouTube and other places on the Internet. It was 
not until 2017, that Alphabet (formerly Google), the 
parent company of YouTube, removed his videos from 

One factor in the 2010s that shifted the balance on the 
Internet from free speech to online safety was a particularly 
effective American-born jihadist named Anwar al-Awlaki.
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the platform. Until then, its own content-moderation 
rules allowed videos from al-Awlaki so long as they did 
not directly incite violence.

Part of the reason YouTube removed those videos 
is that lobbying from the U.S. government, academics, 
and pressure groups focused on online radicalization. 
Another factor was the rise of ISIS, which used Twitter, 
Facebook, and other social-media platforms to recruit 
and spread its propaganda on a much larger scale than 
al-Qaeda did. A Twitter blogpost from early 2016, for 
example, says the company suspended over 125,000 
accounts for threatening or promoting terrorist acts in 
the last half of 2015 alone.

A FTER DONALD TRUMP unexpectedly won 
the 2016 election, the social-media platforms 
became a scapegoat for those seeking to ex-

plain Hillary Clinton’s gobsmacking loss. Facebook 
came in for a beating in Congress from Democrats who 
were livid to learn that a Kremlin troll farm known as 
the Internet Research Agency had purchased ads and 
created memes that denigrated Clinton.

There were two major problems for Facebook 
during the 2016 election that had prevented it from 
catching the Russians in the act. To begin with, Face-
book was so focused on increasing its advertising 
revenue overseas that it didn’t put the ads themselves 
under much scrutiny at all. The second problem was 
that the Russian memes and posts on their platforms 
were not in any real violation of Facebook’s terms of 
service. Because most of the posts were about the 2016 
election, the content fell well within acceptable politi-
cal speech, according to Facebook’s own rules. When 
Facebook in 2017 began to suspend Russian accounts, 
it did so because they were fakes—the Russians were 
pretending to be people they were not—not because 
their content was unacceptable.

Twitter was also blamed for the 2016 election. As 
Taibbi reported on January 3, the company’s first audit 
for Russian activity revealed next to nothing. But as 
outside academics, reporters, and Congress began to 
claim otherwise, Twitter came to accept the narrative. 
“Researchers took low-engagement, ‘spammy’ accounts 
with vague indicia pointing to Russia (for instance, 
retweet activity),” Taibbi wrote, “and identified them 
as not only Russian, but specifically as creations of the 

media’s favorite villain, the Internet Research Agency.”
The focus on Russian meddling created an en- 

vironment where it was possible for the FBI and other 
government agencies to play a persistent and direct 
role in content moderation for Twitter. By the 2020 
election, what had begun with discreet requests from 
the U.S. government or committees in Congress to sus-
pend accounts suspected to be Russian fronts trans-
formed into a firehose of diktats from federal, state, 
and local authorities to censor content. Twitter was no 
longer a disruptive force for free speech; it was a tool 
for controlling discourse on the Internet.

This excessive discourse control often stymied 
the flow of real information in the name of filtering out 
disinformation. In his installment of the #TwitterFiles, 
which focused on the platform’s moderation of health 
misinformation, the gadfly critic David Zweig asked a 
devilish question. If Twitter had allowed dissent from 
the Covid dogma on its platform, would schools have 
opened sooner? Would the lockdowns have lingered?

Not every account that was suspended or 
throttled during the pandemic was giving sound medi-
cal advice or speaking truth to power. But plenty of 
them were. Zweig found that a tweet from Harvard 
epidemiologist Martin Kulldorff asserting that chil-
dren and people with prior infections do not need 
vaccinations—a position in line with vaccine policies 
in other countries—had come into Twitter’s crosshairs. 
Kulldorff’s tweet deviated from recommendations of 
the Centers for Disease Control on vaccines. So Twitter 
labeled it as health “misinformation.”

One tweet alone would not have shortened the 
lockdowns or opened schools. But Zweig says that he 
found numerous examples of tweets taken down or 
labeled simply because they challenged whatever the 
CDC policies were at the time. Add to this Twitter’s 
efforts to shadow-ban accounts that countered conven-
tional Covid wisdom. Weiss disclosed in December that 
Stanford University Medical School’s Jay Bhattacharya 
had been placed on a “trends blacklist,” which de-am-
plified his tweets during the pandemic. In other words, 
they used Web juju to limit the ability of others on Twit-
ter to read what Bhattacharya had written.

It’s hard to measure precisely the cumulative 
effect of muting online dissent. But we know from 
the experience of dictatorships that governments that 

Critic David Zweig says that he found numerous examples 
of tweets taken down or labeled simply because they 
challenged whatever the CDC policies were at the time. 
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lack the feedback afforded by regular elections and 
free speech often forge ahead with reckless and stupid 
policies long past the point of futility. We also know 
that efforts to limit what the public can read, hear, or 
view are almost always done with the best intentions. 
The Soviets justified domestic censorship in part to 
protect their citizens from foreign disinformation. The 
nomenklatura of the Soviet Union believed they had 
an obligation to keep its radio, newspapers, and televi-
sion free of Western propaganda.

None of this is to compare America today to the 

evil empire. Twitter and Facebook are private compa-
nies. And some content moderation is necessary for 
social-media platforms. But there is one important 
similarity between the original nomenklatura and our 
own. Like all censors, the content moderators today do 
not trust the rest of us to evaluate the information we 
encounter in the world. They believe that the minds 
of the masses are like balls of clay to be molded and 
shaped, incapable of critical thought and discernment. 
As history has proven time and time again, this as-
sumption makes fools of us all.q
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Ed Koch,  
Ten Years Gone
How stands his name today?

By Tevi Troy

 I
T TAKES REAL skill to pick the right fight 
in politics. Doing so is a high-risk enterprise, 
since many spats descend into bombast or bit-
terness that blackens the names of both com-
batants. The politician who takes the exchange 
too seriously can come across as nasty and un-
pleasant. For others, endless squabbling can 

limit their ability to compromise or achieve great things. 
Ed Koch, who died 10 years ago this month,  showed us 
how to do it.

Koch loved to do battle. Over the course of a 45-
year career as congressman, mayor of New York, and 
columnist, he engaged in significant disagreements, tiffs, 
spats, and outright hostilities with some of New York’s 
and America’s most famous people and politicians.

A decade after his passing, a brief examination of 
Koch’s most famous feuds offers valuable insights into 
the ways American politics has changed—and hasn’t 
changed—since his heyday. The fights also reflect well on 
his judgment, since, in the 10 years since his death, many 
of those who faced his wrath have suffered significant 
reputational declines.

Looking back on Koch’s battles and the verve with 
which he conducted them is a rueful reminder of what 
New York politics was like before our current age of sen-
sitivity and snowflakery set in. An inveterate feistiness 
led Koch to engage in tussles over ideas, made flesh in his 
conflicts with some very large personalities who stood 
in opposition to him. He was a dominating figure at a 
time when Democrats could more openly debate issues 
among themselves without seeking to shut down oppo-
nents who challenged progressive orthodoxy. And he was 
unapologetic about his defense of his own people, even 
as he was the mayor of America’s greatest city.

When Koch died in February 2013, he asked that 
the words of the murdered journalist Daniel Pearl be 

Tevi Troy is a visiting fellow at the Mercatus Center 
at George Mason University. He is a frequent Com-
mentary contributor and the author of four books, 
including, most recently, Fight House: Rivalries in the 
White House from Truman to Trump.
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put on his tombstone: “My father is Jewish, my mother 
is Jewish, I am Jewish.” This might have surprised 
many people who thought of him both as an entirely 
ethnic and an entirely unreligious figure, but Koch’s 
Jewishness was a key factor in determining many of 
his primary targets—people who did things or said 
things that were either offensive to Jews or damaging 
to Israel or both.

Despite his feuding, Koch had a fairly sunny dis-
position. He was quick-witted and forward-thinking. 
He hyped New York relentlessly. And he had a huge 
ego. The joke was that his middle initial “I” (for Irving) 
represented his favorite pronoun. Often, a big ego can 
make you thin-skinned. Not Koch. He issued his zing-
ers with glee and recognized that his opponents, if able, 
would zing back, and that it was all a part of the game. 

K OCH FIRST ATTAINED national prominence 
with his 1977 run for mayor. It was a terrible 
time for New York. The city had just been 

through a near-bankruptcy. Subways were covered in 
graffiti. Street crime was rampant. The great blackout 
in the summer of that year led to $1 billion lost to loot-
ing. As he ran for office, the Son of Sam serial killer 
was on the prowl. In that environment, the mayoral 
position was a tough job, but it was also an opportunity 
to help remake a great American city. Multiple heavy-
weights sought the Democratic nomination for mayor 
that year, and six candidates got between 10 and 20 
percent of the vote in a closely contested Democratic 
primary. One was Abe Beame, the sitting mayor, who 
was little more than an accountant out of his depth. 
Beame finished third in the race, the first Democrat 
incumbent to lose a primary challenge since 1917.

Another contestant was Bella Abzug, the abra-
sive radical leftist with outrageous hats and more out-
rageous positions. She and Koch had served together 
in the House of Representatives, and she was one of 
Koch’s first notable enemies. Both were Jewish, but 
Koch expressed his Jewishness in the form of staunch 
support for Israel, whereas Abzug saw progressiv-
ism (she had led several Stalinist front groups) as the 
manifestation of her Jewishness. In 1976, Abzug signed 
a congressional letter opposing the sale of U.S. jets to 

Israel. Koch pounced, putting both his supportive letter 
as well as Abzug’s opposing one in the Congressional 
Record. He also bragged in his autobiography that he 
had his congressional office mail both to “every Jewish 
group I knew.” In doing so, Koch was hurting a political 
rival and a critic of Israel, a double bonus for him. Bella 
was irate. “What are you trying to do, destroy me?” she 
asked him. The answer was yes. After losing the 1976 

Democratic primary for Senate 
to Daniel Patrick Moynihan, she 
finished fourth against Koch in 
the mayoral race—and never 
again held elective office.

Koch did not like Abzug 
before the race, but he devel-
oped his deep distaste for Mario 
Cuomo as a result of it. Koch 

was single and widely rumored to be gay. The Cuomo 
operation exploited this rumor, though in an off-kilter 
way, when signs reading “Vote for Cuomo, Not the 
Homo” popped up in town. To this day, no one really 
knows how many people actually saw the signs and no 
one has taken either credit or blame for printing them. 
But that same summer, the Village Voice reported that 
someone in the Cuomo campaign had been assigned to 
investigate the question of Koch’s sexuality. The Voice 
quoted Michael Dowd, Cuomo’s campaign manager: 
“You hear rumors all the time [but] there’s one that 
was so pervasive—that I heard from so many different 
people—that I began to think it might be true. Am I 
trying to find out if it is? Yeah.” Cuomo disavowed both 
the signs and the investigations, saying, “I want to beat 
Ed Koch. But not for any reason like that.”

Koch finished first in the primary, and then went 
into a runoff with Cuomo. Koch won that and then de-
feated Cuomo a third time (Cuomo ran in the general 
election on the Liberal Party ticket). City Hall was his. 

The Cuomo–Koch relationship became impor-
tant again in Koch’s second term, when both men vied 
to replace Hugh Carey as the state’s governor in 1982. 
Koch never found his footing in the race, largely because 
of his city-centric view of the Empire State—which he 
made known in self-destructive comments about life 
outside of the five boroughs. He called suburban living 
“sterile,” “nothing,” and “wasting your life.” And he said 
rural living was “a joke” and described it as “wasting 
time in a pickup truck… to drive 20 miles to buy a ging-
ham dress or a Sears Roebuck suit.” He even denigrated 
the post he sought—“a terrible position”—and the city in 
which he would have to take up residence: “It requires 
living in Albany, which is small-town life at its worst.” 
Unsurprisingly, Cuomo beat him.

“You have to understand,” Koch said after his 

Often, a big ego can make you thin-
skinned. Not Ed Koch. He issued his 
zingers with glee and recognized that  
his opponents, if able, would zing back. 
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loss. “I didn’t want to be governor. Everybody knows 
that. It was—what’s the word I’m looking for—hubris 
on my part.” That said, the defeat did not improve his 
view of Cuomo, even though they now had to work 
together. To get things done, Koch restrained himself. 
“We get along and we got along as mayor and governor, 
but I always held it against him,” Koch later said. “I 
also held it against his son, Andy Cuomo. Even though 
social relationships when we meet in public are good, 
underneath, he knows I know what I’m really think-
ing: ‘You prick!’” There was no dysfunctionality of the 
sort that emerged decades later when Andrew was in 
the governor’s mansion and Bill de Blasio was mayor. 
With lunatic intensity, Cuomo decided he wanted to 
destroy de Blasio and was relentless in making the 
mayor as miserable as possible—thus proving Koch’s 
descriptor entirely accurate.

Almost as bitter was his feud with Jimmy Carter, 
in which Koch’s Jewishness again played a role. Even 
though Koch was largely aligned with Carter on do-
mestic policy, they strongly disagreed on Israel, and 
Koch was not shy about pointing out their differences. 
Carter was particularly irked when Koch referred to 
five senior Carter-administration officials—Secretary of 
State Cyrus Vance, National Security Adviser Zbigniew 
Brzezinski, UN Ambassador Donald McHenry, former 
UN Ambassador Andrew Young, and Assistant Secre-
tary of State for Near East Affairs Harold Saunders—as 
an anti-Israel “gang of five.” As Koch later recalled, “If 
I had not just been to China (where the Gang of Four 
was big news), I might not have used that phrase. But I 
thought it was a good phrase, and it certainly stunned 
them.” He was right. As Carter wrote in his diary about 
the incident, “Koch is almost acting like a fanatic this 
last couple of days.” Carter’s ire was not limited to his 
diary scribblings. At a fundraiser 
in 1980, Carter grabbed Koch and 
said to him, “You have done me 
more damage than any man in 
America.”

Koch did endorse Carter in 
1980 and even campaigned for 
him. They were, after all, both 
Democrats. But it was a typical 
half-hearted Koch endorsement. Even while stumping 
for Carter, he warned that Carter should “rot in hell” if 
he did not honor promises he made to Koch to be more 
supportive of Israel in his second term. (Given Carter’s 
increasing hostility to the Jewish state in subsequent 
years, Carter should consider himself lucky that he did 
not win that second term and subject himself to Koch’s 
curse.) And Koch was also courteous to Carter’s oppo-
nent Ronald Reagan when Reagan visited New York. “I 

am not here to defend Ronald Reagan,” he said. “But I’ll 
tell you, I like him. He’s a man of character.” His tone 
angered Carter and other Democrats but served Koch 
well when Reagan won the election and became the 
president whose time in the White House overlapped 
the most with Koch’s three terms. “I never voted for 
him,” Koch said. “But I loved him.”

Another key Koch antagonist was a future presi-
dent. Donald Trump initially made his name by cham-
pioning projects in New York City that he claimed only 
he could build because of his ability to cut through red 
tape. The key example of this was the renovation of the 
Wollman skating rink in Central Park, which Trump 
did manage to finish quickly and under budget after 
years of failed efforts by others. But Trump alienated 
Koch by asking that the skating rink be named after 
him. As Koch later recalled, “I was thinking to myself, 
‘What arrogance. First the convention center and now 
the skating rink. I’m surprised he doesn’t want Central 
Park renamed for him.’”

Trump and Koch also clashed on a tax break for 
Trump Tower and a planned “Television City” 150-story 
West Side skyscraper that never materialized. Trump 
once observed that “Koch has achieved something 
quite miraculous. He’s presided over an administra-
tion that is both pervasively corrupt and totally in-
competent.” When Trump called Koch “a moron,” Koch 
countered by reciting compliments Trump had previ-
ously given him, and asking, “Will the real Donald 
Trump please stand up?” In another exchange, Trump 
told the New York Times, “The city under Ed Koch is a 
disaster.” Koch responded: “If Donald Trump is squeal-
ing like a stuck pig, I must have done something right.” 
Later, Koch observed that “Donald Trump is one of the 
least likable people I have met during the 12 years that 

I served as mayor.” Finally, forecasting what he would 
have thought had he lived to see the Trump presidency, 
Koch wrote, “It is incomprehensible to me that for 
some people he has become a folk hero.”

Koch’s Jewishness was not a part of the feud 
with Trump, but it was central to his feud with Jesse 
Jackson. In 1988, there was a bitter contest in the New 
York Democratic presidential-nominee primary. Mi-
chael Dukakis was leading, and would win the party 

Though Koch was largely aligned with 
Carter on domestic policy, they strongly 
disagreed on Israel, and Koch was not 
shy about pointing out their differences. 
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nomination, but both Tennessee Senator Al Gore and 
the racial firebrand Jesse Jackson were still in the race. 
Koch backed Gore, who was staunchly pro-Israel at 
the time, and set his sights on Jackson, who in 1984 
had used the word “Hymietown” to refer to New York. 
Koch attacked Jackson relentlessly in the campaign, 
hitting his pro-Palestinian views, calling Jackson a liar, 
and, most famously, saying that Jews “would have to be 
crazy to vote for Jackson.” This statement angered both 
blacks and Jews, and Koch later admitted that he had 
gone too far, saying, “My attacks on Jesse Jackson have 
backfired.” Gore would also apologize to Jackson for 

Koch’s behavior. Backfire or not, Koch was right again.
Dukakis won the state primary, with Jackson 

finishing second and Gore a distant third. On Election 
Night, Jackson supporters chanted “Koch is a crook,” 
referring to corruption scandals that were plaguing 
Koch in his third term. Jackson and Koch mended 
fences that August at a session hosted by Cuomo. 
Jackson said that he “did not seek to extract from the 
mayor an apology…. The April campaign is behind 
me.” But he would get a measure of revenge the next 
year when David Dinkins defeated Koch in the 1989 
Democratic primary, ending Koch’s electoral career 
after three terms and 12 years in City Hall.

Koch’s time in office may have ended, but he was 
not done with feuding. In 1993, Dinkins was succeeded by 
Rudy Giuliani after one term, and Koch had endorsed Gi-
uliani. The two men had a lot in common; Koch said their 
policies were similar, about 80 percent in agreement. But 
something went very wrong between them from the get-
go; presumably Giuliani did not have time for Koch, who 
could be egotistical and a chore to be around. Koch fired 
back publicly. “He’s a good mayor,” Koch said. “But his 
personality prevents him from becoming a great mayor. 
He’s mean. He’s vindictive. He doesn’t always tell the 
truth.” At one point, Giuliani said of Koch that “he’s dying 
for a corruption scandal in my administration so that he 
doesn’t end up with the most corrupt administration in 
the last half of the 20th century.”

Things worsened when Giuliani sought a Senate 

seat in 2000 and Koch released a collection of columns 
about his nemesis in a book titled Giuliani, Nasty Man. 
In the end, Giuliani ended up not running, putatively for 
health reasons, but Koch continued to take his shots at 
him, praising his own book’s “wonderful title.”

K OCH’S FEUDS are worth revisiting for a num-
ber of reasons. While we certainly do not need 
more name-calling these days, Koch’s willing-

ness to engage with opponents on substantive matters 
hearkens back to an era more open to free debate. Too 
often people who disagree with someone on the left 

stay silent for fear of being can-
celed. While Koch was courageous 
enough to take on sacred cows, a 
Koch today would be so burdened 
by demands for apologies that he 
would never survive in Democratic 
politics. 

As for those opponents, time 
has vindicated Koch’s judgment. 

The reputation of the Cuomos, especially Andrew, has 
plummeted in recent years. Trump’s reputation contin-
ues to decline in the wake of his infamous anti-Semite’s 
feast at Mar-A-Lago. Carter’s presidency continues to be 
seen as a failure, and Jackson largely disappeared from 
public view after Barack Obama rose to the presidency. 
Abzug has also faded from historical memory.

The oddest battle of Koch’s life was the one with 
Giuliani, but again, time has made his judgment of 
Giuliani’s character more apposite. Perhaps no political 
figure in American history has seen a deeper decline 
in his personal standing than Giuliani, the hero of 9/11 
and Time’s Man of the Year for 2001—with the possible 
exception of Charles Lindbergh, who never actually 
sought political office. Koch could not have known that 
would happen to his target. The point here is that he did 
not punch down. The people he took on were powerful 
and risky to engage with.

There have been significant progressive efforts 
to diminish Koch’s posthumous reputation. The New 
York Times ran a 5,000-word piece asserting that he 
was gay and implicitly criticizing him for not coming 
out of the closet while alive. The piece also twice made 
the point that leftists were questioning whether Koch’s 
name should continue to adorn the 59th Street Bridge. 
But the passage of time will likely add to, rather than 
diminish, Koch’s reputation. He was, at his best, a happy 
warrior, and remembering him as such makes him look 
even better now.q

Time has vindicated Koch’s judgment. 
The reputation of the Cuomos has 
plummeted in recent years. Trump’s 
reputation continues to decline.
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West Rogers Park
A memoir

By Joseph Epstein

 M
Y FATHER bought a two-
flat building at 6649 North 
Campbell Avenue in the 
Chicago neighborhood of 
West Rogers Park in the 
summer of 1947 for which 
he paid $14,000. We had 

previously lived in plain Rogers Park, on Sheridan 
Road, a block west of Lake Michigan, in a brown-brick 
courtyard building where our neighbors included the 
sister of the boxer Barney Ross and some cousins of the 
comedian Morey Amsterdam. This, I believe, is what is 
known as secondary name-dropping.

 West Rogers Park was a full status notch above 
Rogers Park, though neither of my parents was all 
that status-minded. Our new home was larger—three 
bedrooms instead of one—and the surroundings more 
comfortable generally. Owning a two-flat apartment, 
the rent from tenants in the other apartment paying 
off one’s mortgage, was thought a sound investment. 

The upstairs neighbors in our building were Mr. and 
Mrs. Anderson and Mrs. Anderson’s sister Edna. Mr. 
Anderson worked at a bank while Mrs. Anderson spent 
the day in curlers and a housecoat, getting dressed 
only just before her husband returned from the bank. 
A less Jewish couple is not easily imagined.

Far though this was from my parents’ intentions, 
in moving into West Rogers Park, we were also part of a 
shift in the neighborhood from Gentile, largely Scandi-
navian and Irish, to Jewish. I recently did a count of my 
fifth-grade class at Boone School in West Rogers Park 
and came up with 18 Jewish and 21 Gentile kids. In that 
day, when Jews and blacks moved in, current residents 
would say, “There goes the neighborhood.” (Today, when 
gay people move in, they say, “Here comes the neighbor-
hood.”) With only one exception, I never felt the lash of 
anti-Semitism during my eight formative years, from 
ten to 18, living in West Rogers Park. In grammar school 
I was called “dirty Jew” by a kid living down the block 
named Billy Lauter. But then, Billy Lauter was a boy of 
such bad character that, had I been Protestant, he might 
as likely have called me “dirty Methodist.”

I live now only a few miles from West Rogers 
Joseph Epstein has written for Commentary for 
60 years.
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Park and occasionally drive by the old scenes of my 
youth. Passing the landmarks of the neighborhood as I 
remember them, it often occurs to me that surely there 
is no more inaccurate aphorism than “Plus ça change, 
plus c’est la même chose.” Today West Rogers Park 
is dominated by south Asians: Indians, Pakistanis, 
Bangladeshi, Sri Lankans, Nepalese, Rohingyas, and 
Afghans. I not long ago went to an Indian restaurant 
on Devon Avenue and felt I might have been in the 
city of Mysore on a Saturday night. There are a great 
many Haredim who share the neighborhood with 
these South Asians. Where once there were only two 
synagogues in West Rogers Park—Ner Tamid and 
B’nai Jacob, both conservative—the neighborhood is 
now studded with synagogues, yeshivas, Jewish day 
schools, and bookshops, all for the very Orthodox.

Driving along the thoroughfare called Western 
Avenue, I note all that is missing from the time of my 
boyhood. At the intersection of Western Avenue and 
Pratt Boulevard, where once there stood a bowling al-
ley, a new public library looms instead. Across from the 
library is the site of Fluky’s Hot Dogs, of which in my 
day I must have consumed at least 200 (“everything on 
’em, but hold the peppers”). But Fluky’s is long gone. To 
the north of Fluky’s was the private Edgewater Country 
Club, which was restricted. Edgewater’s 18-hole golf 
course has now been reduced to nine, with much of the 
rest converted to a standard public park. I learned to 
caddy at Edgewater at a time when most golf clubs were 
still made of wood, and each carried its own strange 
name. All that is left to me of these names is “mashie 
niblick,” which sounds like nothing so much as a side 
dish of mashed potatoes and corn niblets.

Crossing Western and heading west, I look for 
but do not find Sanders Pharmacy. I worked for Mr. 
Sanders when I was 13, for 65 cents an hour, chiefly 
dusting and sorting stock and making deliveries for 
tips that ran from a nickel to a quarter. When Mr. Sand-
ers installed a soda fountain, I became his soda jerk 
(a term that began life as “soda clerk,” but was soon 
changed to jerk because of the swinging motion re-
quired of the server when adding soda water to drinks). 
I made sundaes, phosphates, the occasional banana 
split, and as I write these words, it occurs to me that I 
may well be the last living soda jerk on the planet.

Heading farther west, I find also missing Lazar’s 

School Store, which sold school supplies, a few canned 
goods, cold soda pop, and (its real attraction) penny 
candy. For a penny, a kid could buy red wax lips or a 
black wax mustache, licorice whips of black or red, 
something we called machine-gun belts (dots of candy 
on a long white sheet), and much more. Mr. Lazar was 
an immigrant who spoke with a heavy accent. We kids 
gave him no respect, referring to him as “Lazar,” as in 
“Lazar, gimme two wax lips, a black licorice whip, and 
three machine-gun belts.”

Back to Western now, long gone at the corner of 
Lunt Avenue, was Miller’s Steak House. In those days, 
when the Chicago stockyards on the South Side were 
still in business and on a warm and windy night one 
could smell them from a hundred blocks away in West 
Rogers Park, the steak house was the apotheosis of 
Chicago dining, and Miller’s was the apotheosis of that 
apotheosis. The owner of the restaurant, a bachelor, was 
also a partner in Murphy-Miller Heating and Air-Con-
ditioning Company. Each night, Mr. Miller frequented 
the restaurant. He was said to have bet the daily double 
in a combination of the number 13 every day and was 
always in a jolly mood when he won. For many years he 
bought the winning steer at the stockyards show, which 
he displayed in a tiny corral on the sidewalk in front of 
his restaurant. One night in the bar at Miller’s, I watched 
a man rise from his stool next to an attractive blonde, 
hand a 50-dollar bill to the too-raucously-playing pianist 
and instruct him to take the rest of the night off.

Across Western, and two or three blocks to the 
north of Lunt, was Armanetti’s Liquor Store. Armanet-
ti’s will always be memorable to me because its night 
manager, Max Ponder, was a friend of mine. A few 
years older than I, Max had made the all-state football 
team and was later on the wrestling team at the Uni-
versity of Illinois (his wrestling days had left him with 
a cauliflower ear). The least pretentious of people, Max 
knew a great deal about wine, and one day, in one of 
the storerooms of Armanetti’s, he set out to teach me. 
He began by describing the shoulders of bottles and 
what they told about the wine within. He next went 
on to the appellations on the labels. Halfway into this 
he asked if I thought I could grasp it all. I told him I 
thought I could, but in order to do so I would have to 
forget almost everything else I knew. Max smiled—no 
hard feelings–and we knocked off. Years later, I heard 

I made sundaes, phosphates, the occasional banana split, 
and as I write these words, it occurs to me that I may well 
be the last living soda jerk on the planet.
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Fran Lebowitz say that there are three kinds of people: 
ordinary people, who talk about other people and cur-
rent events; cerebral people, who talk chiefly about 
ideas; and stupid people, who talk about wine.

Little there was in the way of distinction in the 
architecture of West Rogers Park. For the most part, 
the neighborhood’s buildings consisted of two-, three-, 
and six-flats, with lots of bungalows with octagonal 
fronts—sturdy stuff, but without aesthetic interest. 
One small exception I encountered each day on my 
four-block walk to and from Daniel Boone Grammar 
School was the house and office of George S. May on 
North Shore Avenue between Rockwell and Talman. 
May’s pleasing but less than grand house sat across an 
alley from his rather ornate, three-story office build-
ing. Born in the small Illinois town of Windsor, George 
S. May was a former Bible salesman known variously 
as a consultant, efficiency expert, and industrial engi-
neer. In fact, he was a high-level promoter, with golf 
his great field of promotion. He owned Tam O’Shanter 
Country Club, where he staged (for that day) big prize-
money tournaments. He was the first to allow broad-
casting of his tournaments (the All-American Open 
and the World Championship of Golf ), and the first to 
allow crowds of spectators, golf carts, picnics off in the 
rough. He welcomed international and black golfers. 
I read in Sport magazine, the bible of my boyhood, 
that May was said to have 26 pairs of eyeglasses, one 
to match each of his 26 sports shirts. He also kept the 
membership of Tam O’Shanter restricted. On my walks 
to and from school I never saw Mr. May, but I was oc-
casionally greeted by his chauffeur, a friendly black 
man named Greenwood, who spent considerable time 
polishing his boss’s black Fleetwood Cadillac.

In Chicago when you ask someone where he is 
from, he is likely to give you his address, then add “near 
Washington (or Jackson, or Humboldt) Park.” Catho-
lics, asked the same question, after giving their ad-
dress, add their parish, “near St. Nicholas of Tolentine” 
or St. Jerome’s or St. Sabina’s. The two most prominent 
parks in West Rogers Park were Green Briar and Indian 
Boundary. The latter was closer to our apartment and 
had four tennis courts, a small zoo, and a field house in 
which, during eighth grade, some among us were sent 
to learn ballroom dancing. “Fortnightly,” these dance 
classes were called, a misnomer since they met weekly 

on Saturdays. They were a form of socialization, bring-
ing us boys and girls more solidly into the middle class. 
“Young gentlemen will now ask young ladies to dance,” 
each dance began. We learned foxtrot, waltz, samba, 
and other steps we would never use again.

But the center, the hub, Les Champs-Élysées, of 
West Rogers Park was Devon—pronounced DEE-von—
Avenue, the neighborhood’s shopping district. During 
the years I lived in West Rogers Park, Devon became 
more and more Judaized. In a seven-block area from 
Western to California, there were three Chinese restau-
rants, three delis, and a take-out shop called K-Rations 
that sold kreplach, kasha, knishes, kugel, and other 
traditional Jewish dishes. Along Devon there were 
also three men’s clothing stores and a woman’s dress 
shop called Seymour Paisan that offered cocktails to 
its afternoon customers. At the corner of Western was 
Hobby Models, which sold electric trains, model air-
planes, chemistry and erector sets, and other toys for 
boys. Farther up was Pro Sports, where a Chicago Cubs 
pitcher named Johnny Klippstein worked part-time 
to add to the modest income he earned from playing 
baseball. Today, of course, he would be making a salary 
of roughly $2.6 million and might well own Pro Sports.

Along with an A&P and a National Tea super-
market, there was a food market called Hillman’s, 
a precursor of sorts to the Whole Foods of today. I 
worked briefly as a bagger at Hillman’s. Earlier I sub-
stituted for a classmate for a month or so one summer 
as a busboy at Pekin House, the most popular of the 
Chinese restaurants on Devon. We washed down the 
tables with undrunk tea turned tepid. At the end of 
our four-hour shift, we could eat all the Chinese food 
we wanted, except for shrimp dishes. Soda jerk, caddy, 
bagger, busboy: As you can see, I was building up an 
impressive résumé.

I have neglected to mention the small movie 
theater on Devon called the Ciné, neglected perhaps 
because the movie theater my friends and I most 
frequented was the Nortown, a grandiose auditorium 
on Western with light bulbs flickering in its ceiling to 
suggest stars. As a boy, my friends and I went to the 
Nortown every Saturday afternoon without inquiring 
what was playing. A Saturday session at the Nortown, 
with two full feature films, a cartoon, a newsreel, and 
coming attractions, lasted roughly four hours. In the 

The movie theater my friends and I most frequented was 
the Nortown, a grandiose auditorium on Western with 
light bulbs flickering in its ceiling to suggest stars.
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winter months, one went into the theater in the bright 
sunlight of 1 p.m. and emerged in the dark of 5 p.m. Many 
of the movies had World War II settings, many were 
musicals or romantic comedies ending with a lengthy 
kiss. I don’t remember ever leaving the Nortown feel-
ing disappointed.

A S FOR THE JEWS of West Rogers Park, our 
spirit, our ethos, was by and large bourgeois—
perhaps “petit-bourgeois on the ascendant” 

comes closer to capturing it. My father embodied many 
of the traits of the petit-bourgeois spirit. He left Montre-
al at 17, before finishing high school, and he worked as a 
salesman at various jobs. After World War II, he began 
his own business, manufacturing costume jewelry and 
importing novelty items, chiefly from Japan. He used to 
say that you have to love your work, and he loved his, 
and worked a six-day week. He believed in the centrality 
of the family and enjoyed few things more than helping 
relatives in financial need. He was honorable without 
being in any way sanctimonious. “No one is asking you 
to be an angel,” he once told me, “but that doesn’t give 
you any warrant to be a son of a bitch.” He declared him-
self an agnostic yet would have been disappointed if his 
grandsons had not had brises and bar mitzvahs, gave 
serious sums to Jewish charities, and after the success-
ful Israeli commando raid on the airport at Entebbe, he 
donated an ambulance to the Magen David Adom.

I do not recall any Jewish Republicans in West 
Rogers Park, or for that matter in the city of Chicago. 
A popular grammar-school dirge of the day went: “We 
want [Thomas] Dewey, where, where? We want Dewey 
in the electric chair.” Owing to its owner’s isolationist 
sentiments, the Republican Chicago Tribune was not 
allowed in our apartment, a serious deprivation for 
me, since its funny pages—with Dick Tracy, Terry and 
the Pirates, and others—were vastly superior to those 
of all other local papers.

West Rogers Park, which like every other neigh-
borhood in Chicago now has its share of carjackings 
and other crimes, was utterly safe in those days, day 
and night. Nor did I know any families in which there 
had been a divorce. The one scandal of those years was 
the discovery that a man named Joe Roth, president 
of the men’s club at Ner Tamid Synagogue and whose 
daughter was in my class at Daniel Boone School, had 

hired a hit man to kill the husband of a woman with 
whom he had been having an affair. The killing never 
took place, but the story occupied the front pages of 
the local press for a few days.

Chicago was in those years a Catholic city, so 
much so that, as a boy, I thought Catholicism stood for 
all Christianity, a thought further encouraged by all 
the priest-worshipping Bing Crosby/Barry Fitzgerald/
Pat O’Brien movies of the era. Yet in West Rogers Park, 
Catholic and public-school kids did not mix. I believe 
that Catholic-school attendees were told to segregate 
themselves, lest they somehow be infected by the secu-
larism of public-schoolers. Much later in life, a friend 
brought up in Catholic schools told me that he and his 
fellow students had been told never to go in the YMCA, 
lest the Protestants there try to convert them.

A good part of what I think of as the Jewish spirit 
or ethos of West Rogers Park entailed an intense prac-
ticality. Nearly everything one did had to be related to 
getting on in the world. When it came time for my con-
temporaries and I to go off to college, almost everyone 
signed up to be business majors, with a few declaring 
themselves pre-med or pre-dental students. This prac-
ticality had an even stronger effect on girls, most of 
whom sought teaching certificates. A few girls I knew 
were not allowed to go to college at all. Even though 
they had the money, their fathers felt that since they 
would soon marry, a college education would be point-
less. I not long ago went to lunch with a woman, a friend 
from those days, who told me that not being allowed to 
go to college left her life with a hole never to be filled.

I steered clear of the excruciating boredom of 
four years of studying business, owing to an antipathy 
for accounting. (“You don’t study accounting, Lloydie,” 
the immigrant father of a friend of mine told him when 
he showed an interest in the subject. “You hire an ac-
countant.”) At the University of Chicago, on the city’s 
south side, I read literature, history, and philosophy. 
But at family dinners and on other occasions with West 
Rogers Park adults, when asked what I was studying, 
I was able to suspend their potentially querulous re-
sponse by announcing, “Pre-law.” Case closed.

In the West Rogers Park of my youth, culture had 
not yet arrived at the stage of philistinism. The height of 
culture for most adults in the neighborhood was musi-
cal comedy. I knew of couples who went to New York 

For the Jews of West Rogers Park, our spirit, our ethos, 
was by and large bourgeois—perhaps ‘petit-bourgeois on 
the ascendant’ comes closer to capturing it. 
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on business or holiday who might see four musicals in 
three days and then see the same shows again when 
those shows played in Chicago. I knew of tough fathers, 
who dealt unyieldingly with labor unions and gangsters, 
who were delighted by The Pajama Game, which is a 
sympathetic musical depiction of a strike. My mother 
occasionally used the phrase “legitimate theater,” denot-
ing serious plays, apart from musicals, vaudeville, and 
burlesque. But neither my parents nor anyone else I 
knew went in for a lot of such fare. I knew no one who 
had tickets to the Chicago Symphony or the Lyric Opera. 
Nor were there any violin-playing Jewish boys in my ex-
tensive acquaintance, or girls gently playing Chopin on 
a Baldwin upright in their parents’ living rooms.

For boys, sports was the main activity, excellence 
at them the chief road to status and prestige. At the 
time, there was no Little League. Sports for kids were 
happily unorganized, and parents stayed clear of their 
sons’ play: Fathers had work to worry about, while 
mothers felt their time better spent at homemaking, 
charities, cards, and much else. Besides, who wanted 
one’s parents around to testify to one’s errors and 
defeats at sports or to censor one’s profanity? We boys 
met at the gravel schoolyard throughout the summers 
and during vacations for pickup baseball games, and 
we arranged for football games against nearby gram-
mar schools. We played basketball in a league at Green 
Briar Park. In sports, girls had only jump rope and ball 
bouncing, as they awaited the coming of Title IX.

There was keen interest in crime. Going back at 
least as far as the Al Capone days—when if one told 
strangers one was from Chicago, they might raise their 
arms as if holding a machine-gun and rat-a-tat-tat 
away—Chicago was known for its organized crime, its 
members usually denoted as the Syndicate, the Mob, 
the Outfit, the Boys, but never the Mafia. There was 
some West Rogers Park representation here too, but 
mostly in the field of bookmaking. Potsy Pearl, Jakey 
Summerfield, Ike Epstein—these were some of the 
neighborhood bookies. Ike Epstein was no relation, but 
I had an uncle, my mother’s brother Samuel Abrams, 
who was one (known alternately as “Lefty Abrams” or 
“Square Sam”). He left Chicago for Los Angeles and 
later owned a few points in the Riviera Hotel in Vegas. 
Sinatra attended his granddaughter’s wedding.

I went out with a girl in high school whose father 

never seemed to go to work. Spring, summer, and early 
autumn he golfed; through the winter he played high-
stakes gin rummy at the Town Club in the old Sheraton 
Hotel. I later learned that he was the brother of a Ca-
pone lieutenant named Hymie (“Loudmouth”) Levine 
and was said to have collected a dollar a month off ev-
ery jukebox in Chicago. The father of a friend of mine 
went in for buying boxers— at one point he owned a 
part of Ernie Terrell, later a heavyweight champion—
which, for reasons I never quite fathomed, put him in 
bad odor with the Syndicate. At one point, my friend’s 
father was simultaneously being pursued by the FBI 
and a Mob brute named Milwaukee Phil Alderisio. 
Fortunately, the FBI got to him first.

We boys vaguely aped these characters, not in 
crime but in taking pleasure in the illicit. This meant 
gambling and whoring. As adolescents, we played lots 
of cards, poker in all its variants, gin, and a game called 
potluck, a high-stakes variant of blackjack at which 
one could quickly lose $50, a serious sum in those days, 
between after school and dinner. We bet parley cards, 
at which if one successfully picked three college foot-
ball games within the point spreads, one won at six-to-
one odds. The cards were available at the newsstand at 
Devon and Western as well as inside Senn High School.

As for our whoremongering, a certain amount of 
it entailed transactions with streetwalkers. More often 
we would drive out 50 miles or so away, usually six of 
us in one car, to the cathouses of Braidwood or c. These 
trips entailed a full ritual, of which the sex was the 
least part. The charge without any of the trimmings at 
these establishments was $3, the same fee charged in 
those days for a visit to one’s physician.

In Chicago through the 1940s and ’50s, ethnicity 
marked most neighborhoods. Italian, Greek, Irish, Pol-
ish, Mexican, Negro (the term of the day), and Jewish 
neighborhoods were the order of the day. Rightly or 
not, people felt most comfortable among their own. 
Was this a bad thing? If one believes in the importance 
of diversity and inclusivity, I suppose it is. Yet Socrates 
said he was thankful to have been born a Greek, and 
Plato that he was pleased to have been born an Athe-
nian of the time of Socrates. We had neither Socrates 
nor Plato in West Rogers Park when I grew up there in 
the late 1940s and 1950s, but I cannot imagine a better 
place or time to have come of age.q

For boys, sports was the main activity, excellence at them 
the chief road to status and prestige. At the time, there was 
no Little League. Sports for kids were happily unorganized.
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The Passenger
Knopf, 400 pages
Stella Maris
Knopf, 208 pages
By Cormac McCarthy

Reviewed by Abe Greenwald

 I
T IS NOT too much to infer 
that the unusual, staggered 
publishing schedule of Cor-
mac McCarthy’s new pair of 
novels—first, The Passenger 

and two months later, Stella 
Maris—was less a marketing ploy 
than an artistic choice on the au-
thor’s part. The two books about 
brother and sister Bobby and Alice 
Western form a kind of literary 

dyad that restates the many joined 
opposites and correlatives with 
which McCarthy is consumed. 
These dualities run from the pedes-
trian to the sublime to the frighten-
ingly abstruse: brother and sister, 
reason and insanity, destruction 
and progress, faith and unbelief, 
God and Devil, wave and particle, 
the material and the metaphysical. 
In The Passenger and Stella Maris, 
McCarthy has housed the explora-
tion of these themes in a structure 
that is itself an entangled twosome.

There’s a sort of key to un-
derstanding this in Stella Maris. 
The psychiatrist Dr. Cohen asks 
Alice, “Can a thing exist with no 
assistance?” “Logically no,” she re-
sponds. “If space contained but a 
single entity the entity would not 
be there. There would be nothing 

for it to be there to.” It’s an odd for-
mulation, “to be there to,” but the 
two books are there to each other, 
each the thing that means the other 
exists.

Their double launch is also a 
simple means of guiding readers to 
address the books in the order that 
makes most sense. The Passenger, 
which focuses mostly on Bobby 
during his time as a New Orleans 
salvage diver in the 1980s, is a rela-
tively accessible novel with some- 
thing like a plot, and it establishes 
McCarthy’s brother-sister world. 
Stella Maris, which is “set” a de-
cade earlier while Bobby lay in a 
coma after a race-car crash in Italy, 
is a book-length conversation be-
tween Alice and a psychiatrist about 
mathematics and mental illness. 
Read that first, and you’ll never 

The Gnostic 
Agnostic

Abe Greenwald is executive 
editor of Commentary.
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bother with The Passenger. 
But bother you should. Read in 

proper sequence, the two books 
add up to the most alarmingly bril-
liant work of America’s most seri-
ous living writer.

T HE PASSENGER is primari-
ly Bobby’s book, but it opens 
with Alice. Or it opens with 

the end of Alice (dualities, remem- 
ber). Specifically, her suicide by hang- 
ing somewhere near the grounds of 
Stella Maris, the Wisconsin psychi-
atric hospital to which she had com-
mitted herself several times. After 
that, we abruptly meet her per-
petually mourning brother Bobby 
on a bedeviling salvage dive that 
puts the book’s plot into motion. 
He swims through a sunken air-
plane full of corpses to find that 
one of its passengers, along with 
some equipment, is missing. Soon, 
he’s harassed by men in suits from 
an unnamed government agency, 
his accounts are frozen, his diving 
partner dies mysteriously, and he 
goes on the run.

The Passenger is not a thriller, 
and this series of events and reac-
tions is not at all what the book 
is about. It’s there because things 
have to happen in novels. And 
it’s described here because reviews 
must say what happens in novels. 
But the things that happen in The 
Passenger are cryptic and conspira-
torial, and ultimately serve only to 
instill a sense of justified paranoia. 
We never learn who the missing 
passenger is, why he’s missing, or 
why the government cares. We don’t 
quite know whether Bobby dove 
into a high-stakes crime scene or a 
closely guarded paranormal secret. 
Is he being harassed because of the 
dive or because his late father, a 
Manhattan Project physicist, left his 
affairs dangerously untidy? What 
we learn about is Bobby and Alice, 
their unconsummated incestuous 
love, and their IQ-haunted family.

In a sense, the siblings were 
born of the bomb. While their 
father was instrumental in its cre-
ation, their mother worked silently 
watching radiation meters in an 
atomic facility in Tennessee. Bobby 
and Alice’s parents met on the job, 
dooming brother and sister to for-
ever live in the shadow of an unholy 
cloud, plagued by genius and guilt 
and an unrealizable passion. Alice 
is an off-the-charts mathematics 
prodigy and ethereal beauty who 
may be schizophrenic, and she 
spends her brief adult life checking 
in and out of Stella Maris. Bobby is 
a slightly less extraordinary brai-
niac who takes up race-car driving 
and then, after his near-fatal crash, 
salvage diving. If Alice can’t stay 
away from the grave, Bobby cer-
tainly isn’t trying to avoid it.

And we learn about math and 
physics. With the exception of the 
inch-perfect, screenplay-like No 

Country for Old Men (2005), Mc-
Carthy’s novels aren’t overly con-
cerned with storyline. He writes 
about how things function—in this 
case, from a Maserati to gluons—
and where human beings (mostly 
men) fit in amid the vast clockwork 
of existence. No other fiction writer 
creates on so small or so large a 
canvas. In The Passenger and Stella 
Maris, we have McCarthy’s ulti-
mate, perhaps final, word on the 
nature of reality and the human 
soul. The recondite discussions 
of quantum mechanics and topos 
theory that abound are not only 
earned; they are necessary to the 
author’s aim. To face head-on the 
infinitely bizarre and inexplicable 
nature of the universe is to begin to 
approach a sober understanding of 
our place in it.

Bobby gave up pursuing a phys-
ics Ph.D. because he had a revela-
tion: “I could do it. Just not at the 
level where it really mattered.” But 
he retained enough of an educa-
tion, usefully, to offer The Passen-
ger’s fullest explication of modern 
physics when a friend named Asher 
(an allusion to the bomb) drops by 
out of the blue to pick Bobby’s brain 
about S-Matrix theory and hidden 
particles. The 10-page scene is crow- 
barred into the book so awkwardly, 
it almost feels like a printing mix-
up. And the lay reader—which is ev-
eryone—will be lost after a few sen- 
tences. But for all its clumsiness, 
the episode leaves us with some-
thing critical. Asher asks Bobby 
whether he really believes in phys-
ics. Bobby answers: “I don’t know 
what that means. Physics tries to 
draw a numerical picture of the 
world. I don’t know that it actually 
explains anything. You can’t illus-
trate the unknown. Whatever that 
might mean.” Alice says something 
complementary in Stella Maris: 
“Mathematics is ultimately a faith-
based initiative. And faith is an 
uncertain business.”

iHis 
novels 

aren’t overly 
concerned 
with storyline. 
McCarthy writes 
about how things 
function and 
where human 
beings fit in amid 
the clockwork 
of existence. No 
other fiction 
writer creates 
on so small or so 
large a canvas.
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This is McCarthy’s check on sci-
entism, the secular faith that pur- 
ports to answer all of life’s mean-
ingful questions through the pro-
cess of observation, experimenta-
tion, equation, and peer review. 
And McCarthy knows whereof he 
speaks. Philip Roth once com-
plained about John Updike, “He 
knows so much, about golf, about 
porn, about kids, about America. 
I don’t know anything about any-
thing.” McCarthy knows a lot about 
a lot—and not golf and porn. He 
is not just another artist with a 
dilettantish curiosity about fields 
beyond the creative. Since the early 
1980s, he has been connected to the 
Santa Fe Institute, the scientific in-
stitution in New Mexico that is now 
his home base and where he is a 
trustee. He edits books and papers 
from some of the country’s most 
accomplished scientists on a broad 
range of topics. Science and math, 
by his own admission, have come 
to occupy him more than literature. 
Thus, he addresses the faith-vs.-sci-
ence debate from a much-needed 
perspective. And that perspective, 
embodied in both Bobby and Alice, 
is this: Science and mathematics 
are vital in telling us how little we 
can ever understand, and a world 
so inscrutable makes faith and 
mysticism at least a viable avenue 
of contemplation.

This fanatical agnosticism, of 
course, can make McCarthy seem 
something of a sneak. And Alice 
is, too. She tells Dr. Cohen: “The 
notion that everything is just stuff 
doesn’t seem to do it for us.” He 
asks, “Does it do it for you?” Her 
answer: “That’s the rub, isn’t it.”

It is the rub, indeed. The ques-
tion of whether everything is just 
stuff hangs over Alice’s very exis-
tence. Since childhood, she’s been 
subject to hallucinations that she—
and McCarthy—doesn’t entirely 
accept as the mere creations of 
an imbalanced mind. The central 

hallucinatory figure is the Thalido-
mide Kid, a malformed and wise-
cracking comic goblin who needles 
Alice about her unsavory love for 
Bobby and corrals a band of tawdry 
acts into putting on tragic vaude-
ville shows for her. The Passenger is 
broken up with italicized chapters 
recounting Alice’s episodes with 
“the Kid,” which makes Alice a liv-
ing presence in Bobby’s story and 
in time suggests an otherworldly 
explanation for Bobby’s missing-
passenger. At one point, when the 
Kid says that he came to Alice’s 
home by bus, she asks whether the 
other passengers could see him. 
“Some could and some couldn’t,” 
he says. She wants to know what 
they think when they see him. He 
responds in part:

I don’t know. Christ. I guess they 

 think I’m a passenger. Of course 

you could make the case that if 

they’re passengers then I must 

be something else. But maybe 

not. I cant speak for them.

After Alice elects to undergo 
electric-shock treatment, the Kid 
and his troupe of performers ap-
pear before her burned and furi-
ous. “They looked dispirited, sul-
len, angry. The Kid was pacing up 
and back. His face was black with 
soot. The wispy hairs on his head 
were singed to a stubble and his 
cloak was smoking.”

The singeing of the Kid is a cle-
ver way of calling into question his 
physical status in relation to the 
real world. This is further achieved 
when he pays Bobby a visit toward 
the end of The Passenger. But we’re 
not meant to know whether the Kid 
is a shared sibling hallucination or 
an autonomous visitor from an-
other plain of existence. We’re only 
to understand that such questions 
aren’t ludicrous.

Soon after the Kid’s visit, Bobby 
flees to an island near Ibiza where 
he lives out his days in self-imposed 
isolation. And here we find some of 
the most sheerly gorgeous writing 
McCarthy has ever produced.

He walked out along the head-

lands. In the distance the thun-

der rolled along the dark ho-

rizon with a sound like boxes 

falling. Unusual weather. Light-

ening thin and quick. The in-

land sea. Cradle of the West. 

A frail candle tottering in the 

darkness. All of history a re-

hearsal for its own extinction.

‘A LL OF history a rehearsal 
for its own extinction.” 
This is as good a summa-

tion of McCarthy’s worldview as 
you’re likely to find. It’s there in his 
twin masterpieces Blood Meridian 
(1985) and The Road (2006), both 
guided tours of a grotesque hell 
on earth. And it’s in The Passenger 

iThe 
author’s 

perspective on 
the faith-vs.-
science debate 
is this: Science 
and math are 
vital in telling 
us how little we 
can understand, 
and a world 
so inscrutable 
makes faith and 
mysticism a 
viable avenue of 
contemplation.
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and Stella Maris. Only this time, 
McCarthy is more explicit about 
there being some hidden hand 
guiding us to savagery and ruin. If 
he can’t wholly dismiss faith and 
mysticism, it’s because he’s drawn 
to some interesting ideas about 
what a world beyond our own may 
consist of. This is made plain in 
Stella Maris.

Alice confesses to Dr. Cohen that 
she had a childhood vision that pre- 
dated her hallucinations. “A wak-
ing dream,” she says. “And I had 
no reason to believe that what I 
say did not exist and if the realm 
was not unknown to us that didn’t 
make it less threatening but more.” 
She goes on: “I saw through some-
thing like a judas hole into this 
world where there were sentinels 
standing at a gate and I knew that 
beyond the gate was something 
terrible and that it had power over 
me.” What was this something? “A 
being. A presence. And that the 
search for shelter and for covenant 
among us was simply to elude this 
baleful thing of which we were 
in endless fear and yet of which 
we had no knowledge.” She says, 
finally, “I wish I could be who I was 
before but I never will be.”

McCarthy has toyed with Gnos-
ticism before. His Judge Holden 
character in Blood Meridian was 
a kind of demigod seeking to seize 
the Creator’s powers for himself. 
But Holden was monstrous, where-
as Alice is lovable and sympathetic, 
a preternaturally beautiful math 
genius whose intelligence is ren-
dered as a form of tragic illness. 
Stella Maris is her side of the story, 
and if she fears the being beyond 
the gate, we fear it, too. Her work-
ing theory on the Kid is that he was 
sent to distract her—by whom we 
don’t know—from what she never 
should have seen in the first place.

Is she speaking for McCarthy? 
She might be. Her thinking and 
analysis track closely with his. She 

offers, for example, a theory to 
explain why the subconscious com-
municates with us in images in-
stead of words. This, she says, is 
because “the unconscious system 
of guidance is millions of years old, 
speech less than a hundred thou-
sand.” And it’s precisely this theory 
McCarthy himself laid out in a 2017 
article in Nautilus. Authors don’t 
like to be tagged with the convic-
tions of their characters, but Alice 
articulates a whole range of ideas 
regarding mathematics and the 
mind in terms almost identical to 
those used by McCarthy in inter-
views and discussions with his San-
ta Fe colleagues. What better way 
for a brilliantly sneaky 89-year-old 
Irish-American man to stealthily 
convey his most challenging views 
than to put them in the mouth of a 
beautiful, young, possibly schizo-
phrenic Jewess.

Yes, Jewess. The Passenger and 
Stella Maris are the most Jewish 
books McCarthy has ever written. 
Which is to say, they’re not very 
Jewish at all. But Bobby, Alice, 
and both their parents are Jew-
ish. There is no evidence of their 
ever having been exposed to an 
inkling of Jewish life or thought. 
But it’s made unmistakably clear 
that they are Jews. And this raises 
a question: Why? The answer is 
simple. Verisimilitude. McCarthy 
knows the degree to which Jews 
are overrepresented in math and 
science. His friends and colleagues 
at the Santa Fe institute include 
or have included theorists such as 
Murray Gell-Mann, George Zweig, 
and Lawrence Krauss. He’s well 
aware of the statistics on Jewish 
genius. As Alice says to Dr. Cohen, 
“Jews represent two percent of the 
population and eighty percent of 
the mathematicians. If those num-
bers were even a little more skewed 
we’d be talking about a separate 
species.” Some might bristle at the 
“separate species” remark, but it’s 
clear McCarthy means it only in 
reverence.

While The Passenger and Stella 
Maris are McCarthy’s most bril-
liant novels, they’re not his best. 
In Blood Meridian, The Road, and 
to a lesser extent, No Country for 
Old Men and All the Pretty Horses 
(1992), he achieved a perfection 
of form which is nowhere to be 
found here. From the impromptu 
physics lesson of The Passenger to, 
frankly, the entirety of Stella Maris, 
these novels don’t behave as novels 
should.

And yet, that hardly matters. To 
read these works is to be left with a 
dark gift as fearsome and unforget-
table as Alice’s view through the 
judas hole. It is the fully fleshed-out 
vision of a world, from the sub-
atomic to the cosmogonic. To para-
phrase McCarthy, all of his oeuvre 
has been a rehearsal for this.q
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A multimedia 
installation  
bites the hand  
that  feeds it

By Michael J. Lewis

 I 
T HAS BEEN said that it is 
impossible to make an anti-
war movie because war, for 
all its horrors, is exciting to 
watch on screen. You iden-

tify with the soldier under fire; you 
hold your breath as he darts across 
an open field, huddles behind a 
sandbag, trembles as the artillery 
barrage inches closer and closer. 
As objectively anti-war as a film 
may be, it subjectively shows war 
to be a thrilling thing. A thrilling 
roller-coaster ride is poor propa-
ganda for the abolition of roller 
coasters.

This same paradox undermines 
Euphoria, the video installation by 
Julian Rosefeldt that was on view 
at the Park Avenue Armory in 
New York until early this January. 
Intended to expose the evils of cap- 
italism, consumption, and greed, 
the installation inadvertently cel-
ebrates them. We see what must 
be the most ecstatic dance perfor-
mance by bank tellers ever cap- 
tured on film while the critics 
of capitalism come across as hu-
morless scolds. Even more para-

doxically, the Armory and its in- 
stallation are underwritten by a 
veritable rogue’s gallery of capi-
talists, including Michael Bloom-
berg, one of the richest men in the 
world.

To appreciate these paradoxes, 
a brief summary of Euphoria is 
helpful. A multimedia presentation 
on 24 different screens, it runs on 
a continuous loop, so that view-
ers can come and go at will. The 
main action, which consists of six 
loosely connected narrative scenes, 
takes place on the central screen. 
Additional screens depict drum-
mers and singers, who provide mu-
sical support as needed. Equally 
spaced around the hall are five 
large screens, each of which shows 
a prominent jazz drummer. Be-
neath them, at ground level, is a 
cyclorama of 140 singers from 
the Brooklyn Youth Chorus. They 
are projected life-size and at such 
remarkably high resolution that 
your first reaction upon entering is 
to think you have stumbled into a 
middle-school assembly. Both they 
and the drummers remain preter-
naturally still until the action on 
the main screen approaches its cli- 
max, at which point they join in, 
making the whole hall quiver with 
sound and movement. Here the 
experience becomes spatially “im-
mersive,” which is what distinguish-
es the sensory experience of the 
multiple-channel video from that 
of single-channel video (a retronym 
for what you and I might call a 
movie).

This is Euphoria at its best, and 
at such times it does rise to the 

euphoric. But what does this have 
to do with capitalism? And why 
are the heated debates on the 
main screen so tedious and long-
winded? In other words, why is 
such an extravagant visual jubilee 
so boring?

A ND IT IS a visual jubilee. 
Rosefeldt, who was born in 
 Munich in 1965 and train-

ed as an architect, has an un-
canny eye. He certainly knows how 
to photograph architecture. His 
drone camera glides over the sky-
scrapers of Wall Street so lovingly 
it’s as if we were peering down into 
the fjords of Norway. And he is es- 
pecially good with ruins. One se-
quence is set in a gloomy depot for 
abandoned buses, whose shadowy 
interior gives it a kind of tragic 
dignity. Another drone-filmed se-
quence shows a vast graveyard of 
rusting ships, a necropolis of mass 
consumption.

That sequence, like much of 
Euphoria, was filmed in Ukraine. 
Even a critique of capitalism, Rose-
feldt noted ruefully, had to face 
capitalist reality, and production 
costs in Ukraine were significantly 
cheaper. With the Russian invasion 
last February, filming was abruptly 
suspended and the project rushed 
to completion. A good many of its 
effects were inserted digitally, such 
as the odd animals that stray casu-
ally into view from time to time: a 
moose, a flock of sheep descend-
ing the steps of a bank, a tiger 
who languidly prowls the aisles of 
a supermarket and unexpectedly 
begins to speak (in the voice of Cate 
Blanchett, of all people).

Each of Euphoria’s narrative se- 
quences focuses on some aspect 
of the capitalist economy, or those 
who have refused to participate 
in it. One sequence, filmed in that 
bus depot, features a group of 
young skateboarding slackers who 
earnestly debate economic reform 
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as they pass around a joint. A 
basic income was necessary, one 
declares, so that workers could 
turn down “demeaning or boring 
work”; economic policy should 
have as its goal “full unemploy-
ment.” Another sequence takes 
place in what is obviously meant 
to be an Amazon distribution 
center where three women toil 
over a conveyer belt, sorting pack-
ages and musing over the plight 
of women in a capitalist economy. 
Their neglect, one insists, reaches 
back all the way to the Stone Age, 
which glorified the mighty mam-
moth hunter but not the women 
“who gathered seeds, nuts, roots, 
and berries.”

If the women and the skate-
boarders spar pleasantly, a scene 
set in a homeless shantytown turns 
nasty. Here a circle of grizzled dere-
licts pass around a bottle and warm 
their hands over a trash-can fire, 
speaking about greed. One of them, 
a fellow in a yellow hat named 
Randy, emerges as the spokesman 
for capitalism, mouthing plati-
tudes about “the invisible hand” 
and how “there’s no such thing as 
a free lunch,” only to be rebuked by 
the others, who have platitudes of 
their own. “There is nobody in this 
country who got rich on their own. 
Nobody,” he is told. “You moved 
your goods to market on roads the 
rest of us paid for.”

This of course comes from a cel-
ebrated Elizabeth Warren speech, 
delivered here with great gusto 
and at considerable length. It was 
only at this point that it dawned 
on me what everyone else must 
have known about the script of 
Euphoria. Wanting to experience 
it without preconceived notions, 
I had deliberately avoided read-
ing the reviews or press release, 
and so I did not know that every 
single line of dialogue was taken 
verbatim from a text, selected by 
Rosefeldt and artfully arranged 

in the form of a dialogue. And the 
sources cut a surprising swath 
through Western literature and 
economic thought: Plato’s Repub-
lic, Hobbes’s Leviathan, Keynes’s 
General Theory, but also Dos-
toevsky’s Brothers Karamazov, 
Hemingway’s For Whom the Bell 
Tolls, the Marquis de Swade’s 120 
Days of Sodom, and other strange 
bedfellows. I had seen these books 
arrayed in the installation’s com-
panion exhibit in the Armory’s li-
brary but had mistakenly assumed 
them to be background reading.

The helped me understand the 
curious tedium of Euphoria. There 
is a static quality to all the dia-
logues, whether between young 
slackers or elderly derelicts, which 
never rise to the status of conver-
sation. Genuine conversation may 
meander or double back, but it ad-

vances. The exchange of epigrams 
means there is no rising or falling 
action, only a constant unvarying 
density. It has the odd effect of 
making everyone sound the same, 
like a smug wiseass, in fact. What 
was meant to be a probing exami-
nation about the phenomenon of 
consumption turns into a sad dis-
play of talented actors earnestly 
declaiming snippets of Bartlett’s 
Quotations at one another. It is 
during these vehement but ulti-
mately tiresome exchanges that 
you find your attention wandering 
to the microscopic fidgeting of the 
young singers in the chorus.

Nor is the exchange of plati-
tudes a fair fight. Randy, the dere- 
lict who speaks out for the free 
market, is made to be a straw fig-
ure. He is given the lines of capital-
ism’s most obnoxious champion, 
Ayn Rand, while his sparring part-
ners are given what are clearly 
meant to be game-ending zingers, 
such as George Carlin’s quip “Give 
a man a gun and he can rob a bank, 
give a man a bank and he can rob 
the world.” In contrast, Randy—
the only character in the installa-
tion who has a name, which surely 
derives from Rand—is forced to 
utter one bit of Randian nonsense 
after another (“a self-sufficient 
ego. Nothing else matters;” “the 
sacred word is ego,” etc.) When 
Randy runs amok, lights a torch, 
burns a shed, and runs off into the 
distance, raving about money, we 
are not surprised.

I N CONTRAST to this is Eu-
phoria’s most stirring se-
quence, the frenzied dance 

that erupts between staid bank 
tellers. This was also filmed in 
Ukraine, in Kyiv’s palatial main 
train station, which was converted 
to a banking hall for the shoot, and 
in remarkably convincing fash-
ion. Here Rosefeldt’s architectural 
training stood him in good stead. 
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The camera moves freely among 
the customers, all of whom but 
for an obviously deranged older 
woman are well-heeled, while a 
narrator recites the virtues of 
money, such as “Money is like 
blood. It gives life if it flows.” To 
our surprise, the deranged woman 
turns to us and speaks the last line 
of the narration, and we realize 
with a jolt that it is her voice we 
have been hearing.

At first glance, the bank seems 
to be going about its business with 
quiet efficiency, the tellers count- 
ing out cash or signing documents. 
But as we get closer, we see that 
each of the tellers is performing 
a surreal parody of a normal job- 
related task. One shuffles credit 
cards as if dealing out a hand 
of poker; another juggles with 
currency; and a third snaps his 
fingers and the bill before him 
disappears into flames. But they 
perform their acts with proper 
bankerly decorum, like the nimble 
young woman who twists her 
legs behind her head to sign an 
application with a pen clutched 
between her toes.

As the camera moves faster, 
one by one the drummers in the 
surrounding screens pick up their 
drumsticks and begin to tap out a 
rhythm, each of the five playing a 
different part. The singers below 
start swaying from side to side, 
their voices rising until the bank-
ers break forth in rousing acro-
batic dance, with back flips from 
the mezzanine level and blooming 
“human flowers” photographed 
from above, in the Busby Berke-
ley manner (Rosefeldt’s script 
explicitly refers to him). As it 
reaches its rapturous climax, a 
marching band joins the danc-
ers, and we notice the contrast 
between the delirious dance and 
the regimented athleticism of the 
tightly uniformed dancers and get 
a sense of what urgent political 

purposefulness feels like in dance, 
not so much Busby Berkeley as a 
hip-hop Leni Riefenstahl.

O F COURSE, Rosefeldt’s 
bank tellers are card-
board cutouts, but no 

more so than the stock figures in 
the delivery center or homeless 
encampment. For all its sensation-
al effects and outstanding music 
(composed by Samy Moussa), Eu-
phoria has no richer understand-
ing of the human condition than 
Waiting for Lefty, Clifford Odets’s 
1935 agitprop play that reduced 
every character to a caricature 
of either a capitalist exploiter 
or exploited worker. Rosefeldt’s 
capitalists may no longer sport 
monocles and top hats, but they 
are essentially the same Depres-
sion-era tycoons we know from 

the Monopoly game board—which 
were already a humorous anach-
ronism in the 1930s, based as they 
were on a quarter-century-old 
clichéd depiction of J.P. Morgan.

And so it is that J.P. Morgan’s 
latter-day heirs have now un-
derwritten Euphoria, particularly 
Jill and Peter Kraus, well-known 
philanthropists and collectors of 
contemporary art (among other 
things, Peter is the chairman of 
the board of the California In-
stitute of the Arts while Jill is a 
trustee of the Museum of Modern 
Art). They are hardly the first 
philanthropists to bankroll artists 
who would mock them and their 
class, an inexplicable but common 
phenomenon whose definitive 
study has yet to be written. The 
motives of such philanthropists 
remain obscure: a guilt offering 
perhaps, or, more cynically, pro-
tection money.

In the end, it is difficult to 
imagine someone who better rep-
resents the world that Euphoria 
criticizes than Peter Kraus. In 
2009, he was subpoenaed by At-
torney General Andrew Cuomo 
after receiving over $50 million in 
salary and severance pay for his 
term as executive vice president of 
Merrill Lynch—a term that lasted 
all of three months. This coincid-
ed with the company’s loss of $15 
billion in the last quarter of 2008. 
Having emerged from that crisis 
unscathed, he can hardly fear 
Rosefeldt’s assault by means of 
quotations set to catchy music and 
arresting visuals. This is perhaps 
the attraction that artists like him 
hold for capitalists of the ilk of 
Kraus and Morgan: to flail at the 
existing system of order like one of 
Shakespeare’s impertinent fools, 
to reassure him just how invinci-
ble and indestructible that system 
is. This is the real performance of 
Euphoria, its self-congratulatory 
show of virtue.q
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Classified: The Untold  
Story of Racial Classification  
in America
By David E. Bernstein
Bombardier Books, 208 pages

Reviewed by Tal Fortgang

 A
RE YOU FAMILIAR 
with BIPOC? Does 
AAPI mean any-
thing to you? If not, 
consider yourself 

lucky. The acronyms stand for, re-
spectively, “Black, Indigenous, Peo-
ple of Color” and “Asian-American 
Pacific Islander.” These categories 
have become curiously meaningful 
in the ever-shifting landscape of 
race- and ethnicity-based postur-
ing on campuses, in corporate af-
finity groups, and in the activism 
insinuating itself across every 
sphere of American social life.

If you were feeling especially 
fearless and decided to confront 
your local human-resources direc-
tor or diversity czar, you might 
ask: Why are black and “indig-
enous” people part of the same 
category? What colors count in “of 
color”—and why? What have Asian 
Americans—ethnic Koreans and 
Hmong, among many others—to 
do with Pacific Islanders? For that 
matter, if these are meant to serve 
as shorthand terms for cultural 
experiences worthy of celebration, 
why divide by race at all? Aren’t 
national or tribal origins more di-
rectly related to shared experience?

This past fall, Justice Samuel 
Alito put similar questions to the 
lawyer defending the University of 

North Carolina’s affirmative-action 
policy. Asked why an applicant 
from Afghanistan should have to 
check a box affirming that he is 
Asian, when he has nothing in com-
mon with a Chinese applicant, the 
lawyer struggled to pretend that 
such categories had some merit: 
“We think that it can, in context, 
on an individualized basis, perhaps 
not in every case but in some cases, 
give important information about 
where that person is coming from 
and what their experiences have 
been.” The George Mason Univer-
sity law professor David Bernstein 
takes up Alito’s line of reasoning in 
his new book. Though it promises 
an “untold story” of racial classi-
fication in America, Bernstein’s 
Classified delivers something much 
more valuable: a series of simple 
questions under whose scrutiny 
race-based classifications in Ameri-
can law collapse. By the end of the 
book, which is neither long nor 
densely packed with legal analysis, 
the notion that contemporary ra-
cial classifications have any logic, 
consistency, or semblance of fair-
ness has been rendered laughable. 
The racial-classification game is 
a grift propped up by a pervasive 
fear of the grievance-industrial 
complex.

Bernstein shows how the acad-
emy as a whole has adopted a set of 
incoherent and contradictory posi-
tions on racial classification: Race 
is socially constructed and per-
manent; race is morally arbitrary 
because it is only skin deep and 
an important proxy for meaning-
ful diversity; sometimes race tells 
you what you need to know about 
a person’s experience and we’re not 
sure when those “sometimes” are. 

One might conclude that the only 
operative principle is this: “We will 
do whatever it takes to uphold affir-
mative action, expand DEI bureau-
cracies, and use racism as a cudgel 
against our ideological opponents.”

In other words: It’s a mess. 
American law’s taxonomy of citizen 
classification has its roots in a mid-
1970s recommendation made by 
the “Ad Hoc Committee on Racial 
and Ethnic Definitions.” Rule by 
adhocracy continues today, as iden-
tity-based interest groups asserting 
shared victimhood petition first for 
recognition as a group, and then for 
the spoils of state-sanctioned favor-
itism in the form of quota boosts 
and government contracts.

Culturally, group-based classifi-
cation is as toxic as it was when it 
justified racialized subjugation—
not because race-based preferences 
are as bad as slavery, of course, 
but because they are rooted in the 
same rejection of human dignity. 
Individuals are no longer viewed as 
the bearers of their own unique sto-
ries, challenges, and advantages. 
They are assigned two-dimension-
al caricatures through the rough 
proxies of race and ethnicity, and 
treated accordingly. The ubiquity 
of phrases such as “the Hispanic 
community,” as if those words de-
scribe a meaningful set of shared 
characteristics or beliefs, speaks to 
the extent to which the individual 
has been usurped by the collec-
tivist view. There is no Hispanic 
community. “Hispanic” may be an 
ethnicity—the only one integrated 
into nearly all racial-classification 
schemes—but knowing that it is 
tells us little about what Hispan-
ics have in common. Cubans in 
Miami, Dominicans in Washing-
ton Heights, and Spaniards across 
the country are not unified in any 
meaningful sense.

Bernstein marshals dozens of ex- 
amples showing the absurdity of 
shaping racial categories on the ba- 
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sis of interest-group lobbying and 
shallow analysis. So Spanish Ameri-
cans are not Hispanic, according to 
one court, because they are less like-
ly than Latinos to have “visibly dis-
cernible ‘Hispanic’ characteristics” 
including “a Spanish surname.” So 
people from Spain don’t have Span-
ish surnames, but people from 
Guatemala and Peru have common 
visible characteristics. Here we see 
the pseudoscience and pseudo-logic 
necessary to make sense of the 
group-identity regime.

This madness reaches new 
heights at the intersection of law 
and health. Since 1977, the federal 
government has slotted all Ameri-
cans into a handful of racial cat-
egories, though it cautioned at the 
time that these categories “should 
not be interpreted as being scien-
tific or anthropological in nature.” 
Yet public health agencies such as 
the NIH do just that. Researchers 
testing the efficacy of new medical 
technologies must report their find-
ings broken down by racial cate- 
gories. “Race is a poor substitute for 
looking at discernible human ge-
netic differences,” notes Bernstein. 
People tend to report their own 
race inconsistently. And when they 
decline to self-identify, research-
ers often guess their race based 
on name and residence. “White” 
includes people from Scotland to 
Morocco, and all black people are 
considered “black” even though 
they are significantly more geneti-
cally diverse than whites. Despite 
officials’ claims about differential 
effects of medicine on genetically 
different people, the agencies are 
striving to make minorities feel 
better about “representation” in-
stead of ensuring their health and 
safety.

The adhocracy also pits all 
groups against one another in a 
zero-sum game. Many Americans 
who have suffered ethnic discrimi-
nation have been subsumed into 

“legal whiteness,” which makes 
them ineligible for state favors. 
One Polish American in the 1970s 
asked the Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission to collect 
data on “white minorities” so they 
might enjoy some reparations for 
the discrimination they have faced. 
Admitting that “blacks have a 
unique situation,” he argued that 
once it has eschewed a black/white 
dichotomy, the government should 
help all individuals disadvantaged 
due to past discrimination, regard-
less of skin color. The vice chair of 
the Commission on Civil Rights 
turned him down.

Jews are considered legally white. 
And tellingly, though they are gene-
tically and culturally distinct and 
have suffered discrimination in 
America, no warriors for diversity 
seem interested in re-establishing 
the now-banned “Hebrew” classi-
fication to boost Jewish college ad-
missions via affirmative action or 

ensure that Jews are represented in 
medical trials.

This all undermines the pur-
ported fairness-based justifications 
of the classification system. Nowa-
days “diversity” justifies discrimi-
nation and classification pseudo-
science. In 1978, the Supreme Court 
identified diversity as the detoxify-
ing agent against racial discrimina-
tion in applications. It has since be-
come a cornerstone cultural value, 
as every organization scrambles 
to show that its constituents are 
“diverse” relative to some bean-
counting ideal.

But if diversity in a meaningful 
sense were actually the goal, we 
would see an entirely different re-
gime. If it were educationally valu- 
able to include lots of different 
people from lots of different experi-
ences, the over-broad “Hispanic” 
category would have lost its box on 
application forms years ago. Civil-
rights commissioners would wel-
come slicing the populace ever-thin- 
ner to include all subgroups, ensur-
ing that all “experiences” are repre-
sented in the campus mélange.

Instead, “diversity” has become a 
smokescreen for race-based favors. 
The word does not connote a variety 
of people sharing their experiences 
to enrich a collective. Rather, it is 
used to identify victimized groups 
who then compete for favors. Some 
black people have inherited lots of 
good fortune and some white peo-
ple have inherited none. But as long 
as interest groups are able to paper 
over such nuance, all will be treated 
as either victim or oppressor.

And to the victim goes the spoils, 
in the form of access to elite institu-
tions, government contracts, and 
cultural approval for exemplifying 
“diversity.” A prominent pro-di-
versity nonprofit recently gave the 
NBA—which is 73 percent black 
and 0.4 percent Asian—an A+ 
grade for diversity. It makes sense 
once we accept that diversity means 
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reparations without relinquishing 
victim status.

It would be nice if we could de-
bate the merits of such a scheme, 
but coaxing defenders of classifica-
tion to be forthright has proven 
difficult. Rather than admit that 
a flagship university wants to dis-
criminate against thriving groups 
to give a boost to struggling ones, 
lawyers dissemble. If professors 
before Bernstein had done their 
jobs, they would have noted that 
the obfuscation itself quickly turns 
rotten. Classifications and their 
supposed aim of diversity encour-
age racial essentialism, lead to the 
denial of some groups’ histories, 
and constantly shift terms and 
rationales. All this in service of 
a time-honored but dishonorable 
tradition: the taxonomic classifica-
tion of human beings.

Chief Justice John Roberts was 
correct in saying that “the way to 
stop discrimination on the basis 
of race is to stop discriminating on 
the basis of race.” His court now 
has a chance to right some of those 
wrongs. At the legal level, course 
correction is simple: It is never too 
late to start enforcing our Constitu-
tion’s promise of equal protection 
of the laws. Public institutions 
should aspire to treat individuals 
the same regardless of immutable, 
unchosen, and meaningless char-
acteristics. At the cultural level, es-
caping the morass is even simpler: 
Treat people as individual moral 
agents, not as avatars of an “experi-
ence.” Frustrating as it may be to 
move slowly in the right direction, 
it would be a welcome change from 
our decades spent running swiftly 
in the wrong one.q

Revolutionary: Samuel Adams
By Stacy Schiff
Little, Brown and Company
432 pages

Reviewed by Michael M. Rosen

 P
OPULISM has become 
something of a dirty 
word in polite society, 
especially as illiberal 
ethno-nationalist dem-

agogues the world over are proudly 
claiming it as their own. Many of 

today’s populists practice the dark 
arts of political manipulation, 
churn out racially charged propa-
ganda, and eviscerate liberal demo-
cratic constitutions. But populism 
also has deep reformist roots in 
American history, during which 
leaders across the political spec-
trum, from Andrew Jackson to Wil-
liam Jennings Bryan, have harnes-
sed popular opinion against elitist 
conventional wisdom—occasional-
ly providing a bracing and neces-
sary corrective. If we define popu-
lism more neutrally as coupling 
widely held political beliefs with 
concerted opposition to a powerful 
minority to vindicate the well-es-
tablished rights of a majority, then, 

Michael M. Rosen is an at-
torney and writer in Israel and an 
adjunct fellow at the American En-
terprise Institute.

More Than  
a Beer

as the Pulitzer Prize–winning biog-
rapher Stacy Schiff reveals in her 
thorough new study, Samuel Ad-
ams should be regarded as Ameri-
ca’s first populist.

“The earliest, most active, and 
persevering man of the Revolution,” 
as Thomas Jefferson described 
him, Adams married learned study 
of republics, democracies, and nat-
ural rights to a finely tuned ability 
to discern public opinion and in-
voke the spirit of “the people.” He 
also showed skill in navigating the 
treacherous shoals of colonial Mas-
sachusetts politics in an extraordi-
narily successful effort to advance 
the fundamental liberties system-
atically denied the colonists by the 
Crown. “Without the character of 
Samuel Adams,” his cousin and 
future president John proclaimed, 
“the true history of the American 
Revolution can never be written.”

A fifth-generation New England- 
er, Adams was born in 1722 in Boston 
to a prosperous family of brewers 
living in a comfortable harborside 
house. He matriculated at Harvard 
at age 14, where he would later 
write a master’s thesis applying 
Lockean ideals regarding the law-
fulness of resisting an unjust sov-
ereign. A ruler who presides tyran- 
nically, the 20-year-old Adams con-
cluded, “overthrows the very de-
sign of government, and the people 
are discharged from all obedience.”

It didn’t take long for his theo-
retical exercise to take real form. In 
the 1740s, an economic and liquid-
ity crisis disproportionately affect-
ing small businessmen sparked the 
creation of a Massachusetts Land 
Bank, which issued paper money 
secured by real estate. But aristo-
crats and upper-class merchants, 
spooked by the emergence of an 
alternative currency that Mother 
England scarcely recognized, suc-
cessfully lobbied the colonial leg-
islature to scrap the bank. Schiff 
reckons that the bank’s shuttering, 
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which had a grave impact on the 
Adams family’s debts, helped forge 
young Samuel into a champion of 
the common man and radicalize 
him against the crown.

Entering the workforce, Adams 
himself became a merchant, a 
newspaperman, a pork farmer, and 
a brewer, among other occupations, 
none of them financially fruitful. As 
Schiff notes, Adams was “the only 
member of his Harvard class to 
whom no profession could be as-
cribed.” As the anonymous publish-
er of the Independent Advertiser, 
he cautioned against creeping tyr-
anny. “The foundation of a people’s 
ruin,” he surmised in 1748, “is often 
at first laid in small, and almost im-
perceptible encroachments upon 
their liberties.”

The Sugar and Stamp Acts of the 
1760s marked another watershed, 
as Adams, an elected member of 
the Massachusetts House of Rep-
resentatives, successfully pressed 
Governor Francis Bernard, through 
the polemics he disseminated and 
the boycotts he organized, to pre-
vail upon Parliament to repeal 
these undemocratic measures. “If 
Taxes are laid upon us in any shape 
without our having a legal Repre-
sentation where they are laid,” he 
wrote, “are we not reduced from 
the Character of free Subjects to 
the miserable State of tributary 
Slaves?”

Adams joined or aligned with 
the many mushrooming grassroots 
organizations gradually embracing 
independence, such as the Sons of 
Liberty, the Loyal Nine, the Long 
Room Club, and the North End 
Club. When Parliament flexed its 
legislative muscle again by impos-
ing the Townshend Acts in 1767, 
he orchestrated a “Circular Letter 
to King George” blasting the gov-
ernor, taking care to publish it in 
the newspaper before it arrived in 
Britain. “You know it was designed 
for the people and not for the Min-

ister,” he explained to a local critic 
of his tactics.

Populists like Adams seek to 
channel popular discontent. Fac-
ing a rising insurgency, Bernard 
in 1768 appealed to London for a 
regiment of troops to help main-
tain order. This prompted Adams 
to write that if the people held 
“any sense of honor, liberty, and 
virtue,” they ought “to complain 
and complain ALOUD,” lest they 
become “poor deluded miserable 
ductile dupes.” Adams and col-
leagues assembled what Schiff la-
bels a “syndicated news service” 
to carry far and wide the many 
allegations of improprieties per-
petrated by the redcoats quarter- 
ing among the colonists. And in the 
wake of the Boston Massacre in 
1770, he delivered an impassioned 
speech praising the “determined 

citizens peremptorily demanding 
the redress of their grievances.”

Successful populists also know 
how and when to apply pressure to 
allies and foes alike. Bullying fel-
low merchants reluctant to partici-
pate in a nonimportation pledge, 
he proclaimed that “God perhaps 
might possibly forgive them, but 
the rest of the people never could.” 
Adams excelled at tormenting his 
adversaries. “I doubt,” said Thomas 
Hutchinson, Bernard’s successor 
and one of Adams’s many nemeses, 
“whether there is a greater incendi-
ary in the King’s dominions.” Gen-
eral Thomas Gage, another of his 
sworn enemies, cursed “the black 
art of Adams.”

Adams’s antennae occasionally 
failed him. Some of his boycotts 
fizzled and his occasionally over-
wrought rhetoric backfired. He 
appeared to promote armed resis-
tance as early as 1868, long before 
the nascent Americans were fully 
ready for independence. Indeed, 
the early 1770s saw him struggle to 
gain purchase among a populace 
mostly becalmed by Hutchinson’s 
crafty leadership.

T HEN CAME the Tea Party. 
In late 1773, Hutchinson 
had foolishly appointed his 

relatives and friends as customs 
agents to sell tea from the East 
India Company to Massachusetts 
residents and to collect import 
duties. Mocking the governor as a 
“shadow of a man, scarce able to 
support his withered carcass or his 
hoary head,” Adams whipped Bos-
tonians into a frenzy, voting to de-
clare tea pernicious and improper. 
And while Adams himself never 
expressly exhorted the to-this-day 
unidentified rabble of 40 to 50 dis-
guised young men who dispatched 
into Boston Harbor the contents of 
342 tea chests, each weighing over 
400 pounds, Schiff posits that “the 
very lack of fingerprints points to 
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his unruffled, rigorous brand of 
stage management.” For his part, 
Adams summarized the raid, with 
more than a little satisfaction, by 
noting that “the spirit of the people 
on this occasion surprised all who 
viewed the scene.”

The Tea Party electrified Massa-
chusetts, as well as New York, Phila-
delphia, and points farther south— 
a lightning storm that only inten-
sified when Parliament punished 
Boston in early 1774 by blockading 
it and imposing the Intolerable 
Acts, which empowered the Crown 
to try suspected colonial criminals 
before London juries. Aid, in the 
form of money, food, and liquor, 
poured into the besieged city from 
Virginia, South Carolina, Canada, 
and the Caribbean. Capitalizing 
on this goodwill, Adams traveled 
south to lead the Massachusetts 
delegation at the inaugural meet-
ing, in Philadelphia, of what would 
become the Continental Congress.

Soon thereafter, it was General 
Gage who fired the first shot, when, 
on April 19, 1775, he dispatched 
redcoats to Concord to seize muni-
tions, soon famously encountering 
doughty “minute men” in Lexing-

ton. Hutchinson laid the revolt at 
the hand of Adams, that cunning 
firebrand: “I believe it has been 
the determination of the man who 

has been the grand incendiary in 
Massachusetts Bay for seven years 
past…intending nothing short of 
the present confusion from his first 
setting out as a politician.”

From his redoubt at the second 
congress in Philadelphia, where he 
found himself buffeted by aggres-
sive New Englanders and cautious 
southerners, Adams carefully and 
thoughtfully calibrated a unified 
colonial response to the Crown’s 
aggression. “It requires time,” he 
reflected, “to bring honest men to 
think and determine alike even in 
important matters.” By July 1776, 
his patient approach paid robust 
dividends, and American indepen-
dence was inscribed for eternity.

It would be wrong to oversim-
plify geopolitics by distinguishing 
between “good” and “bad” pop- 
ulists, but in Adams’s case we can 
make an exception: He was a hum- 
ble, thoughtful, restrained, and dig- 
nified statesman who succeeded 
not merely in understanding and 
motivating the masses but in di-
recting their energies toward legiti-
mately worthy ends. Today’s bud- 
ding populists would do well to fol-
low his example.q

iSamuel 
Adams 

was a humble, 
thoughtful, 
restrained, 
and dignified 
statesman 
who succeeded 
not merely in 
understanding 
and motivating 
the masses but 
in directing their 
energies toward 
legitimately 
worthy ends. 
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HOLLYWOOD COMMENTARY

take. Piles of cash 
sitting in a movie-theater box office in some Depres-
sion-era location created an irresistible temptation. 
But the studio bosses knew that—they recognized 
the moral profile of the theater owners the way house 
burglars recognize highwaymen—and as long as the 
skim was roughly within an acceptable range, no one 
made a fuss.

So from the very start, movies were a leaky 
business.

Leaky businesses aren’t efficient, in the tradition- 
al, bloodless sense of the word, but their inefficiencies 
mean there are lots of stakeholders and lots of people 
with skin in the game. In a leaky business like enter-
tainment, agents and lawyers and managers and fixers 
of all kinds get a little taste of the cash flow; costume 
designers and property masters get some (under the 
table) considerations from their vendors; and theater 
owners get a little cash bump here and there. We’re all 
in this together, is the thinking, and we’re all invested 
in the healthy going concern of the entertainment 
business as a whole.  

For nearly half a century, the movie business 
had one single customer: the ticket buyer. And then 
came television, and a second customer appeared—
advertisers.

Movie studios sold their old libraries to televi-
sion, which ran them with big, national commercials. 
Later, television studios sold their old shows to local 
networks, which ran them with local commercials, and 
everyone got rich as a leaky business got even leakier.

In the 1970s, cable television appeared, which 
launched nearly three decades of explosive profit. 
Customers paid for cable service, and they watched 
advertisements on broadcast networks, and they paid 
for premium channels such as HBO and Showtime. 
But it was still basically the same business, making 
money from individual ticket sales (at the box office or 
for HBO) and making money from advertisers.

The beaks getting wet from show business dur-

ing the Golden Years (roughly 1975 to the blanket use 
of the Internet) included actors, studios, Century City 
lawyers, local newscasters, CAA agents, and the guy 
driving the cable-company van who would come to 
hook up your cable and who, if you slipped him $20, 
would get you free HBO.

None of it was efficient; all of it was glorious. 
Show business had evolved into its complicated web of 
revenue streams, like the Amazonian rain forest evol-
ved into a tangle of trees and vines and snakes and 
insects. It might look like a mess, but everything is 
thriving.

And then streaming video appeared, and the 
new gang from Silicon Valley tried to plug up the leaks 
and clear out the brush by eliminating advertising and 
introducing an all-inclusive monthly price. Despite 
their supercharged, tech-bubble jargon—“Algorithms! 
Disruptions! On-Demand Disintermediation!”—they 
essentially tried to turn the entertainment business 
back a century, to the single-customer days of the 
1920s and 1930s.

After a few unhappy quarterly earnings calls this 
year, the Netflix leadership suddenly discovered what 
the entertainment business had known for seven de- 
cades: The business works best when you have an in-
efficient interplay between two customers, the ticket 
buyer and the advertisers.

Stung, Netflix has announced that it will imple-
ment something it’s calling an “advertising member-
ship tier,” but that isn’t fooling anyone. Netflix is going 
to have ads and subscriber fees, just like old-time cable.

Also: Netflix announced that it’s planning to 
crack down on subscribers allowing dozens of family 
and friends to use a single login. The company wants 
to make sure it’s getting paid for each viewer. It was 
impossible not to hear that without thinking, Maybe 
you need to hire some Pinkertons.

In other words, things aren’t really changing 
in the entertainment business. If anything, they’re 
changing back.q

continued from page 64
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The Gates of  
Show Business

ROB LONG

 I MMEDIATELY AFTER the director yells “Cut!” on 
a film set, someone else yells, “Check the gates!” 

The “gates” are the part of the camera where 
the film slides behind the shutter. When you check the 
gates, you’re looking for something like a single hair or 
a speck of dust lodged somewhere in the tiny moving 
parts, something that might have come between the 
shutter and the unexposed film.

You won’t know whether it’s there until the film 
is processed and you see a fluttery image appearing 
in the frame, by which time it will be too late—and 
too expensive—to go back and reshoot the sequence. 
So before the company moves on to the next scene: 
“Check the gates!”

These days, of course, everything is digital, so 
there really isn’t a “gate.” There’s a chip, or a disk drive 
or something. But “Check the digital video-capture 
quality!” has zero romance to it, so we still shout 
“Check the gates!” instead.

And there’s an ancillary benefit to using the old 
lingo, too: It’s a good way to remember that the es-
sentials of the movie and television business haven’t 
changed much over 100 years. A business doesn’t 
change just because the technology changes. A busi-
ness changes only when the customer changes. And 
the motion-picture business has had the same two 
customers since forever.

Show business used to be an all-cash business. A 
performer would do a show, look out at the audience 
and see how many seats were full, and then at the end 
of the night would demand his or her cut from the the-
ater owner, who was probably a lying cheating SOB but 
couldn’t get away with saying, “Hey, it was an empty 
house” because the performer was right there onstage. 
When you’re singing or dancing or telling jokes, you 
know if people are in their seats.

Then came the movie business, which solved one 
problem but created another. The movie studios, run 
by mostly lying cheating SOBs, paid the performers up 
front (which took care of that issue) but split the gate 
with the theater owners, who were also lying cheating 
SOBs but could get away with saying, “Hey, it was an 
empty house” because there were a lot of movie the-
aters and it was impossible to check them all.

So the movie studios did a smart thing. They 
would identify theaters or theater chains they thought 
might be skimming, and they’d send private detec-
tives—actual real-life Pinkerton detectives—to find 
out. For the seven o’clock show, the Pinkerton would 
buy a ticket at, say, 6:15. And then another one at 7:15. 
Since all tickets were numbered, it was an easy thing 
to figure out roughly how many people attended that 
showing and compare that to the reported box-office 
take for that showing. 

Of course, human nature is what it is, so there 
was nearly always a difference between the reported 
take and the actual 

Rob Long has been the executive producer of six TV 
series. continued on page 63
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While enemies accuse Israel of apartheid, genocide, and 
rights violations, they offer little convincing evidence. To the 
contrary, Israel has a superb record of civil liberties, elec-
tions, rule of law and equal opportunity at all levels of soci-
ety, ranking it theworld’s 23rd most successful democracy.
What are the facts? 
Israel receives outsized condemnation for its alleged 
treatment of Arab-Israeli citizens, as well as Palestinian Arabs 
living in surrounding disputed territories. In stark contrast 
to such poorly supported accusations, the new “Democracy 
Index 2021” by EIU—the Economist Intelligence Unit—
ranks Israel as one of the most thriving democracies in the 
world, scoring it higher than the United States, Spain, Italy 
and some 139 other nations. The index ranks countries 
according to 51 criteria, covering each nation’s performance 
according to its 1) electoral process and pluralism; 2) 
functioning of government; 3) political participation; 4) 
political culture; and 5) civil liberties.
Israel’s 2021 ranking shows consistent improvement 
in its democratic processes compared with the first such 
report in 2006, when the Jewish state ranked 
only 47. In the current report, Israel was lauded 
for its inclusion of an Arab party in today’s 
ruling government coalition.

No surprise, since Israel’s robust democracy 
has a vibrant electoral tradition, stable governing 
institutions, high political participation among 
its citizens, a vigorous, even boisterous political culture, and 
broad, equal civil liberties for all its citizens.

Unfortunately, even as Israel’s democracy improved in the 
past year, the EIU noted that democracy globally actually 
deteriorated. This was due to the Covid-19 pandemic, 
causing “an unprecedented withdrawal of civil liberties,” 
including “a huge extension of state power over large areas 
of public and personal life.”
In contrast to Israel were Middle Eastern regimes, 
the highest ranking of which was Tunisia, reaching only 
75th place—and then not as a democracy, but as a “hybrid 
regime.” The territory of Palestine was ranked as an 
“authoritarian” regime in 109th place. 

Like all countries in the index, Israel’s performance in the 
EIU evaluation was based on the health and performance of 
democratic institutions among its citizens. 

While critics often unfairly blame Israel for a lack of 
democratic freedoms in Judea and Samaria (“the West 
Bank”) and Gaza, they ignore the fact that the Oslo Accords 
give governance responsibilities of Palestinians in those 
territories almost entirely to their respective dictatorships—
the Palestinian Authority and Hamas.

Unfortunately, neither of these Palestinian governments 
holds regular elections, supports basic civil liberties—like 
freedoms of speech, assembly and religion—or enforces rule 

of law. Neither respects women’s equality, and both violently 
persecute members of LGBTQ and religious minorities.

Anti-Israel commentators usually neglect to acknowledge 
that Palestinians have been waging terrorist war against 
Israel’s existence since the state’s birth in 1948. Much of 
Palestinian suffering results from Israel defending itself 
against these unrelenting attacks, as well as obstinate 
Palestinian refusal to accept multiple offers of land for peace 
and a state of their own.
Israel’s “nation-state law” has also been unfairly 
attacked. The law declares that the country exists to 
fulfill the Jewish people’s “right to self-determination.” This 
criticism, however, is a red herring, attempting to discredit 
a statute that in no way limits Israel’s democratic liberties. 
Note that this law does not infringe on the rights of individual 
Israelis, including its two million Arab citizens. Like many 
other nation states, it merely formalizes symbols of its 
people—in this case the Jewish people—such as the flag, 
national anthem, and holidays. 

Note, too, that while the nation-state law declares Hebrew 
to be the national language, this is not 
different than in the United States, in which 
English is the mother tongue. Nor does 
Israel’s nation-state law establish any official 
religion—unlike some seven European 
countries that declare state religions in their 
very constitutions.

In short, Israel can be a proud nation of the Jewish 
people while still cherishing and improving one of the 
most ethnically diverse and freest democracies on earth. In 
fact, some would argue that it is precisely Jewish values of 
compassion and justice that help fortify and help guarantee 
Israel’s robust democracy.
No matter which slanderous accusations Israel’s enemies 
employ, the Jewish state objectively remains one of the 
strongest and most successful democracies on earth, 
providing political freedoms and economic opportunities 
unmatched in the majority of the world’s nations. Moreover, 
the suffering and plight of the Palestinians has little to do 
with Israel and is almost entirely the result of authoritarian 
governance by its terrorist dictatorial regimes and their 
obstinate refusal to make peace.

Democracy Thrives in Israel
A new report ranks the Jewish state as one of the world’s strongest, most equitable 
democracies—despite baseless falsehoods about its oppression of Palestinians 

Jewish values 
help guarantee 

Israel’s 
democracy
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